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Preface

Book’s Overview and Features

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have quickly become an area of great interest

in terms of research for both industry and academia. Nowadays, the enormous

potential of this technology can be easily seen, along with its inherent difficul-

ties. Just looking at the number of research projects being funded, mainly

European- and U.S.-based, the many research papers being published, and

the results being put on the market gives clear evidence of the technology’s

growing importance. In fact, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

recently classifiedWSNs as one of the 10 emerging technologies that will change

the world.

This book is the result of intensive research carried out over several months

as part of a European research project. It constitutes a wide review of the

current state of the art regarding wireless sensor networks at the time of its

writing. Contributions have been made by several researchers from various

organizations.

Other research teams and European projects have also made very valuable

contributions in the field of wireless sensor networks. However, to the best of

our knowledge, this book is the only one encompassing all of the following

characteristics:

l It is entirely dedicated to wireless sensor networks and comprises all of

the main technological challenges associated with them: from hardware to

specific applications, including networking, middleware, and software

issues.
l It not only includes a review of commercially available products and solu-

tions, but also examines European research projects concerning WSNs and

open issues currently of interest for researchers in this area. Moreover, there

is also a chapter devoted to regulatory and safety issues related to this

technology.
l It includes a description of several exemplifying application scenarios in

which the use of a WSN solution is very attractive, something that may

inspire current and future applications.
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Target Audiences

All of these features make the book useful for a wide range of potential readers,

including researchers in the computer/wireless communications sector, lec-

turers for advanced communication courses, graduate students beginning

research in computer/wireless communications, professionals wanting to offer

WSN solutions, and even WSN application designers.

Our aims are to help the reader grasp the main technological issues to be

considered when dealing with WSNs, to give a high-level overview of the

different technologies available, and to pave the way for an eventual deeper

study of specific aspects of this wireless technology.
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Editors’ and Contributors’ Note

Since this book contains mainly a state-of-the-art report on a research field, a
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what the corresponding authors claim. However, we cannot guarantee its

correctness nor accept any responsibility for any damage of any type derived
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misunderstandings or errors may have occurred. We encourage those interested

in obtaining guaranteed information to contact the sources mentioned directly,

especially when dealing with product manufacturers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Executive Summary

The main goal of this book is to describe and analyze the technological

novelties of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) from software and hardware

points of view. We highlight the main difficulties when using WSN tech-

nologies and identify unsolved problems, current open issues in research,

and challenges in this area. This includes hardware solutions, hardware

platforms and radio technologies, network deployment aspects, communi-

cation protocols, middleware solutions, and interconnection of WSNs with

other networks. In addition, we describe the characteristics and require-

ments of three representative scenarios to demonstrate the advantages of

the wireless sensor technology and its boundless potential in today’s world.

Regulatory and safety issues related to WSN have their own dedicated

chapter.

Part of the contents of this book is the result of work done inside the mSWN

European research project (‘‘Solving Major Problems in Microsensorial Wire-

less Networks,’’ FP6-2005-IST) (uSWN), in which the editors and contributors

of this volume have participated.

We are aware that other research teams and European projects have

already made very valuable state-of-the-art contributions to wireless sensor

networks. To mention two of the most important and recent works, we

can cite the documents of the ‘‘Embedded WiSeNts’’ research project, and

particularly the ‘‘Embedded WiSeNts Research Roadmap’’ report (Marrón

et al., 2006), and the ‘‘Sensor Networks Roadmap & Strategic Research

Agenda’’ of the CRUISE project (Ashraf et al., 2006). Although we have

considered these projects, the information contained in our book is aimed

at fulfilling goals directly applicable to solving problems in WSN. We have

not tried to produce yet another medium- to long-term, explicit roadmap

of WSN research activities. Rather, we highlight the major open issues that

still have to be tackled to make WSN reach their full foreseeable great

potential.

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,
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1.2 Structure of the Book

Seven chapters follow this introduction. The first four chapters are devoted to

analyzing the state of the art regarding radio-frequency technologies, hardware

platforms, software technologies, and network aspects of wireless sensor net-

works, respectively. Chapter 6 discusses the main safety and regulatory issues

related to WSNs, while Chapter 7 gives an overview of the main recent and

ongoing European research projects related to this technological area. The final

chapter describes some relevant scenarios in WSNs, including the user require-

ments and a technical description of the network infrastructure and the overall

system that should be designed to support them. Each chapter finishes with the

relevant bibliographic sources to be checked if more precise information is

sought.

Chapters are self-contained, thus making it possible for readers to focus on

their specific interests without the need to read the chapters in any predefined

order. Especially significant are the ‘‘open issues’’ sections located in most

chapters. These sections contain what we have identified as major research

challenges that still exist in the WSN area, after reviewing many scientific and

technical documents and papers on the subject of each chapter. This informa-

tion was very useful for partners in our European project to concentrate our

research efforts on solving actual current ‘‘problems’’ in wireless sensor net-

works. We would really like them to inspire future research initiatives in this

exciting field.
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Chapter 2

Radio-Frequency Technologies for WSNs

Abstract Many wireless monitoring and control applications are available for

the industrial and home markets. Some hardware platforms are specialized for

optimizing only one feature (e.g., high data rate, long transfer range, or low-

power mode). However, the most restrictive parameters for WSNs are both

power consumption and distance. This chapter briefly describes different radio-

frequency technologies, although many of them are not appropriate or are not

yet fully developed for WSNs. Therefore, only appropriate technologies are

discussed in depth, and a brief overview of several integrated circuits from

different manufacturers is included.

2.1 Bluetooth Technology (IEEE 802.15.1)

The Bluetooth wireless communications technology provides a personal area

network (PAN) for exchanging data between Bluetooth-capable devices within

a certain proximity.

Bluetooth technology has a low-powermode and high integrated devices and

operates in the unlicensed 2.4-GHz band, but it is limited to short-distance

communications. Therefore, this technology is not the most appropriate for

developing a WSN. For this reason, Bluetooth is just mentioned and described

as an existing technology (Bluetooth SIG).

2.2 Wi-Fi Technology (IEEE 802.11.a/b/h/g)

TheWi-Fi technology allows different devices like laptops, personal computers

(PCs), cell phones, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) to communicate

between one another or to connect to the Internet without needing a cable

connection.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defined the

Wi-Fi network protocols IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11 g operating in

the unlicensed radio bands of 2.4 and 5GHz. Therefore, any kind of standard

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,
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Wi-Fi–certified device is able to operate all over the world with data rates of

11Mbps for IEEE 802.11b or 54Mbps for IEEE 802.11a. Of course, the greater

the distance to the access point, the lower the performance.

Wi-Fi technology lacks a low-power mode and is also not very highly

integrated. Thus, a low-powered and highly integrated WSN cannot use this

technology, which is why we give just an overview of this existing technology

(Wi-Fi Home Page).

2.3 UWB Technology (IEEE 802.15.3)

The Ultra Wideband (UWB) technology allows information to be transmitted

at a large bandwidth in precise pulses that are typically 1 to 2 nanoseconds in

length and occupy at least 25% of the center frequency, much more than other

systems. The use of this technology is limited to the range of frequencies from 3.1

to 10.6GHz. Another remarkable characteristic of UWB is its better behavior

regarding interferences than other technologies due to the use of spread-spectrum

modulation techniques.

Despite having a greater ratio of transmission velocity over power consump-

tion than other similar technologies like Wi-Fi, UWB is limited to short-range

applications. It is therefore appropriate for portable devices, to get long battery

life, but not forWSNs requiring larger distances. This is the main reason for not

going into further details on UWB technology (Intel UWB).

2.4 Wavenis Technology (EN300–220 and FCC15.247—Coronis

Systems)

The Wavenis technology, developed by Coronis Systems, provides long-range

data connections and services for autonomous devices with extremely limited

battery resources and is intended for ultra low-power (ULP) and long-range

wireless communications. Wavenis extends the industry standard Bluetooth

protocol to provide robust wireless solutions for building ad hoc and fixed

networks using autonomous, battery-powered devices.

2.4.1 Wavenis’ Main Characteristics

Wavenis is a complete software and hardware solution for wireless commu-

nications in low-power devices. The core offer consists of an RF transceiver and

a protocol stack, both specifically adapted to provide the optimal combination

of secure and reliable connections, long range, and minimal power consump-

tion. Highly resistant to interference and obstacles, Wavenis offers a means for

including a wide variety of battery-powered products in PAN, LAN, andWAN
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networks, particularly for low-data-rate domestic and industrial applications.

Wavenis implements an advanced RF architecture and can serve as a means to

extend Bluetooth applications toward applications for which no other solutions

address real-world needs so directly. This extension not only ensures interoper-

ability with existing networks, but also complements other protocols and avoids

costly proprietary gateway solutions. The main features of Wavenis are

� Small footprint
� Low power consumption
� Low per-unit cost
� Line-of-sight connections up to 1 kilometer
� Completely programmable configurations
� Easy in-field installation
� Coexistence with other technologies; interference- and obstacle-resistant
� Point-to-point, broadcast, polling, repeater functions, mesh network

topologies
� Ongoing QoS monitoring to have reliable communications

2.4.2 Wavenis’ RF ASIC Solution

Wavenis licensees may benefit from the Wavenis ASIC, specific low-power

baseband, and a full control over system design and RF integration to best

meet the designer product goals. This offers the following features:

� It is a flexible solution for mass-produced products.
� Designers can build their own radio interface based on the Wavenis RF

ASIC.
� Designers can run the Wavenis protocol stack in their own microcontroller.
� It has a low per-unit license cost.
� It has a small hardware and software footprint, for a low Bill of materials.
� It is stack-portable to many microcontrollers.
� The stack object code is available.

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of the Wavenis layers. The HCI interface

offers a simple API to useWavenis services. The designers can find services such

as object code and APIs, Active X controls for Windows applications, and

Wavenis’ stack configuration tools.

Wavenis operates at frequency bands of 868, 915, and 433MHz, with data

rates between 2.4 and 100 kbps (typical 10 kbps), and uses different techniques

for saving power and making the network robust, such as data interleaving,

FHSS (frequency-hopping spread spectrum), forward error correction, and

GFSK modulation. Wavenis has a high line-of-sight range of up to 1kilometer

and automatic frequency control (AFC) to guarantee high performance levels

over the product’s operating lifetime. Also, it is compliant with relevant European

and U.S. electromagnetic compatibility regulations.
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Coronis is also currently developing its new system-on-chip ASIC. The new

solution aims to offer unprecedented low-power consumption for large-scale

wireless mesh networks and higher RF performance.

2.5 Wibree Technology (Nokia)

Wibree technology is a short-range wireless communications protocol intended

to compliment Bluetooth by implementing most of the Bluetooth functions

with less power consumption. The Wibree open standard is able to work in

applications where reliable Bluetooth data transmission is not possible,

although the maximum data transmission rate is three times lower than that

of Bluetooth 2.0 (1Mbps versus up to 3Mbps).

The Wibree specifications are being defined by a group of important com-

panies from different sectors such as semiconductor manufacturers, service

providers, and vendors, with Nokia in the lead. (The list of such companies

includes Broadcom, Casio, CSR, Epson, ItoM, Nordic Semiconductor, STMi-

croelectronics, Suunto, Taiyo Yuden, and Texas Instruments.)

This technology is designed to operate with either a standalone chip or a

dual-mode chip. While the standalone chip is a small device able to operate

with very low power consumption, the dual-mode Bluetooth Wibree is able to

communicate with Bluetooth standard devices with less power consumption

and at distances of 5 to 10meters using the 2.5-GHz band.

The main characteristics of Wibree are the ultra low-power IDLE mode

operation, power-saving technology, device discovery, reliable point-to-multipoint

data transfer, and encrypted communications (Nokia, 2007).

Fig. 2.1 Wavenis’ protocol

stack
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Wibree is not explained here in more detail because it is not a long-distance

technology, therefore being suited for low–power, small devices at limited

distances (5–10meters), not totally adequate for many typical WSN applica-

tions (Wibree Home Page).

2.6 ZigBee Technology

The ZigBee technology is a communications standard for systems with require-

ments such as long battery life, low data rates, secure communications, and less

complexity compared with previous wireless standards. It is based on the IEEE

802.15.4 standard (IEEE, 2006) for wireless personal area networks (WPANs).

2.6.1 ZigBee’s Main Characteristics

IEEE 802.15.4 is a protocol for wireless networks aiming to achieve simplicity,

low cost, low data rate, and low power consumption with the ability to operate

months or even years with standard AA or AAA batteries (Freescale ZigBee

Overview).

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines two layers, the MAC and the physical

layer (PHY), as shown in Fig. 2.2, and uses the three license-free frequency

bands. These license-free bands have a total of 27 channels divided into 16 channels

at 2.4GHz with data rates of 250kbps, 10 channels at 902 to 928MHz with data

rates of 40kbps, and one channel at 868 to 870MHz with a data rate of 20kbps.

However, only the 2.4-GHz band operates worldwide; the others are regional

bands. The 868–870-MHz band operates in Europe, while the 902–928–MHz

band operates in North America, Australia, and other countries (ZigBee

Home Page).

IEEE 802.15.4 has adopted the direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS)

technique in order to ensure coexistence and robustness against interference,

and it uses more bandwidth than the signal transmitted without it. The standard

2.4-GHz band modulation is half-sine filtered offset quadrature phase-shift

Fig. 2.2. IEEE802.15.4 stack
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keying (OQPSK) and the 868/915-MHz bands use binary phase-shift keying

(BPSK) (Maupin, 2007).

Another technique adopted for coexistence is frequency division multiple

access (FDMA), which consists of dividing the 2.4-GHz band into 16 non-

overlapping channels with a distance of 5MHz between them, thus allowing

devices operating in adjacent channels to coexist without problems.

In addition to the techniques described previously, Carrier Sense Multiple

Access with CollisionAvoidance (CSMA/CA) is also necessary inmost networks

without beacons because several devices may be working in the same channel.

This technique basically consists of listening, looking for activity, and, if the

channel is busy, waiting a certain amount of time and checking again, and then,

if the channel is not busy, using it (ZigBee, 2007; IEEE, 2006).

2.6.2 ZigBee Networks

In addition to the MAC and Physical layers defined by IEEE 802.15.4

mentioned in Section 2.6.1, ZigBee defines two more layers: the Application

Support layer (APS) and the Network/Security layer, shown in Fig. 2.2. The user

is in charge of the Application layer on top of the Application Support layer.

ZigBee network devices are able to communicate with data rates between 10

and 250kbps over a 10- to 75-meter range. Depending on the memory require-

ments and the network size, IEEE short or long addressing can be used (Freescale

ZigBee Overview).

Zigbee distinguishes among three types of network devices:

� Full-function device (FFD): FFDs have all the characteristics specified by

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and can work as a network router, end device,

or both.
� Zigbee Coordinator (ZC): ZCs store all structure and node information in

order to manage the network. For this task to run smoothly, good memory

and computing power are fundamental.
� Reduced-function device (RFD): These devices are basically sensors and

actuators with limited functionalities like send and/or receive; they know

only their function, the location of the ZC, and the nearest router.

ZigBee supports star, mesh, and cluster-tree network topologies. Each has

advantages over the others. Star topology networks are the most appropriate

for very long battery-life applications and are formed by an FFD working as

coordinator and a group of end devices. Mesh topologies provide more than

one way through the network in order to increase reliability, and all the avail-

able paths are stored in the network routing table. Cluster-tree topologies are a

combination of mesh and star topologies as shown in Fig. 2.3; therefore, they

have the advantages of both high reliability and long battery life (Freescale

ZigBee Overview).
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2.6.3 Zigbee Applications

Even though ZigBee is aimed at monitoring and controlling applications, it

actually has a much wider range. The applications can be divided into three

main groups:

� Nonperiodical applications: These kinds of systems can be developed so that

most of their components are disconnected from the network. The devices

will connect to the network only when communication is needed, thus

consuming very little power. A wide variety of systems fit into this group,

such as access control systems, lighting systems, remote control systems,

interactive toys, etc.
� Periodical applications: The majority of the systems in this category are

measurement systems for applications like patient or fitness monitoring or

periodical process control systems. The device must be sleeping and should

only wake up at the established time to perform its task; once the task is

completed, the device returns to its sleeping mode.
� Periodical low-latency applications: There are also some periodical applica-

tions with important requirements like low latency. For these applications,

beacon packets and a capability of ZigBee called Guaranteed Time Slots

(GTS) need to be used in order to guarantee the time and duration of the

communication without time delays (Craig).

2.6.4 ZigBee Promoters and Participants

ZigBee is a profitless alliance of more than 100 companies among semiconduc-

tor and electronic device manufacturers, with the goal of promoting this low-

cost wireless technology. The ZigBee alliance has three classes of membership:

promoters, participants, and adopters.

Fig. 2.3. Cluster-tree

topology
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The promoters consist of semiconductor, software, and system providers

and are the leaders of the alliance, representing a cross section of the wireless

industry. The promoters of this alliance are BM Group, Ember, Freescale

Semiconductor, Honeywell, Huawei, Mitsubishi Electric, Motorola, Philips

(Lighting), Samsung, Schneider Electric, Siemens, ST Microelectronics, and

Texas Instruments.

Participants play a less important role than promoters in ZigBee. Partici-

pants can attend the alliance meetings and have access to all preliminary

specifications. Current participants, in alphabetical order, include Ad-Sol

Nissin Corp., Airbee, Akita Electronics Systems, Alektrona, AMI Semiconduc-

tor, ArchRock, Arcom Solutions, Assa Abloy, Atalum, Atmel, Avocent, Betro-

nic, Bubec, Cambridge Consultants, Certicom, Cirronet, Control 4, Crane

Controls Group, Crossbow, Daintree Networks, Danfoss, Develco, Dust Net-

works, Eaton, eaZix, Eka Systems, Eldatl Embex, Epson, ETRI, Exegin, France

Telecom, Fraunhofer, Frontline, Gigatek, Golden Power, Grundfos, Helicomm,

Hitachi, Holley, IBBT, Innovative Wireless Technologies, Inovonics, Insta,

Invensys, Integrations Associates, Itron, Jenninc, Johnson Controls, KDDI,

KETI, Korwin, Legrand, LG, Marlin Controls, MaxStream, MeshNetics,

Micrel, Microchip, Mikrokrets AS, Millennial Net, Mindteck, Mono Products,

muRata, Nanotron, National ICT, National Instruments, NEC, Nice, Niko,

NTS, OKI, Omron, One RF Technology, Orange Logic, OTSL, Radio Pulse,

Renesas, RF Technologies, Rincon Research Corporation, Samsung, San

Juan Software, SD System, Shinko, Silicon Laboratories, Software Technol-

ogies Group, Telecom Lab, Telegesis, Tendril, Trane TR Tech, TSC Systems,

TTA, UbiquitousSystem Lab, UBIWave, Urmet Domus, Vantage Controls,

Viconics, Vitelec, Winegard, Xanadu Wireless, Yamatake, Yaskawa, Yoko-

gawa, and ZMD.

2.6.5 ZigBee System-on-Chip (SoC)

In most cases, solutions are formed by a transceiver plus a low-power micro-

controller, enough to satisfy the wireless sensor’s designer’s needs. On other

applications, a high scale of integration is required. For this purpose, some

manufacturers have developed a System-on-Chip (SoC), integrating a micro-

controller and a transceiver in the same package. With these integrated circuits

(ICs), only a few external passive components are required to build a fully

compliant ZigBee device in minimum space. Two examples are Chipcon and

Freescale, whose main features are summarized as follows:

� TheMC1320X family fromFreescale integrates a 2.4-GHz transceiver and a

powerful HCS08 processor with several memory combinations in a 5� 5-mm

QFN package (Freescale Home Page; Freescale MC1320x).
� Chipcon also offers a wide variety of RF products and ZigBee solutions such

as transceivers, transceivers and microcontrollers with USB, and others
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(Chipcon). Interesting products from this manufacturer include the

CC2430/CC2431 Systems-on-Chip, which feature an enhanced 8051micro-

controller and an IEEE802.15.4-compliant transceiver (TI, 2006).

2.6.6 Radio-Frequency Integrated Circuit Manufacturers

This section features a compilation of synthesized information from the main

integrated circuit manufacturers and from some ZigBee alliance partners that

developed embedded systems to evaluate the capacities of the transceivers,

microcontrollers, or ZigBee software stacks instead of manufacturing a trans-

ceiver. The manufacturers that develop their own transceivers may use evalua-

tion kits to test the effectiveness of their future radio-frequency ICs. The main

features of the devices currently considered to be the most innovative and useful

are shown below.

2.6.6.1 ZMD

ZMD has a great amount of experience manufacturing application-specific

integrated circuits (ZMD Home Page) and focuses on applications for the

electronics and automotive industries, medical technologies, and infrared inter-

faces. ZMD offers the ZM44102 transceiver for ZigBee and more recently

developed the ZM44101 System-on-Chip. The advantages of each integrated

circuit are described below.

The ZMD44101 is a fully integrated System-on-Chip CMOS transceiver that

can operate in the 868.3-MHz European and in the 902-MHz to 928-MHz

American ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) bands. This transceiver has

been optimized for low power and to handle data rates up to 40 kbps. In order

to ensure reliable data transfers in hostile RF environments, it incorporates

DSSS technology. Due to its high scale of integration, the number of external

components is minimal (ZMD, 2004).

The ZMD44102 is a robust, fully integrated RF transceiver operating in the

license-free European band of 868 to 870MHz and in the American band of 902

to 928MHz. ZMD44102 has been optimized for long range and for data rates

of up to 40 kbps. DSSS technology is included, enabling ZMD44102 to operate

in hostile RF environments (ZMD, 2006).

2.6.6.2 Chipcon

Chipcon, now Texas Instruments, offers a wide range of RF-IC products for

short-range, low-power, low-cost, and high-integration wireless applications in

the license-free sub-1-GHz and 2.4-GHz bands (Chipcon). The Chipcon ZigBee

products are designed for different applications and requirements, such as
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applications requiring pure transceivers (CC2420), standalone systems (CC2430),

or sensor networking (CC2431) (TI, 2006).

The CC2420 is a low-cost, low-power transceiver designed to operate in the

2.4-GHz unlicensed ISM band. It supports AES encryption and authentica-

tion, together with cyclic redundancy checksum (CRC) among other features.

In addition, we may find the CC2430, a System-on-Chip (SoC) solution for

building ZigBee network standard nodes. It has an integrated 8051microcon-

troller with a different size of flash memory depending on the version com-

bined with the CC2420 transceiver. Chipcon also has the CC2431 SoC device

with similar features to the CC2430, but engine location support is added in

order to estimate the node’s position in the network based on the signal

strength (TI, 2006).

2.6.6.3 Atmel

Like many other silicon manufacturers, Atmel offers solutions for a wide area

of wireless applications, including mobile phones, Bluetooth, or WiMAX

(Atmel). The AVR-Z link platform is a ZigBee-certified and 802.15.4-compliant

solution that allows wireless applications to be easily and quickly developed

using free software and development kits. The use of AVR devices as the core of

the systems allows the selection of a wide range of microcontrollers that support

the porting of the ZigBee stack seamlessly (Atmel AVR). In addition, the

AT86RF230 is one of the few transceivers developed by Atmel that is fully

compliant with 802.15.4 and ZigBee applications working in the 2.4-GHz band.

The AT86RF230 does not need external components to run apart from the

antenna, crystal, and decoupling capacitors integrated on the chip, which leads

to significant board space saving (Atmel, 2007).

2.6.6.4 Freescale

Freescale is the semiconductors division of Motorola (Freescale Home Page)

that has inherited its wide experience in cable and radio communication chips.

Freescale focuses on low-power wireless communications and protocols such as

ZigBee in the semiconductors market. With this purpose in mind, Freescale has

developed several transceiver products, like SoC devices and the MC13xxx

family of transceivers (Freescale MC1320x).

The MC13203 is a 2.4-GHz band transceiver designed for wireless sensing

and control applications. Like most 802.15.4-compatible devices working in

this frequency band, these transceivers support data rates of 250 kbps with

O-QPSK modulation and DSSS coding. Its internal architecture combines the

reception and transmission circuitry necessary to reduce the number of discrete

components needed for normal operation of the transceiver. Like other trans-

ceivers, the MC13203 uses the four-wire SPI interface to provide digital data

connections with a microcontroller. The user must provide the low-level

programming and interfacing to use the 802.15.4MAC and ZigBee stack
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supplied by Freescale. This software tool offers compatibility with the MC13xxx

family of transceivers and several other microcontrollers from Freescale (Free-

scale MC13203).

2.6.6.5 Microchip

Microchip is a leader in the microcontroller market because of its PIC

devices (Microchip Home Page). At the start of 2007, Microchip released the

MRF24J40 (Microchip MRF24J40), its first low-power radio transceiver

oriented toward 802.15.4 applications. Along with the release of the transceiver,

Microchip announced the MiWi protocol, an 802.15.4-based protocol that is

compatible with 802.15.4 devices. The main feature of MiWi is that fewer

resources are needed while maintaining compatibility with other ZigBee

devices. In addition, it is free, meaning that no royalties or certifications must

be paid. This protocol has been designed for low-resource applications in which

the number of nodes (1024), coordinators (8), chips per coordinator (127), or

hops (4) is critical. One disadvantage is that the stack is designed to be used with

Microchip PIC microcontrollers and with the MRF24J40 transceiver (Flowers

and Yang, 2007).

Both the ZigBee and theMiWi stacks are fully compatible with the PICDEM

Z demonstration board. This board allows easily developing and integrating of

ZigBee applications using the Microchip MPLAB IDE as an environment and

the MPLAB ICD 2 as an in-circuit programming and debugging tool. The kit

includes two PICDEM Z boards with a PIC18LF4620 microcontroller, some

push buttons, temperature measurement, I/O interfacing, and a daughter board

with the radio chip. The initial versions of this kit prior to the release of the

MRF24J40 had a third-party transceiver mounted on the RF daughter board.

Finally, the kit includes the ZigBee stack supporting various functionalities

(Microchip PICDEM Z).

2.6.6.6 Renesas

Renesas is an emerging corporation that sells silicon devices (Renesas Home

Page). Among many integrated circuits, Renesas offers several solutions for the

market of ZigBee applications. One of them is the ZigBee Development Kit,

which has the necessary items to start building low-power wireless applications

immediately. This kit is comprised of the hardware platform, software stack,

and development environment. The hardware platform is based on the M16C

Renesas microcontroller together with several peripherals like a character

LCD, analog, I/O, and radio. The radio is currently only available at

2.4GHz, but future products will support 900-MHz frequency bands. The

software that runs on the M16C microcontroller is a limited version of the

ZigBee and 802.15.4MAC layers. Motes come preprogrammed with an addi-

tional demo application that acts as a packet sniffer. This software is useful in
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order to track packets and data transactions between other nodes when their

firmware is being debugged. The development environment is completed with a

serial interface that is used to program the platform and to debug user applica-

tions through a demo version of the ZigBee DemoKit ZDK forM16C software

(Renesas ZDK).

2.6.6.7 Silicon Laboratories

The IC-specialty firm Silicon Labs offers several solutions for the ZigBee and

802.15.4 protocols (SiLabs Home Page). The microcontrollers of the 8051

family from Silicon Labs are optimal for low-power wireless applications like

ZigBee. Silicon Labs has developed microcontroller kits that are available in

order to test the platforms and implement future applications. As an example,

the ZigBee-2.4-DK is a development kit that allows the user to create ZigBee

applications from scratch. It has six target boards and the necessary accessories

and software to make it work; each board consists of a Chipcon CC2420

transceiver connected to a C8051F121 microcontroller including USB and

JTAG interfaces (SiLabs ZDK; SiLabs AN222). The software tool also consists

of an integrated development environment based on the Keil C compiler and

software stack, including the ZigBee and 802.15.4MAC layers. It also includes

an application programming interface (API) for personal computers, which has

the necessary network primitives to build applications that can manage a

ZigBee-based network (SiLabs AN241; SiLabs AN242).
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Chapter 3

Hardware Platforms for WSNs

Abstract Many different manufacturers have complete wireless sensor nodes

and solutions available. This chapter describes the current mainWSN platforms,

ranging from systems with radio-frequency bands of 300MHz to those platforms

using a 2.4-GHz radio-frequency band. Much of the information is presented in

tabular form to ease comparison between platforms and to have the data in a

uniform format. This information has been compiled from a variety of sources,

including product brochures and manufacturers’ Web pages. To obtain more

detailed information on any product, we highly recommend consulting the

references at the end of the chapter or directly contacting the manufacturer.

3.1 AVIDdirector

The American firm AVIDwireless (AVIDwireless Home Page) uses Java in its

machine-to-machine (M2M) devices. These devices can be connected to any

type of machine, sensor, or device and can transmit information. They are

capable of communicating with a great quantity of equipment using wireless

networks such as mobile networks, satellites, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or ZigBee.

TheAVIDdirector device is capable ofmonitoring the I/O (Input/Output) and

sending the information through the different communication channels. These

products are based on an ‘‘Imsys CJIP Java 160MIPS’’ processor that provides a

Web interface to manage the options available. The system shows an open

architecture, so the final user can build his or her own hardware and use different

software platforms. AVIDdirector main characteristics as shown in table 3.1.

3.2 WMSNP

Convergix is a Belgian company specialized in wireless sensor networks and

miniature electronic systems (Convergix Home Page). The main WSN product

is WMSN.P–2812/D2, which uses a 2.4-GHz ISM band. It is a low-cost,

battery-powered module that includes a vibration sensor permitting a wireless

sensor network of hundreds of nodes to be built. Table 3.2 summarizes main

features of this convergix device.

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,

DOI: 10.1007/978-1-84800-203-6_3, � Springer-Verlag London Limited 2008
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Table 3.1 AVIDdirector Features Summary (Compiled from AVIDwireless [AVIDwireless

Home page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Imsys CJIP Java Digital Six GPIO, four high-voltage and

current I/O,

internal expansion connector

RAM 8 or 16MB Analog Not specified

ROM 4 to 16MB Serial JTAG, Bus I2C, two high-speed

serial ports, RS232, TTL serial

port

Speed 160MIPS Sensor Temperature

OS Imsys Java Infrastructure

(gateway)

GSM, GPRS, CDMA, 1xRTT,

iDen, Mobitex, DataTac,

ReFLEX, Aries, 802.11a/b/g,

Bluetooth, ZigBee; RFID and

Sirit HF readers (optional)

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 12V DC @150mA

Band Not specified Power idle Not specified

Bit rate Not specified Power Rx/Tx Not specified

Modulation Not specified Cost From $495–1145 depending on the

configuration

Range Not specified Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Runs Java programs, M2MIOTM,

mixed signal array processor

Table 3.2 WMSNP Features Summary (Compiled from Convergix [Convergix Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Microchip PIC182220 Digital None

RAM 512 bytes Analog None

ROM 2kB Serial RS232, RS485/422

Speed 8MHz Sensor Acceleration

OS None Infrastructure

(gateway)

Host computer

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 9V DC

(battery)

Band 2.45-GHz ISM

band

Power idle Not specified

Bit rate 9600 bps Power Rx/Tx Not specified

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range Indoors 50m,

outdoors 2 km

Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras 256 bytes of

EEPROM,

ZigBee-compatible
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The module is customizable to offer different solutions in order to provide

more storage capabilities, different bandwidths, higher transmission rates, and

compatibility with other network protocols such as ZigBee.

3.3 SmartMesh-XR

Dust Networks offers wireless sensor networks and low-consumption motes for

the 2.4-GHz and 900-MHz bands (Dust Home Page). The company has also

developed SmartMesh-XR, a wireless network system that is mote-based using

the Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol (TSMP) to provide good network

reliability and low power consumption.

SmartMesh-XR has features like redundancy to solve broken links and scal-

ability, enabling up to 250 devices per gateway to be added. Using synchronized

network protocols to limit node activity yields low power consumption and

reduces the chances of network traffic overload. Network configuration is made

easy thanks to the autoconfiguration capability of the nodes, and a Java applica-

tion is used to manage the network. Acquired data and alarms are transmitted

through network motes until they reach the gateway, which manages quality of

service and interfaces a personal computer using an XML-based protocol.

This system can be used in typical WSN applications such as weather

stations, energy measurement, lightning control, machine state control, process

control, equipment control, perimeter monitoring, and intruder detection,

among others. Dust Networks’ shells offer two families of products depending

on the operating frequency band, 2.4GHz or 900MHz. The facilities offered by

both families are similar, so only the 900-MHz band family will be discussed. In

table 3.3 the main characteristics of this family are shown.

Table 3.3 SmartMesh-XR Feature Summary (Compiled from Dust Networks, Inc. [Dust

Networks Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller TSMP engine Digital None

RAM Not specified Analog None

ROM Not specified Serial UART 9600 bps

Speed Not specified Sensor None

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

Ethernet, host

computer

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 2.7–3.3V

Band 902–928MHz Power idle 8 uA

Bit rate 76.8 kbps Power Rx/Tx 14mA/28mA

Modulation Binary FSK Cost Not specified

Range 200m outdoors, 80m

indoors

Gateways/mesh PM1230 gateway

Protocol TSMP License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Route-enabled motes
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The M1030 mote is a low-power OEM module that allows an easy and

reliable way to build a sensor network. It is optimized for the Dust SmartMesh

Technology platform and includes a system of wireless sensor with antennas,

serial interface, four analog inputs, and four digital input/outputs.

TheManager PM1230 is a network node that provides quality of service and

control functions in a mote network. This node also optimizes network topol-

ogy, manages routes and mote packets, and exports acquired data in XML

format through the Ethernet port. An application interface for programming

the SmartMesh-XR system from the application is also provided.

3.4 JN5121

Jennic aims to benefit from the advantages that wireless networks give in order

to develop new applications for controlling domestic and industrial equipment

(Jennic Home Page). There are multiple application fields where these technol-

ogies can be implemented such as commercial building for energy saving,

industrial process control, and monitoring for high reliability and low main-

tenance cost, domestic automation, security, and telemetry, among others.

Jennic’s JN5121 modules are low-cost, and its low-power microcontroller

is IEEE 802.15.4-compliant. Its core supports a RICS 32-bit processor, a

2.4-GHz IEEE 802.15.4-compatible transceiver, 64KB of ROM, and 96KB of

RAM. The high-scale integration of this device helps to reduce the total cost of

the system. For this purpose, ROM provides point-to-point and network proto-

cols and RAM supports routing and function control with no external memory

required. Table 3.4 shows a features summary of JN5121 device.

Table 3.4 JN5121 Features Summary (Compiled from Jennic Ltd. [Jennic Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller 32-bit RISC optimized

for low power

Digital 21GPIO

RAM 96kB RAM Analog 4� 12-bit ADC, 2� 11-bit DAC

ROM 64kB ROM Serial 2�UART, SPI (5 selects), 2-wire

Speed 16MHz Sensor None

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

None

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 2.7–3.6V

Band 2.4GHz Power idle 5 uA

Bit rate 250 kbps Power Rx/Tx 50mA/45mA

Modulation O-QPSK Cost Not specified

Range > 400m Gateways/mesh None

Protocol IEEE 802.15.4 License Proprietary

Security Security processor

(128-bit AES)

Extras None
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The JN5121 platform uses a hardware MAC accelerator and hardware AES

encryption accelerator to reduce power consumption and processing. Other

energy-saving mechanisms are provided, such as low working time.

The output power is variable in five 6-dB steps, up to 30 dB, with amaximum

output power of þ2.5 dBm. This is controlled as a result of the RSSI interface

with –1-dB accuracy, 2-dB steps, and –3-dB linearity. The output power is also

not affected by the data rate, which remains constant at 250 kbps as specified by

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

As this mote is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the MAC code is not

available. Nevertheless, IEEE 802.15.4-compliant devices can handle many

more than 100 nodes on a single Previous Access Network Identifier

(PANID). The workable maximum number depends on the traffic required

over the network.

3.5 MeshScape

Millennial Net offers a wide family of products and services aimed to develop,

support, and employ wireless sensor applications, like MeshScape 4.0, a wire-

less sensor networking system that delivers high scalability, reliability, respon-

siveness, and power efficiency (Millennial Home Page).

MeshScape 4.0 is available for 916-MHz and 2.4-GHz frequency bands.

Main features as shown in Table 3.5. This system is made of hardware control

Table 3.5 MeshScape Features Summary (Compiled from Millennial Net [Millennial Home

Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Not specified Digital 4 � IO (mesh node, end

node)

RAM Not specified Analog 8 � ADC (mesh node,

end node)

ROM Not specified Serial 1 serial (mesh node, end

node)

Speed Not specified Sensor None

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

RS232 and RS485 (only

gateway)

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source CR2032 (end node)

Band 916MHz, 2.4GHz Power idle Not specified

Bit rate 57 kbps Power Rx/Tx Not specified

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range 20m (end node), 30m

(mesh node)

Gateways/mesh Mesh node, MeshGate

Protocol MeshScape License Patented

Security Not specified Extras None
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networkmodules like theMeshGate, expansion devices like themeshnodes, and

sensor devices like the end nodes, under software-controlled supervision.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, MeshGate is the gateway interface of the MeshScape

network. This module configures network parameters, enables networks fea-

tures, and motorizes the network status.

Figure 3.2 shows a mesh node, which extends network coverage, routes

packets in order to avoid obstacles, and provides backup routes in the event

Fig. 3.2. Mesh node. (From

Millennial Net [Millennial

Home Page].)

Fig. 3.1. MeshGate module.

(From Millennial Net

[Millennial Home Page].)
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of network congestion or device failure. The mesh node can also be interfaced

with sensors and actuators in different network configurations.

End nodes (Fig. 3.3) create an interface between sensors and actuators for

acquiring data. These devices work in both a star-network configuration and a

star-network hybrid.

3.6 SensiNet

Sensicast offers SensiNet as a complete solution for the 900-MHz and 2.4-GHz

wireless sensors (Sensicast Home Page). Specific applications include tempera-

ture monitoring, security, industrial monitoring, and building automation.

SensiNet relies on two product families for each working band: the H900

group operating at the 900-MHz frequency band and the A2400 group for the

2.4-GHz frequency band.

The H900 network operates in the 900–928-MHz frequency range and uses a

slow frequency-hopping spread spectrum with amplified ratios of 12 dBm to

provide secure connectivity in point-to-point environments. This system pro-

vides a range of 304meters outside and a range of 91meters inside. The A2400

network uses IEEE 802.15.4 radios, with the frequency-hopping spread-spec-

trum ratios amplified to approximately 15 dBm. In this case, the range reduces

to 212meters outside and 70meters inside.

The SensiNet wireless network is made of smart nodes, mesh nodes, gateways,

andbridge nodes. Smart nodes acquire information for themesh nodes,which then

Fig. 3.3. End node. (From

Millennial Net [Millennial

Home Page].)
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route the information until it reaches the bridge node or gateway. That gateway

connects the Sensicast network with other wired networks such as the Internet.

Smart nodes are battery-supplied end devices that communicate with mesh

nodes, gateways, or bridge nodes; they sleep most of the time. Sensicast offers a

wide variety of sensors, including temperature and humidity sensors.

The SensiNet EMS Smart Sensors are real-time temperature and humidity

monitoring devices that are components of the SensiNet product family.

The SensiNet RTD sensor family shown in Table 3.6, is made for outdoor

use and is able to stand up to extreme weather conditions. Like the EMS family,

it measures humidity and temperature in real time, but it does not have any

external connections.

The analog nodes form the SensiNet ALOG family, shown in Table 3.7,

which supports voltage and current sensing up to 10V and 20mA. With two

measurement channels, a 12-bit resolution, and a precision of 0.1%, these

modules are suitable for interfacing most analog sensors.

The SensiNet product family also supports security devices, such as close-

contact nodes, vibration, and pyroelectric devices. For this purpose, the

STAR100 nodes are managed to sense discrete signals like on–off switches,

Table 3.6 SensiNet RTD Models (Compiled from Sensicast Systems [Sensicast Systems

Home Page])

RTD100/110

(H900)

RTD102/4,112/4 (H900) RTD202/4,212/4

(A2400)

Radio

frequency

900MHz 900MHz 2.4GHz

Battery 2/3 lithium .6V AA type (lithium

thionyl chloride)

.6 V AA type (lithium

thionyl chloride)

Autonomy 3 years @ 25 8C

with a 1-min

transmission

interval

RTD102, 3 years @

25 8C with a 2-min

transmission interval

RTD104, 1.5 years @

25 8C with a 2-min

transmission interval

RTD102, 3 years @

25 8C with a 2-min

transmission interval

RTD104, 1.5 years @

25 8C with a 2-min

transmission interval

Temperature

measure

range

RTD100 from

�100 8C to 200 8C

RTD110 from

�20 8C to 540 8C

RTD102 from �100 8C

to 200 8C

RTD112 from�20 8C to

540 8C

RTD102 from �100 8C

to 200 8C

RTD112 from �20 8C

to 540 8C

Processor Not specified Not specified Not specified

Table 3.7 SensiNet’s ALOG Models (Compiled from Sensicast Systems [Sensicast Systems

Home Page])

ALOG100 ALOG200 ALOG110 ALOG210

Radio frequency 900MHz 2.4GHz 900MHz 2.4GHz

Output power 12 dBm 15 dBm 12 dBm 15 dBm

Power 10–30V DC

with battery

backup

2/3 AA lithium-

ion batteries

2/3 AA lithium-

ion batteries

2/3 AA lithium-

ion batteries

Input 4–20mA 4–20mA – –10V – 0–10V
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and the OAS100 nodes are designed to interface analog sensors such as pressure

sensors, vibration sensors, PIR, and magnetic sensors.

Mesh nodes are line-powered nodes with backup batteries that self-organize

the network and automatically build routes with other nodes. These mesh nodes

also support inputs and outputs for additional sensors. Mesh nodes are wireless

intelligent routing modules that receive incoming packets and then route them

until they reach the gateway or another mesh node, using several paths to ensure

redundancy.Mesh nodes are available for the 900-MHz and 2.4-GHz frequency

bands.

Sensicast bridge nodes interface sensor networks with Ethernet-based and

serial-based wired networks. Specific software like Sensicast’s SensiMesh gate-

way software is required in order to provide low-level connections and config-

ure sensor networks. On the other hand, the gateways include the SensiMesh

software facilities, so no additional software is required.

Sensicast gateways bridge SensiNet networks and cable-based networks such

as RS232 and USB. These devices also operate in the 900-MHz and 2.4-GHz

frequency bands.

The following table summarizes the properties of the Sensicast product

family.

Table 3.8 SensiNet Features Summary (Compiled from Sensicast Systems [Sensicast Systems

Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Not specified Digital None

RAM Not specified Analog Four inputs for voltage and current

sensors

ROM Not specified Serial None

Speed Not specified Sensor Temperature, humidity,

thermocouple, RTD, contact,

voltage, current, vibration

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

Local computer, Ethernet, USB

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source Four AAA-type alkaline batteries

for sensors. 4.5–14V DC and

backup batteries for mesh nodes

and gateways

Band 900MHz or

2.4GHz

Power idle Not specified

Bit rate Not specified Power Rx/Tx Not specified

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range 304m outside,

91m inside

Gateways/

mesh

Router, SensiNet services gateway

Protocol SensiNet License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Compatible with automation

software such as Wonderware,

LabView, RS View, OSI PI,

ICONICS, Citect
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3.7 EnRoute

Sensoria’s wireless network is based on the EnRoute family (EnRoute500). (On

February 1, 2007, Sensoria’s EnRoute500 wireless mesh router product family

became part of Tranzeo Wireless Technologies USA Inc.) The EnRoute net-

work was originally designed for military purposes and can be used whenever

Table 3.9 EnRoute400 Features Summary (Compiled from Tranzeo Wireless Technologies

Inc. [Tranzeo Wireless Technologies Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Not specified Digital None

RAM Not specified Analog None

ROM Not specified Serial RS232

Speed Not specified Sensor None

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

Ethernet RJ45

connector

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 6–16.8V DC input

Band 2.4–2.483GHz Power idle Not specified

Bit rate Not specified Power Rx/Tx 100mW–2W

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range Not specified Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security AES 128 encryption Extras Optional GPS

Table 3.10 EnRoute500 Features Summary (Compiled from Tranzeo Wireless Technologies

Inc. [Tranzeo Wireless Technologies Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Not specified Digital None

RAM Not specified Analog None

ROM Not specified Serial None

Speed Not specified Sensor None

OS Not specified Infrastructure

(gateway)

10/100 base-T

Ethernet, WiFi

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Backhaul connection Power source 60–280V AC input

Band 5.15–5.35GHz,

5.47–5.85GHz

Power idle Not specified

Bit rate 6Mbps, 11Mbps,

24Mbps

Power Rx/Tx 12W

Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM

or 64-QAM

Cost Not specified

Range Not specified Gateways/mesh None

Protocol 802.11a-compatible License Proprietary

Security QoS 802.11eWMM,WPA

Ipsec VPN

Extras Acts as an 802.11b/g

access point
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reliability and security are compromised. EnRoute devices can be used for

perimeter protection, bomb detection, mobile radios, emergency services plat-

forms, CCTV, and VoIP, among others. The EnRoute family of products

includes the EnRoute400 and EnRoute500 devices.

The EnRoute400 enables wireless voice, data, and video communica-

tion. This device is designed to bridge 802.11b wireless networks with

Ethernet and RS232 interfaces with no additional components. It also

provides automatic routing connection, intelligent repetition and routing,

path redundancy, and VPN for point-to-point communications.

EnRoute500 allows the 802.11a protocol to enable point-to-point com-

munications and the 802.11b/g protocol to act as an access point for

WiFi communications. With the same characteristics of EnRoute400,

this model integrates a 10/100 Ethernet port and multiple ESSIDs for

multiple users. Main features of EnRoute400 and EnRoute500 are shown

in Tables 3.9 and 3.10 respectively.

3.8 Tmote Sky

Moteiv offers Tmote Sky as the next generation of low-power motes, with high

transmission speed and high fault tolerance for easy sensor network develop-

ment (Moteiv, 2006).

Tmote Sky was designed at the University of California–Berkeley (USA), by

the same developers as for TinyOS. Tmote Sky can be seen in Fig. 3.4 and has

been conceived for easy development, programming, and debugging as a result

of the USB interface. The integrated antenna allows a range of 125meters, and

the program installed in the 1MB of flash memory prevents system errors by

loading a mirror program on the malfunctioning system.

According to the manufacturer’s information, the mote’s output power is

controllable by the transceiver’s microcontroller and power amplifier. The

controllable values (32 pre-settable values) allow a range of 5meters up to 30

or 50meters indoors, although this can vary with the antenna. In addition, the

transceiver’s RSSI interface is able to give stable measurements of the output

Fig. 3.4. Tmote Sky. (From

[Moteiv, 2006]. Courtesy of

Sentilla Corporation.)
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power, which is not affected by the data rate. Table 3.11 shows the main

features of Tmote Sky.

Finally, the manufacturer remarks that several different MAC layers are

available with the Boomerang and TinyOS 2.x operating systems, both with

available source code. A special feature of the CSMA-basedMAC layers is that

there is no limit on the number of nodes in a single cell.

3.9 MICAx

Crossbow Technology is an important wireless sensor networks manufacturer

whose first objective is to use such networks in widely extended commercial

applications (Crossbow Home Page). For this purpose, Crossbow provides

monitoring systems and automatic acquiring systems that can operate in the

916-MHz frequency band and in the 2.4-GHz band with the Zigbee standard.

Crossbow provides a wide variety of hardware and software platforms that give

more application development possibilities.

AnATmega 128 processor and anMPR radiomodule make up the hardware

platform devices, also known as motes. The motes are battery-powered devices

that form the Crossbow Xmesh network. Each mote ports the Xmesh network

software stack and the TinyOS operating system, which enables low-level tasks

and events management.

Table 3.11 Tmote Sky Features Summary (Compiled from Moteiv [Moteiv Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller MSP430F1611 Digital 6GPIO

RAM 10kB RAM Analog 6 ADC

ROM 48kB flash Serial I2C, SPI, USB virtual serial

com port

Speed 8MHz Sensor Humidity, light, and

temperature

OS TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

Ethernet

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Chipcon CC2420 Power source Two AA-type batteries

(2.1–3.6V)

Band 2400–2483.5MHz Power idle 5.1 uA

Bit rate 250 kbps Power Rx/Tx 19.5mA/21.8mA

Modulation O-QPSK Cost $130/mote ($780/10motes)

Range 125m outdoors, 50m

indoors

Gateways/mesh Tmote Connect

Protocol 802.15.4 License BSD (operating system)

Security Those from 802.15.4

protocol

Extras None
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Table 3.12 MICA2Features Summary (Compiled fromCrossbowTechnology Inc. [Crossbow

Technology Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Atmega 128L Digital DIO

RAM 4kB Analog 8 ADC

ROM 128 kB flash Serial 2 UART, I2C, SPI

Speed 8MHz Sensor Humidity, light, and

temperature

OS TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

USB/serial for local

computer, or

Ethernet at base

station

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver CC1000 Power source 2 AA-type batteries

Band 868/916MHz

(MPR400CB), 433MHz

(MPR410CB), 315MHz

(MPR420CB)

Power idle 16 uA

Bit rate 38.4 kbaud Power Rx/Tx 18mA/35mA

Modulation FSK Cost $169/unit

Range Outdoors: 152.40m

(MPR400), 304.8m

(MPR410 and MPR420)

Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License BSD (operating

system)

Security Not specified Extras 512 kB measurement

flash

Table 3.13 MICAz Features Summary (Compiled fromCrossbowTechnology Inc. [Crossbow

Technology Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Atmega 128L Digital DIO

RAM 4kB Analog 8 ADC

ROM 128 kB flash Serial 2 UART, I2C, SPI

Speed 7.37MHz Sensor Connector for several sensors

OS TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

USB/serial for local computer,

or Ethernet at base station

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver CC2420 Power source 2 AA-type batteries

Band 2.4GHz Power idle 16 uA

Bit rate 250 kbaud Power Rx/Tx 27.7mA/25.4mA

Modulation O-QPSK Cost $169/unit

Range 75–100m outdoors,

20–30m indoors

Gateways/

mesh

None

Protocol 802.15.4-

compatible

License BSD (operating system)

Security AES128 Extras 512 kB measurement flash
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Crossbow has developed three mote families: MICAz (MPR2400), MICA2

(MPR400), andMICA2DOT (MPR500), which main characteristics are shown

in Tables 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 respectively. MICAz’s radio module operates in

the ISM 2.4-GHz band and supports the ZigBee standard, Fig 3.6. On the other

hand, the MICA2 family, as seen in Fig. 3.5, and the MICA2DOT, Fig 3.7,

family operate in the 315-, 433-, and 868-/900-MHz unlicensed frequency

bands. These modules are designed for the end user or the OEM product

designer.

With respect to development platforms, the MICA platform is a versatile

product that has inspired other research projects, like the TelosB mote, which is

shown in Fig. 3.8. This project is an open-source platform that joins together

Table 3.14 MICA2DOT Features Summary (Compiles from Crossbow Technology Inc.

[Crossbow Technology Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Atmega 128L Digital DIO

RAM 4kB Analog 8 ADC

ROM 128 kB flash Serial UART

Speed 4MHz Sensor Connector for several

sensors

OS TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

Serial for local computer, or

Ethernet at base station

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver CC1000 Power source CR2354

Band 868/916MHz,

433MHz, 315MHz

Power idle 16 uA

Bit rate 38.4 kbaud Power Rx/Tx 18/35mA

Modulation FSK Cost $142/unit

Range 152.40m indoors,

304.8m outdoors

Gateways/

mesh

None

Protocol Not specified License BSD (operating system)

Security Not specified Extras 512 kB measurement flash

Fig. 3.5. MICA2. (From

Crossbow Technology Inc.

[Crossbow Technology

Home Page]; http://

www.xbow.com/

Products/productdetails.

aspx?sid=174.)
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Fig. 3.6. MICAz. (From

Crossbow Technology Inc.

[Crossbow Technology

Home Page]; http://

www.xbow.com/

Products/productdetails.

aspx?sid=164.)

Fig. 3.7. MICA2DOT. (From Crossbow Technology Inc. [Crossbow Technology

Home Page]; http://www.xbow.com/Products/Product_pdf_files/Wireless_pdf/MICA2DOT_

Datasheet.pdf.)
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essential characteristics for a laboratory environment, such as a USB program-

ming facility, IEEE 802.15.4 radio, low-power MSP430 microcontroller, and

sensors. This mote is mainly used in low-power device investigations and

wireless sensor network investigations.

Crossbow also developed the CRICKETMOTE (MCS410CA), anMICA2-

based module that includes MICA2 hardware and ultrasound transceptors.

With these sensors, CRICKET MOTE (shown in Fig. 3.9) is able to measure

distances.

Crossbow offers a wide variety of sensors boards that increase application

development possibilities and also provides completely mote-compatible exter-

nal sensors and acquisition boards. Table 3.15 shows the majority of Cross-

bow’s sensors boards.

To interface real-world devices, Crossbow’s Gateways and Mote Interface

Boards (MIB) enable communications with other devices like PCs and PDAs

and interconnections with other networks like the Internet or WiFi.

The MIB family is composed of the MIB510, MIB520, andMIB600 devices,

which carry RS232, USB, and Ethernet connectors, respectively.

Fig. 3.8 TELOSB. (From

Crossbow Technology Inc.

[Crossbow Technology

Home Page]; http://

www.xbow.com/

Products/productdetails.

aspx?sid=252.)

Fig. 3.9. CRICKET

MOTE. (From Crossbow

Technology Inc. [Crossbow

Technology Home Page];

http://www.xbow.com/

Products/

productdetails.aspx?sid=176.)
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The Stargate product family acts as a bridge between mote networks and the

Internet. These devices are Linux-based with a CompactFlash, PCMCIA

docks, Ethernet, and USB (host) connectors.

Regarding software platforms, MoteWorks is Crossbow’s network creation

platform for wireless sensor networks. With all these products, Crossbow

provides an easy-to-use, reliable solution for OEM developers. Designers

should not worry about designing complex hardware and software radio systems

for new functionalities. TheMoteWorks platform is optimized for battery-powered

sensor networks and provides solutions for wireless networks at all levels, including

network management support and interface connection.

3.10 BTnodes

Developed at ETH Zurich by the Computer Engineering and Networks

Laboratory (TIK) and the Research Group for Distributed Systems, the

BTnode, which is shown in Fig. 3.10, is a versatile autonomous wireless com-

munication and computing platform based on a Bluetooth radio, a second

Fig. 3.10. BTnode. (From

[BTnodes Home Page].)

Table 3.15 Crossbow’s Sensors Boards. (Compiled from Crossbow Technology Inc. [Cross-

bow Technology Home Page])

Sensor Description

MDA100 Made of a precision thermistor, light sensor, and prototype board

MTTS300/MTS310 Provides a great variety of sensors for MICA, MICA2, and MICAz

MDA500 An acquisition sensor and data board that provides a flexible user

interface for external data connection to the MICA2DOT mote

MTS400/420 Provides data acquisition and environment monitoring for MICA2

and MICAz

MTS510 Made for the MICA2DOT board and carries a light sensor,

accelerometer, and microphone
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low-power radio, and a microcontroller (BTnodes Home Page). It serves as a

demonstration and prototyping board for research in mobile and ad-hoc con-

nected networks (MANETs) and distributed sensor networks (WSNs).

BTNodes main features are shown in Table 3.16.

The low-power radio is the same as used on the Berkeley MICA2 Motes,

making the BTnode a mirror of both the Berkeley MICA2 mote and the old

BTnode. Both radios can be operated simultaneously or be independently

switched off when not in use, reducing the idle power consumption of the device

considerably.

3.11 Embedded Sensor Board

The Embedded Sensor Board (ESB) is a microcontroller-based wireless sensor

prototype board equipped with a hybrid transceiver and a set of sensors. This

product was developed by a research group (ScatterWeb FuBerlin) at the Freie

University of Berlin [FuBerlinHome Page] and is now supported by the spin-off

company ScatterWeb.

The core of the ScatterWeb’s mote is anMSP430 low-power microcontroller

from Texas Instruments, which features 2 kB of RAM memory, 60 kB of flash

ROM, and several interface peripherals. The ADC is attached to several sensors

that allow measurement of light, passive infrared, vibration, tilt, sound, tem-

perature, etc, Fig 3.11 shows ESB. The integrated radio transceiver allows easy

Table 3.16 BTnode Features Summary (Compiled from BTnode Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Atmega 128L Digital GPIO

RAM 64þ180 kB Analog ADC

ROM 128 kB flash Serial UART,SPI,I2C

Speed 8MHz Sensor Daylight and IR, temperature,

microphone, two-axis

acceleration sensor

OS BTnut, TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

None

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver CC1000 Power source External DC supply 3.8–5V or

2 AA batteries

Band 868MHz Power idle 9.9mW average

Bit rate 76.8 kbps Power Rx/Tx 105.6mW average

Modulation FSK Cost $165/unit

Range >100m outdoors

with antenna

Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Bluetooth 1.2 Zeevo Radio,

BTSense plug-in
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Fig. 3.11. Embedded Sensor

Board. (From Freie Univer-

sität Berlin [FuBerlin Home

Page].)

Table 3.17 ESB Features Summary (From Freie Universiät Berlin [FuBerlin Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller MSP430F149 Digital 8xGPIO

RAM 2kB Analog ADC

ROM 60kB flash Serial JTAG, SPI, I2C

Speed 1MHz Sensor Passive infrared,

infrared, temperature,

tilt, vibration, sound

OS Contiki Infrastructure (gateway) Serial port for host

computer, infrared for

PDA or GSM phone;

host computer,

Ethernet

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver TR1001 Power source Three AAA batteries

Band 868MHz Power idle 8 mA

Bit rate 115.2 kbps Power Rx/Tx 8mA

Modulation ASK, OOK Cost $149/unit

Range 300m outdoors,

100m indoors

Gateways/mesh eGates

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Storage EPROM;

Optional Supercap,

mains, or solar panel

power
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communication and an asynchronous serial interface, which, in turn, allows

easy integration. Nevertheless, no MAC is integrated in the transceiver, so this

task must be done by the microcontroller. On-board devices are powered by

three AAA-type batteries, but can also be powered by solar panels, mains, or a

Supercap capacitor. Table 3.17 shows the main features of ESB.

3.12 Scattergate and Scatternode

ScatterWeb has proposed a functional system built from nodes and gates

(ScatterWeb Home Page). The gate behavior is very versatile, given that they

can operate as a gateway or as a mesh node, allowing the network clustering to

increase the network size up to 256 devices per gate. The nodes are measure

devices compatible with voltage transducers. One advantage of this mote is that

it integrates a two-wire serial EEPROM memory for logging purposes.

Figure 3.12 shows the ScatterWeb module.

Fig. 3.12. ScatterWeb.

(Courtesy of ScatterWeb

[ScatterWeb Home Page].)

Table 3.18 ScatterWeb Features Summary (Compiled from ScatterWeb [ScatterWeb Home

Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Not specified Digital 13GPIO with interrupt

RAM Not specified Analog A DC

ROM Not specified Serial Not specified

Speed Not specified Sensor Not specified

OS Not specified Infrastructure (gateway) Host computer, Ethernet

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Chipcon Power source 1.8–3.3V (2 AA cells)

Band 868MHz Power idle 250 uA

Bit rate 19.2 kbps Power Rx/Tx 25mA (Rx)

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range 1 km outdoors Gateways/mesh ScatterGate

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras RSSI available
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3.13 mNodes

WSN platforms developed by Ambient Systems (Ambient Home Page) can be

used in a variety of scenarios, such as environmental monitoring, farming,

building monitoring, patient monitoring, industrial machines monitoring,

logistics, and surveillance. The system is composed of Ambient mNodes, Ambi-

ent gateways, and Ambient smart tags. We discuss smart tags in Section 3.14.

System nodes are built from a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller

and a 900-MHz-band radio transceiver, both of which ensure low-power opera-

tion. The system is able to operate in mesh, star, and hybrid topologies.

Ambient uNodes main characteristics are shown in table 3.19.

3.14 Smart Tags

The Ambient smart tag (Ambient Home Page) is a simplified version of

the mNodes mote with limited memory, sensing, and actuating capabilities to

adjust application requirements, as shown in Smart tags characteristics table;

Table 3.20. Smart tags are designed for low-cost and low-power applications

and can communicate with the Ambient sensor network. The limitations of the

low-power protocol imply that multiple-hop communication cannot be used,

meaning that the smart tags are inactive most of time.

Table 3.19 mNodes Features Summary (Compiled from Ambient Systems [Ambient Systems

Home Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller Texas Instruments

MSP430

Digital 8GPIO with interrupt,

LCD connector

RAM 10kB Analog 8 ADC, 2DAC

ROM 48kB Serial JTAG, I2C, SPI, RS232

Speed 4.6MHz Sensor Temperature, light,

humidity, motion

OS AmbientRT, TinyOS

compatible

Infrastructure

(gateway)

LAN, host computer.

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source 2 AA batteries, 2.7–3.6V

Band 868/915MHz Power idle 2.5 mA

Bit rate 50 kbps Power Rx/Tx 12.5mA/9mA @ �10 dBm

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range 50m indoors, 200m

outdoors

Gateways/mesh Ambient gateway

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras 4-Mbit onboard storage, 3

onboard LEDs
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3.15 Wavecard, Waveflow, Wavetherm, Wavesense,

and Wavefront

Wavenis offers a family of radio-frequency products that cover many wireless

applications. This family is based on the Waveflow, Wavesense, Wavetherm,

Waveport, OEMWavecard, andWavefront products, each intended for indus-

trial or commercial purposes. This platform excludes the HCI and microcon-

troller stack, although it supports the software stack.

TheWavenis protocol stack offers tree, star, andmeshed network topologies

as well as an innovative self-configuring and self-routing algorithm dedicated to

ULP networks. Wavenis products can also work in point-to-point, broadcast,

polling, and repeater modes.

3.15.1 The Wavecard and Waveport Platforms

The CoronisWavecard, shown in Fig. 3.13, is suitable in applications where fast

integration of wireless features is necessary but RF hardware customization is

not desired. Fully functional out-of-the-box, Wavecard includes the ASIC

Wavenis RF transceiver and protocol stack in a single unit that can be plugged

directly into the assembly or motherboard. Table 3.21 shows the main features

of Wavecard.

Table 3.20 Smart Tags Features Summary (Compiled from Ambient Systems [Ambient Systems Home

Page])

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller 16-bit

8051microcontroller

Digital 3GPIO

RAM Not specified Analog None

ROM Not specified Serial I2C, SPI, UART (through

previous GPIOs)

Speed 16MHz Sensor Temperature, light, humidity,

motion (only one sensor)

OS None Infrastructure

(gateway)

LAN, host computer

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver Not specified Power source Coin cell battery

Band 868/915MHz Power idle 2.5 mA

Bit rate 50 kbps Power Rx/Tx 12.5mA/9mA @ �10 dBm

Modulation Not specified Cost Not specified

Range 30m indoors, 100m

outdoors

Gateways/mesh Ambient gateway

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras 32 kbit onboard EEPROM

storage, one onboard LED

and switch
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Fig. 3.13. Coronis

Wavecard

Table 3.21 Coronis Wavecard Features Summary

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller TI MSP430F149 Digital 4GPIO

RAM 2kB RAM Analog None

ROM 64kB flash Serial RS232 or I2C interface for

application motherboard

connection

Speed 4MHz Sensor Internal temperature

OS None in standard Infrastructure

(gateway)

LAN, host computer

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver ASIC Wavenis Power source Main power or 1 AA

battery, 3.6V/3200mA

Band 868MHz/915MHz/

433MHz

Power idle 3 mA

Bit rate 2.4–100 kbps (typically

20 kbps)

Power Rx/Tx 18mA/45mA @

þ15 dBm10 mA

@ 1-s latency

Modulation GFSK Cost OEM Wavecard: 60 E /unit

Waveport plastic box:

- RS232: 150 E/unit,

- USB: 130 E/unit,

- CompactFlash: 300 E/unit

Range 25mW: 1 km

(outdoors)/200m

(indoors)

500mW:

5 km(outdoors)/

800m (indoors)

Gateways/

mesh

Self-organizing, self-healing

Protocol Wavenis License Proprietary

Security FHSS, data

interleaving,

forward error

correction, GFSK

modulation

Extras 128-kbit onboard

EEPROM storage
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The Waveport, Fig. 3.14, (which has the Wavecard inside) USB, RS232, or

CompactFlash products are suitable in applications where using a host com-

puter interface is necessary.

3.15.2 The Wavesense, Wavetherm, and Waveflow Platforms

Coronis’ Wavesense, Wavetherm, and Waveflow platforms are suitable in

applications where it is necessary to quickly integrate wireless features with

specific sensors (such as analog, temperature, or pulse), but where RF hardware

customization is not desired, Fig 3.15. Fully functional out-of-the-box, the

Wavenis RF transceiver and protocol stack come with specified sensors in a

single unit. Table 3.22 shows its main features.

Fig. 3.15. Coronis’ Wave-

sense, Wavetherm, and

Waveflow

Fig. 3.14. Coronis

Waveports
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3.15.3 The Wavefront Platform

The Coronis Wavefront solution allows the user to build wireless-enabled

products with a single microcontroller for the Wavenis protocol stack and its

applications, Fig 3.16. The Wavenis PDK gives the user full control over all

stack and RF features in order to enhance the customer’s own value-added

services. The main features of wavefront are summarized in table 3.23.

Table 3.22 Coronis’ Wavesense Features Summary

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller TI MSP430F149 Digital 8GPIO

RAM 2kB RAM Analog ADC 12 bits

ROM 64kB flash Serial None

Speed 4MHz Sensor Temperature, pulse,

humidity, analog (0–5V/

4–20mA)

OS None in standard Infrastructure

(gateway)

LAN, host computer

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver ASIC Wavenis Power source 1 AA battery, 3.6V/

3200mA

Band 868MHz/915MHz/

433MHz

Power idle 3 mA

Bit rate 2.4–100 kbps

(typically 20 kbps)

Power Rx/Tx 18mA/45mA @ þ15 dBm

10 mA @ 1-s latency

Modulation GFSK Cost Waveflow OEM: 35E /unit,

Waveflow pack: 70E /unit,

Wavetherm OEM: 45E /

unit,

Wavetherm pack: 120E /

unit,

Wavesense OEM: 45E /unit,

Wavesense pack: 70E /unit,

Range 25mW: 1 km

(outdoors)/200m

(indoors)

500mW: 5 km

(outdoors)/800m

(indoors)

Gateways/

mesh

Mesh network:

self-organizing, self-

healing

Protocol Wavenis License Proprietary

Security FHSS, data

interleaving,

forward error

correction, GFSK

modulation

Extras 128-kbit onboard

EEPROM storage
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3.16 eyesIFX

The eyesIFX mote is a product developed by Infineon in collaboration with

the Technical University of Berlin and other European partners, under the

project EYES. It is based on one of the most powerful processors in the

Fig. 3.16. Coronis

Wavefront

Table 3.23 Coronis’ Wavefront Features Summary

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller (connect to the Wavefront) TI

MSP430F149

Microchip PIC16 and PIC18

NXP and ST (ARM7 TDMI)

Digital 8GPIO

RAM Depends on the mC Analog None

ROM Depends on the mC Serial SPI

Speed Depends on the mC Sensor None

OS Depends on the mC Infrastructure

(gateway)

OEM card

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver ASIC Wavenis Power source Not specified

Band 868MHz/915MHz/433MHz Power idle 2 mA

Bit rate 2.4–100 kbps

(typically 10 kbps)

Power Rx/Tx 18mA/45mA @

þ12 dBm

10 mA @ 1-s

latency

Modulation GFSK Cost Wavefront

OEM: 15E/

unit

Range 25mW: 1 km (outdoors)/200m

(indoors)

500mW: 5 km (outdoors)/800m

(indoors)

Gateways/

mesh

Mesh network:

self-organizing,

self-healing

Protocol Wavenis License Proprietary

Security FHSS, data interleaving, forward

error correction, GFSK

modulation

Extras 1-kbit onboard

EEPROM

storage
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MSP430 family, combined with a transceiver from Infineon and a USB inter-

face. Some sensors and digital outputs are present on the board. The main

advantage of this platform lies in the Tiny OS operating system, which, in

conjunction with the nesC and MSP430 libraries, makes eyesIFX a good

development platform. Table 3.24 shows eyesIFX main features.

3.17 WSN Platforms’ Comparative

Tables 3.25 to 3.30 show the parameters of the platforms described above in a

format that facilitates their comparison.

Table 3.24 eyesIFX Features Summary

Processing Unit Interface

Microcontroller MSP430F1611 Digital DIO

RAM 10kB Analog ADC

ROM 48kB Serial SPI

Speed 8MHz Sensor Temperature, light, RSSI

OS TinyOS Infrastructure

(gateway)

None

Radio Frequency Miscellaneous

Transceiver TDA5250 Power source Coin cell battery

Band 868MHz Power idle 0.2mA

Bit rate 19.2 kbps Power Rx/Tx 9mA/12mA

Modulation FSK Cost Kitwith fivemotes:�300E

Range 15–30m

indoors

Gateways/mesh None

Protocol Not specified License Proprietary

Security Not specified Extras Serial data flash 4Mbit

Table 3.25 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 1

Parameter\

Platform AVIDdirector WMSN.P

SmartMesh

M1030 JN5121

Develop, debug,

and support

Yes No No Yes

Simulation or

profiling tools

Yes Yes Yes Not specified

Programming JTAG Not available Not available Serial

Programmability

through

network

Not specified Not available Not specified Not specified

Sensor interface 6 DIO, 4 high-voltage

and current I/O,

internal expansion

connector

Acceleration LVTTL UART 21 DIO; 4 ADC,

2DAC; 2

UART, SPI,

2-wire
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Table 3.26 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 2

Parameter\Platform MeshScape SensiNet EnRoute400 EnRoute500

Develop, debug,

and support

No No No No

Simulation or

profiling tools

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Programming Not available Not available Not available Not available

Programmability

through

network

Not available Not available Not available Not available

Sensor

Interface

4 DIO (mesh node,

end node); 8 ADC

(mesh node, end

node); 1 serial (mesh

node,

end node)

Temperature,

humidity,

thermocouple,

RTD, contact,

voltage, current,

vibration

RS232 None

Programming

language

Not avail

able

Not available Not available Not available

Operating system Not specified Not specified Not specified Not specified

Number of nodes Hundreds of

nodes

Not specified Not specified Not specified

Table 3.25 (continued)

Parameter\

Platform AVIDdirector WMSN.P

SmartMesh

M1030 JN5121

Programming

language

Java Not available Not available C

Operating system Not specified None Not specified Not specified

Number of nodes Not specified Hundreds of

sensors

250 per manager Not specified

Consumption 12V DC

@ 150mA

Not specified Power idle 8

mA

Power Rx/Tx

14mA/28mA

Power idle 5mA

Power Rx/Tx

50mA /

45mA

Range Not specified 50m indoors,

2 km outdoors

200m outdoors,

80m indoors

> 400m

Processor Imsys CJIP Java Microchip

PIC182220

TSMP engine 32-bit

RISC

optimized for

low power

Bit rate Not specified 9600 bps 76.8 kbps 250 kbps

Added-value

parameters

Data privacy

and security; real-

time data processing

Up to seven

independent

networks; true

point-to-point;

retry and ack;

seven hopping

channels.

Encryption,

key exchange;

multiple

networks; time

synchronized

mesh protocol

AES128;

security and

encryption

Enclosure Plastic box Plastic box None None

Cost From $495 to

$1145 depen-

ding upon

configuration

Not specified Not specified Not specified
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Table 3.26 (continued)

Parameter\Platform MeshScape SensiNet EnRoute400 EnRoute500

Consumption Not specified Not specified Power Rx/Tx

100mW–2W

Power Rx/Tx

12W

Range 20m (end node),

30m (mesh

node)

304m outdoors,

91m indoors

Not specified Not specified

Processor Not specified Not specified Not specified Not specified

Bit rate 57 kbps Not specified Not specified 6Mbps,

11Mbps,

24Mbps

Added value

parameters

Hop-by-hop

packet

acknowledgment

Not specified Security and

encryption;

VPN; traffic

prioritization

QoS 802.11e

WMM,

WPA Ipsec

VPN

Enclosure None Plastic box Plastic box Plastic box

Cost Not specified Not specified Not specified Not specified

Table 3.27 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 3

Parameter\Platform Tmote Sky MICA2 MICAZ MICA2dot

Develop, debug,

and support

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Simulation or

profiling tools

Not specified Yes Yes Yes

Programming USB, JTAG Serial, JTAG,

USB,

Ethernet

Serial, JTAG,

USB,

Ethernet

Serial, JTAG,

Ethernet

Programmability

through

network

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sensor

Interface

6 DIO; 6 ADC; I2C,

SPI, USB virtual

serial com port;

humidity, light, and

temperature

DIO; 8 ADC; 2

UART,

I2C, SPI

DIO; 8 ADC;

2UART, I2C,

SPI

DIO; 8 ADC;

UART

Programming

language

nesC nesC nesC nesC

Operating

system

TinyOS, Boomerang

Contiki-ompatible

TinyOS TinyOS TinyOS

Number of nodes Not specified Thousands Thousands Thousands

Consumption Power idle 5.1 uA

Power Rx/Tx

19.5mA/ 21.8mA

Power idle 16 uA

Power Rx/Tx

18mA/ 35mA

Power idle 16

uA

Power Rx/Tx

27.7mA/

25.4mA

Power idle 16 uA

Power Rx/Tx 18/

35mA

Range 125m outdoors, 50m

indoors

Outdoors: 152.4m

(MPR400),

304.8m

(MPR410 and

MPR420)

75–100m

outdoors,

20–30

mcindoors

152.4m indoors,

304.8m

outdoors

Processor MSP430F1611 Atmega 128L Atmega 128L Atmega 128L
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Table 3.27 (continued)

Parameter\Platform Tmote Sky MICA2 MICAZ MICA2dot

Bit rate 250 kbps 38.4 kbaud 250 kbaud 38.4 kbaud

Added-value

parameters

Hardware

link-layer

encryption and

authentication

Not specified AES128

encryption

Not specified

Enclosure None None None None

Cost $130/mote ($780/

10motes)

$169/unit $169/unit $142/unit

Table 3.28 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 4

Parameter\

Platform BTnode

Embedded

Sensor Board Scatternode mNodes

Develop, debug,

and support

Yes Yes No Yes

Simulation or

profiling tools

Not specified Yes Yes Yes

Programming Serial, JTAG JTAG Not available JTAG,

Programmability

through

network

Yes, firmware update Not specified Not available Yes, applications,

tasks, and business

Sensor

Interface

Interface DIO; ADC;

UART, SPI, I2C;

daylight and IR;

temperature,

microphone, 2-axis

acceleration sensor

8 DIO; ADC;

SPI, I2C;

passive

infrared,

infrared,

temperature,

tilt, vibration,

sound

13 DIO with

interrupt; 5

ADC, 1DAC

8DIO with interrupt,

LCD connector;

8 ADC, 2DAC;

I2C, SPI, RS232;

temperature, light,

humidity, motion

Programming

language

C C Not available C

Operating system BTnut, TinyOS

compatible

Contiki Not specified AmbientRT,

TinyOS-compatible

Number of nodes Not specified Not specified 256nodes per

Scatter

Gate

Not specified

Consumption Power idle 9.9mW

average

Power Rx/Tx

105.6mW average

Power idle 8 mA

Power Rx/Tx

8mA

Power idle 250 uA

Power Rx/Tx

25mA (Rx)

Power idle 2.5 mA

Power Rx/Tx

12.5mA/9mA

Range >100m outdoors

with antenna

300m outdoors,

100m indoors

1 km outdoors 50m indoors, 200m

outdoors

Processor Atmega 128L MSP430F149 Not specified MSP430

Bit rate 76.8 kbps 115.2 kbps 19.2 kbps 50 kbps

Added value

parameters

Not specified Not specified Not specified Frequency hopping

Enclosure None None None None

Cost 165E/unit 149E/unit Not specified Not specified
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Table 3.29 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 5

Parameter\Platform Smart Tags Wavecard/Waveport

Wavesense/Wavetherm/

Waveflow

Develop, debug, and

support

Yes Yes Yes

Simulation or profiling

tools

Yes Not available Not available

Programming Serial JTAG JTAG

Programmability

through network

Yes, applications,

tasks, and business

Not available Not available

Sensor

interface

3 DIO; I2C, SPI,

UART (through

previous GPIOs);

temperature, light,

humidity, motion

(only one sensor)

4GPIO; I2C, SPI, UART

(through previous

GPIOs); internal

temperature

8GPIO; temperature,

pulse, humidity, analog

(0–5V/4–20mA)

Programming

language

C Assembler, C Assembler, C

Operating system None None None

Number of nodes Not specified Thousands Thousands

Consumption Power idle 2.5 mA

Power Rx/Tx

12.5mA/9mA

18mA/45mA @ 15 dBm

10 mA @ 1-s latency

18mA/45mA @ 15 dBm

10 mA @ 1-s latency

Range 30m indoors, 100m

outdoors

25mW: 1 km (outdoors),

200m (indoors)

500mW: 5 km (outdoors),

800m (indoors)

25mW: 1 km (outdoors),

200m (indoors)

500mW: 5 km (outdoors),

800m (indoors)

Processor 16-bit 8051 TI MSP430F149 TI MSP430F149

Bit rate 50 kbps 2.4 kbps to 100 kbps

(10 kbps typ)

2.4–100 kbps (typically

10 kbps)

Added-value

parameters

Frequency hopping FHSS, data interleaving,

forward error

correction, GFSK

modulation, RSSI

FHSS, data interleaving,

forward error

correction, GFSK

modulation, RSSI

Enclosure None Plastic box or none Plastic box or none

Cost Not specified From 60 to 300E/unit

(depending upon

configuration)

From 35 to 120E/unit

(depending upon

configuration)

Table 3.30 WSN Platforms’ Comparative—Part 6

Parameter\Platform Wavefront EyesIFX

Develop, debug, and

support

Yes Yes

Simulation or

profiling tools

Not available Not specified

Programming Depends on mC USB, JTAG

Programmability

through network

Not available Not specified

Sensor

interface

8GPIO; SPI (through previous GPIOs) SPI, DIO, ADC;

temperature, light, RSSI

Programming

language

Assembler, C (depend on mC) nesC

Operating system Nucleus, CMX or None TinyOS
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3.18 Open Issues in Hardware Platforms for WSNs

Several issues need to be improved in terms of hardware platforms for WSNs.

Perhaps the most important issues in order to increase popular use and produc-

tion are size and cost. In order to disseminate this kind of technology, cost is an

important factor, given that one WSN can use hundreds of sensors, making

every little increase in price have an exponential effect on the total price.

The boom in the use of wireless sensor networks has caused different chip

manufacturers to develop new circuits adequately integrated for these types of

applications. This fact is quite relevant and will make it possible in the near

future for the development of wireless applications to increase considerably.

The future development of this technology will integrate more functions and

reduce the size. In this regard, the contribution from silicon manufacturers will

be very important for reducing price and size.

New encapsulation formats and monochip solutions can help to reduce size

with better production quality. Custom solutions or FPGA solutions can also

help pave the way.With these two factors, more general uses will be available to

meet customer needs.

Another important point is that the hardware should have the capacity to

work with very small voltages and very small power consumption, in order to

reduce the size of the batteries and to prolong their life. However, power

consumption cannot be reduced only by using lower voltage; a better design

of the MAC components, hardware, and software must also be implemented.

Other concerns regarding the MAC components include reducing consump-

tion, maintaining latency, delivering data, and meeting real-time constraints.

Reducing consumption consists of two issues: extending the WSN applica-

tions while reducing the price of the final solution. More battery changes are

needed if consumption is high, which will have a direct effect on the final price.

Reducing consumption by half means reducing the number of battery changes

by half, which implies savings in both maintenance and batteries.

Table 3.30 (continued)

Parameter\Platform Wavefront EyesIFX

Number of nodes Thousands Not specified

Consumption 18mA/45mA @ 12 dBm

10 mA @ 1-s latency

Power idle: 0.2mA, power

RX/Tx: 9mA, 12mA

Range 25mW: 1 km (outdoors), 200m (indoors)

500mW: 5 km (outdoors), 800m (indoors)

15–30m indoors

Processor TI MSP430F149 Microchip PIC16, PIC18

NXP and ST (ARM7)

MSP430F1611

Bit rate 2.4–100 kbps (typically 10 kbps) 19.2 kbps

Added-value

parameters

FHSS, data interleaving, forward error correction,

GFSK modulation, RSSI

None

Enclosure None None

Cost From 5 to 15E/unit (depending upon quantities) 300E /kit with five motes
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In addition, in order to further increase capacity and mitigate the impair-

ment by fading, delay-spread, and co-channel interference, multiple-antenna

systems have been used for wireless communications. Such systems have been

proposed for point-to-multipoint one-hop cellular networks.

Antenna diversity is based on the fact that signals received from uncorrelated

antennas have independent fading. It is thus highly probable that the receiver

can get at least one good signal (Rappaport, 2002).

Antenna correlation is usually achieved through space, polarization, or

pattern diversity. The processing technologies for diversity include switch

diversity, equal gain, and maximum ratio combining. When strong interference

is present, diversity processing alone is insufficient to receive high-quality

signals. To solve this issue, adaptive antenna array processing is used to shape

the antenna beamform so as to enhance the desired signals while nullifying the

interfering signals.

The technique for adaptive antenna processing is called optimum combining.

It assumes that part of the desired signal information can be acquired through a

training sequence. Antenna diversity and smart antenna techniques are also

applicable to WSN and other ad hoc networks (Ye et al., 2002).

Due to complexity and cost, a fully adaptive smart antenna system is only

used in the base stations of cellular networks. Ongoing research and develop-

ment efforts are still needed to implement a fully adaptive smart antenna system

in a mobile terminal. For WSNs, low cost is a challenging issue. Consequently,

directional antennas have been actively researched in the area of ad hoc

networks.

A mechanically or electronically steerable or switched directional antenna

system can be tuned to a certain direction. By using directional transmission,

interference between network nodes can be reduced, thus improving network

capacity. A directional antenna can also improve energy efficiency, but it leads

to other challenges to the MAC protocol design.

For directional and smart antennas, many MAC protocols have been pro-

posed for ad hoc networks. However, for multiple-antenna systems, an efficient

MAC protocol to attain significant throughput improvement is still needed.

Communication protocols for cognitive radios remain an open issue, and

significant research efforts are needed to make cognitive radio-based WSNs

practical.

Another open issue in order to improve reliability is embedding some aspects

such as security or QoS in the hardware. This could be a concern when dealing

with frequency hopping or encryption methods that avoid eavesdropping or

improve QoS depending on the final requirements (real time and latency).

Perhaps future developments in the area of wireless sensor networks will

necessitate this kind of integration of chip solutions.

Due to the ever-increasing access to technology, security and QoS

have clearly been proven to be of the utmost importance. Although previously

less of a concern, they are obviously essential in today’s world of wireless

technology.
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Chapter 4

Software Technologies in WSNs

Abstract WSNs pose many challenges to the software applications that run on

them. It is not only the scarcity of nodes’ resources, but also the particularities

of the WSN applications that make software design and development in WSN

an open research issue. This chapter reviews some of the most significant soft-

ware-related aspects ofWSNs that are currently the object of intensive research,

namelymiddleware forWSNs, the applicability of agent technologies toWSNs,

and design strategies for and the operation of WSN software. We also review

WSN simulation platforms. Although they are not software to be run on top of

a WSN, these platforms are a key element when devising new protocols or

solutions for this technology, as they eliminate the need to deploy a real WSN

network from the beginning.

4.1 Middleware Architectures for WSNs

Middleware is considered a necessary layer among the hardware, operating

systems, batteries, and application. The aim of the middleware layer is to

provide

� Appropriate interfaces to diverse applications
� A run-time environment that supports and coordinates multiple applications
� Mechanisms to achieve adaptive and efficient use of system resources

Middleware has often been used by traditional systems as a bridge between

the operating systems and the applications. It makes the development of dis-

tributed applications possible. Traditional distributed middleware (DCOM,

CORBA) is not adequate for the WSN requirements of memory, energy, and

computation. The maintenance of traditional middleware architectures is also

not easy due to WSN constraints. For these kinds of networks, a middleware

that is simple, light, and easy to implement is needed.

Recent investigations on middleware architectures aim to facilitate high-level

WSN programming and optimize resources in order to increase the growth of

sensor networks. Some investigators support middleware as way of linking the

application with the set of network protocols. Thismiddleware layermust provide

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,

DOI: 10.1007/978-1-84800-203-6_4, � Springer-Verlag London Limited 2008
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an abstraction of portable and standardized systems, support the coordination of

competing applications, and facilitate the development of WSN applications.

4.1.1 Characteristics of WSN Middleware

WSN middleware should support the implementation and basic operation of a

sensor network while taking into consideration some of the unique characteris-

tics of WSNs:

� Sensor nodes are small-scale devices (with volumes approaching a cubic

millimeter in the near future).
� Sensors are limited in the amount of energy stored and/or harvested from

the environment.
� Sensors are likely to fail, due to depleted batteries or to environmental

influences.
� Sensors have restricted resources (CPU performance, memory, wireless

communication bandwidth and range).

Node mobility, node failures, and environmental obstructions cause fre-

quent network topology changes. Communication failures are also a typical

problem in wireless sensor networks. Another issue is heterogeneity since the

network may consist of a large number of rather different nodes in terms of

sensors, computing power, and memory. On the one hand, the large number

raises scalability issues; on the other hand, it provides a high level of redund-

ancy. Nodes also have to be able to operate in unattended mode since it is

impossible to service a large number of nodes in remote or inaccessible

locations.

In order to deal with the characteristics outlined above, WSN middleware

must face the following challenges:

� Supporting the development, maintenance, deployment, and execution of

sensing-based applications. This includes mechanisms for defining complex,

high-level sensing tasks, communicating these tasks to the WSN, coordinat-

ing sensor nodes to split and distribute the tasks to each node, gathering data

to merge the sensor readings of the individual sensor nodes into a high-level

result, and reporting the results back to the task issuer.
� Working in a network with a great number of wirelessly connected nodes

(sensors).
� Providing abstraction of the network for heterogeneity among the different

components of the WSN.
� Fulfilling the main requirements of WSNs, namely, energy efficiency, relia-

bility, and scalability.
� Allowing event-based or periodic communications. These approaches re-

present the characteristics of the WSN better than the traditional scheme

(based on requests and responses).
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� Providing support for automatic configuration and fault management,

which are necessary for the unattended way the nodes operate.
� Paying attention to the concepts of time and location. These are the key

elements for unifying the information obtained by the different sensors.
� Providing application knowledge in nodes. Middleware for WSNs has to

provide mechanisms for injecting application knowledge into the infrastruc-

ture and the WSN.
� Providing support for real-time applications as needed.

4.1.2 Various Middleware WSN Approaches

Different middleware approaches were selected and classified taking the pro-

gramming models used into account.

Programming sensor networks includes two major classes (see Fig. 4.1). The

first one is programming support, which manages the providing systems, ser-

vices, and run-time mechanisms, such as reliable code distribution, safe code

execution, and application-specific services. The second one is programming

abstraction, which is related to the way a sensor network is viewed and presents

concepts and ideas of sensor nodes and sensor data.

4.1.2.1 Programming Support

The programming support class consists of five approaches (see Fig. 4.1):

virtual machine–based, modular programming–based, database-based,

application-driven, and message-oriented middleware.

Fig. 4.1 Middleware

approaches taking the

programming model used

into account. (From [Hadim

and Mohamed, 2006].

# 2006 IEEE.)
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Virtual Machine

This approach consists of virtual machines (VM), interpreters, and mobile

agents. Its main characteristic is flexibility, allowing developers to write appli-

cations in divided small modules, which are injected and distributed through the

network by the system using tailored algorithms and then interpreted by the

VM. Those tailored algorithms minimize the overall energy expenditure as well

as resource use. However, the technology is complex and the instructions

introduce overhead.

� Maté (Levis and Culler, 2002) offers improved interaction and adaptation to

the variability of sensor networks by supporting openness and scalability.

Network protocols and parameters are updated by active messages as a

consequence of injecting a new module. As Maté’s programs are both short

and failure-resistant, the network is dynamic, flexible, and easily reconfigur-

able. The use of different ad hoc routing protocols and protocol updates deals

with mobility. Nevertheless, the instruction interpretation overhead makes

Maté inefficient for complex applications, reducing its field of operation to

low-duty cycle applications. As of this writing, Maté is simply architecture

and byte code, making it difficult to use and requiring further development.
� Squawk (Simon et al., 2006) is a virtual machine (VM) written mostly in Java

that runs without an operating system on a wireless sensor platform. Squawk

provides a wireless API that allows developers to write applications forWSNs.

This API is an extension of the generic connection framework (GCF). Squawk

enables the authentication of deployed files on the wireless device and the

migration of applications between devices. The main problem is that the

Squawk VM is mainly applied to the Sun Small Programmable Object

Technology (SPOT) wireless device (SunSpot) (a device developed at Sun

Microsystems Laboratories to experiment with wireless sensor and actua-

tor applications).

Modular Programming (Mobile Agents)

The use of mobile code facilitates the injection and distribution through the

network and leads to application modularity. Less energy is necessary when

broadcasting small modules instead of the complete application.

� Impala (Liu andMartonosi, 2003) makes use of an appropriate architecture

model that provides application adaptation at run time and offers security

against inopportune programming errors. Mobility, openness, and scalabi-

lity are supported by changing between different protocols and modes of

operation depending on the applications and network conditions. Impala

uses a new autonomic method to select and change to adequate protocols.

The maximum modularity leads to higher energy efficiency for sensor node

applications, supporting updates of small mobile agents that generate

small transmission overhead and energy expenditure. Nevertheless, Impala
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is predetermined to execute only onHewlett-Packard/Compaq iPAQPocket

PC handhelds running Linux and does not support heterogeneity in terms of

hardware platforms. Thus, its applications are restricted and it is not directly

applicable to WSNs.
� The Smart Messages Project (Smart Messages) also makes a proposal con-

sisting of a distributed model called ‘‘Cooperative Computing’’ in which

migratory units called smart messages are defined.

Database

This approach observes the entire network as a virtual database system, offering

an easy-to-use interface that permits the user to extract data of interest and issue

queries about the sensor network. Nevertheless, this approach does not support

real-time applications, as it provides only approximate results and the detection

of spatial-temporal relationships between events is not possible.

� Cougar (COUGAR) establishes an innovative dimension in middleware

research by assuming a database approach in which sensor data form a virtual

relational database. WSN management operations are executed in the form of

queries by means of an SQL-like language. Cougar characterizes a sensor

database system that includes a sensor database containing stored data, sensor

data, and sensor queries. Stored data are represented as relations consisting of a

collection of sensors that contribute to the sensor database and the sensor

characteristics. Sensor data are generated by signal processing functions and

are then characterized as time series to make sensor queries easier to generate.

The system uses abstract data types including virtual relations to model the

signal processing functions, which it represents as sequences and supports,

making use of incremental results to preserve a constant observation of long

running queries. In order to reduce the energy expenditure necessary to collect

the information and estimate the result of a request, the power is controlled by

the distribution of requests between nodes.
� TinyDB (Madden et al., 2003) is a query-processing system for removing

information from a network of sensor devices. It uses TinyOS as an operat-

ing system, which usually obliges the user to write embedded C code to

extract sensor data. However, TinyDB simplifies the extraction of sensor

data by providing an SQL-like interface. To specify the type of readings and

the subset of nodes of interest, the queries use simple data manipulation. For

this reason, TinyDB keeps a virtual database table with columns containing

information regarding sensor types, sensor node identifiers, and remaining

battery power. In order to launch the queries throughout the network, the

system makes use of a controlled-flooding approach. TinyDB keeps a rout-

ing tree with a root at the endpoint, which is usually the user’s physical

position. Consequently, in a decentralized approach, every sensor node

includes its own query processor to process and collect sensor data and to

keep all routing information. For data collecting, the parent node closer to
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the root agrees with the children nodes. The entire process is done again for

each period and query.
� SINA (Shen et al., 2001) stands for ‘‘System Information Networking Architec-

ture’’ and models the network as substantially distributed objects. The system is

basedonclusters, and its core is adatabase forqueryingandmonitoring.The total

sensor network is a set of datasheets. Each logical datasheet contains cells that

characterize sensor node attributes. Each cell is exclusive and each sensor node

keeps the entire datasheet. The database approach facilitates information man-

agement by assembling application modifications and requirements. The system

supports scalability and energy saving via hierarchical clustering andmanages the

database by an associative broadcast that leads to an attribute-based naming

scheme.The cells start in anodebySQL-like queries fromother nodes.Thenodes

use four different approaches to keep the cells: on-demand content retrieval,

content coaching, periodic content update, and triggered content update.
� DSWare (Li et al., 2003) is a database approach based on event detection.

The system supports flexibility by means of group-based decision making

and reliable data-centric storage. DSWare also supports real-time applica-

tions and reduces transmission overheads. DSWare provides an SQL-like

interface for registering and cancelling events.

Application-Driven

This approach establishes a new, innovative aspect in middleware research by

complementing an architecture that accomplishes the network protocol stack,

enabling programmers to adjust the network according to the exact application

requirements. It provides a QoS advantage since the applications determine the

network operations management.

� Milan (Murphy and Heinzelman, 2002), which stands for ‘‘Middleware Link-

ing Applications and Networks,’’ is used on applications that affect the whole

network. The applications’ quality needs can be specified and the network

characteristics adjusted to extend the application lifetime while still meeting

those needs. Milan selects the correct combination of sensors that assures

application QoS requirements, making use of specialized graphs that include

state-based changes in application needs. Milan can then configure and

manage the network with its architecture extending into the network proto-

cols stack and an abstraction layer that lets network-specific plug-ins convert

commands to protocol-specific commands. The set of sensor nodes that best

assemble the requirements is established by the network plug-ins. The system

combines the two restrictions to obtain a general set of possible combinations.

Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM)

This approach is essentially a communication model in a distributed-sensor

network. The system facilitates message exchange between nodes and the sink

nodes by means of a publish-subscribe mechanism. This model supports
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asynchronous communication, making movable combinations between the

sender and receiver possible.

� MIRES (Souto et al., 2004) implements a component-based programming

model using active messages to put its publish-subscribe–based communica-

tion infrastructure into practice. It includes (1) a core component, which is a

publish-subscribe service, that synchronizes the communication between

middleware services, (2) a routing component, and (3) a data aggregation

service that allows the user to indicate how data will be gathered and to

specify the association between sensed data of interest and aggregates. This

system supports asynchronous communication by means of its core compo-

nent, is built on TinyOS, and uses embedded C code. Communication takes

place in three phases: First, the network nodes announce their sensed data

through the publish service. Next, the system routes the presented messages

to the sink, using the multi-hop routing algorithm. Finally, the user applica-

tion subscribes to sensed data of interest using an appropriate GUI. The

system sends only messages referring to subscribed sensed data, thereby

decreasing the number of transmissions and the energy expenditure.
� SensorBus (Ribeiro et al., 2005) is a message-oriented middleware model for

WSNs based on the publish-subscribe paradigm. It allows the free exchange

of the communication mechanism among sensor nodes, which, in turn,

allows more than one communication mechanism to address the require-

ments of a larger number of applications.

4.1.2.2 Other Programming Support Approaches

Some other middleware designs also give programming support yet are not so

easily classifiable into one of the categories listed above. Several of these efforts

are summarized in the following paragraphs.

AutoSec

AutoSec (Han and Venkatasubramanian, 2001) stands for ‘‘Automatic Service

Composition.’’ This application-driven middleware supports dynamic service

brokering, which leads to better efficiency in terms of the use of resources in

distributed systems. AutoSec manages the network’s resources by providing the

QoS necessary for these distributed applications by selecting both information-

collection and resource-provisioning strategies from a given set related to user

and system needs.

Agilla

(Fok et al., 2005). Based on Maté, Agilla offers improved mechanisms for

inserting a mobile code into the sensor network in order to manage user

applications. Mobile agents are able to move themselves into desired locations,

thus adapting to network changes.
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Garnet

Garnet (St Ville and Dickman, 2003) manages data streams as an abstraction in

a sensor network. It provides a set of system services such as receivers, filtering

and dispatching services, resource manager, and orphanage.

(Yu et al., 2004)

We include a proposal by Yu et al. in which certain design principles that

motivate a framework based on clusters are exposed. Their approach provides

a virtual machine that separates the application semantics of the infrastructure.

In general, a cluster is a set of spatially adjacent sensor nodes that reside

around the target phenomena and are capable of detecting and/or processing

the data of interest. Clusters are dynamically formed during the lifetime of the

system, triggered by the changing conditions of the environment, data source,

and sensor nodes. Each cluster contains some contiguous nodes that cooperate

as a functional middleware basic unit. Yu et al. (2004) deal with the topics

related to the implementation of middleware for a wireless sensor network with

a cluster-based architecture (see Fig. 4.2).

The abstraction created by the middleware is called a virtual machine because

it provides semantics that are transparent to the application’s physical infrastruc-

ture. As Fig. 4.2 shows, the middleware architecture is divided into two layers:

Fig. 4.2 Architecture for a

cluster-based middleware.

(From [Yu et al., 2004].

#2004 IEEE.)
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� Cluster layer: It forms a cluster with the nodes surrounding the target.
� Resource management layer: The main component of the middleware, this

layer arranges the assignment and adjustment of resources in order to satisfy

the application’s QoS requirements.

Other elements of this middleware include:

� Cluster control: It is necessary to develop self-configuring, on-the-fly dis-

tributed mechanisms of clustering.
� Resource management: Gathering and updating the information are key in

order to reach an agreement between the system’s energy consumption and

response time.
� Inter-cluster coordination: It is important to establish mechanisms to detect

the existence of a cluster alias, which is a node that belongs to two or more

clusters, and to coordinate the elements that form the cluster.

Yu et al. (2004) considered the following characteristics in the design of the

middleware:

� The middleware must provide data-centric mechanisms for data processing

andmust use a cluster-based networkmodel that is robust, simple, and flexible.
� Application knowledge:Knowledge is useful for software design and imple-

mentation and should be integrated with the middleware-provided services.

A good policy is to integrate the application characteristics inside its code or

specification, which the middleware can interpret.
� It is probable that not all of the application’s run-time requirements are

satisfied, due to limited resources.

(Sharifi et al., 2006)

This work, entitled ‘‘A middleware layer mechanism for QoS support in wireless

sensor networks,’’ proposes a real-time and fault-tolerant mechanism as a middle-

ware possibility for WSNs that operates according to sensor nodes’ requirements

such as data rate and energy. A service-based middleware receives the users’ QoS

requirements about wireless sensor network services and guarantees time-critical

responses that are both efficient and scalable in a cluster-based organization.

4.1.2.3 Programming Abstractions

There are twomain approaches for programming abstraction classes (see Fig. 4.1):

the global behavior (or macro-programming) and the local behavior approaches.

Global Behavior

This first programming abstraction approach, also called macro-programming,

revolves around viewing the global behavior of a distributed sensor network as a

whole. This method introduces a completely different approach on how to pro-

gram sensor networks. With this approach, the sensor network is programmed as
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a whole rather than writing low-level software to drive individual nodes. A global

WSN’s behavior is programmed at a high-level specification that enables node

behaviors to be automatically generated. Application developers do not need to be

concerned about dealing with low-level software for each network node. Some

examples of this approach follow.

� Kairos (Gummadi et al., 2005) provides the necessary notions and concepts

in order to design, develop, and implement a macro-programming model on

a WSN. Developers using Kairos can express a single centralized program

(global behavior) in subprograms that can be executed on local nodes (nodal

behavior). This includes compile- and run-time subsystems and leaves the

programmer only a small set of programming primitives. The Kairos system

makes most of the low-level concerns such as distributed code generation,

remote data access and management, and internode program flow coordi-

nation clear to the programmer. Kairos provides three main abstractions to

a programming language: manipulation of nodes through node abstraction,

tracking a current list of node radio neighbors through a list of one-hop

neighbors, and reading from variables at named nodes through a data access

mechanism. With Kairos it is possible to choose the address node synchro-

nization option: loose synchronization or tight synchronization. The pro-

grammer has to decide between efficiency and system overhead.
� Other research projects have adopted the macro-programming models,

among themRegiment (Newton andWelsh, 2004), a functional systemdriven

by demand that views the sensor network as a whole, Abstract Task Graph

(Bakshi et al., 2005), a data-driven programming model system that incorpo-

rates extensions for distributed sense-and-respond applications, and Seman-

tic Streams (Whitehouse et al., 2005), a mark-up and declarative query

language system based on using semantic services accessed directly by query

specifications.

Local Behavior

This second programming abstraction approach deals with the behavior of the

sensor network nodes from a local point of view in a distributed computation.

The local behavior approach focuses on the nature of the sensed data and, in

particular, on a specific location in a sensor network. An example can be an

application that requests a particular location where the temperature is above a

certain value rather than asking individual sensors for their readings. The

following paragraphs summarize several local behavior proposals.

� Abstract regions (Welsh and Mainland, 2004) are a group of general-purpose

communication primitives for WSNs that provide addressing, in-network data

aggregation, data sharing, and data reduction in the local regions of the net-

work. Local computation is increased and radio communication is reduced,

which serves as an efficientmethod for energy and bandwidth savings. This type

of system makes use of a group of nodes that cooperate and communicate
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locally where the computation and aggregation of data take place. For

example, in a military environment, tracking a mobile target involves

gathering all sensor readings from nodes near the object to generate accu-

rate information on the target’s characteristics. The best approach for an

application trying to determine the boundaries of a region of interest in a

network is to have nearby nodes cooperate and compute the boundaries

from a local point of view. The results are sent to the base station, which

concentrates on collecting the final data from each sensor. Each sensor only

has to communicate to the base station to send the final collected data,

which saves energy as there is less communication overhead.
� EnviroTrack (data-centric) (Abdelzaher et al., 2004) makes use of a data-

centric programming paradigm called attributed-based naming through

context labels. In this paradigm, the routing and addressing are based on

the requested data content rather than on the target sensor node’s identity.

This system is suited for embedded tracking applications, is built on top of

TinyOS, and uses compiled nesC programs. Programmers apply the attrib-

uted-based naming by associating user-defined entities, or context labels, to

actual physical targets The dynamic behavior of tracked targets, such as

mobility, is supported in this system. Thus, the system is useful for environ-

mental monitoring and military applications because it detects and reports

the presence of any moving target. EnviroTrack is a middleware service

among a whole set of other middleware services carried out at the University

of Virginia under a major initiative called VigilNet, which is an integrated

sensor network system for surveillance missions.
� Other projects that adopt a local nodal behavior approach include Hood

(Madden et al., 2002), which shows neighborhood abstraction of sensor

nodes that can communicate local behaviors, and generic role assignment

(Römer et al., 2004), which allows programmers to assign individual nodes

to user-defined roles.

4.2 Agent Technologies for WSN

4.2.1 Agent Technology and Models

4.2.1.1 General Characteristics of Agent-Based Systems

The term ‘‘agent’’ has a great variety of definitions, including

� ‘‘An agent is everything that could be seen perceiving its environment across

sensors and acting towards the environment across a few actuators’’ (Russell

and Norvig, 1995).
� ‘‘Intelligent agents realize three functions: to perceive environment dynami-

cal conditions, to act concerning the environment conditions and to inter-

pret the perceived information. They resolve problems, show interfaces and

determine actions’’ (Hayes-Roth, 1995).
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According to these definitions, it is possible to consider agents as entities

inside an environment prepared to feel and act, and therefore qualified to

communicate and collaborate with other entities, either humans or other

agents. Agents provide a uniform syntax and play a semantically consistent

intermediate role.

Taking into account their attributes, in a particular environment we can

distinguish different kinds of agents:

� Intelligent agents: entities that emulate mental processes or simulate rational

behavior.
� Personal assistants: entities that help users perform a task.
� Mobile agents: entities capable of moving across a network to obtain their

goals. They are capable of migrating their code between nodes.
� Information agents: agents that filter and organize coherently dispersed and

unrelated data.
� Autonomous agents: agents capable of performing unsupervised actions.

According to the agents’ characteristics, we can define a multi-agent system

as a distributed system formed by agents capable of cooperating with each other

and sharing resources in order to complete a common or individual task. For

that reason, they must be capable of interacting in a common environment,

while having communication, negotiation, and coordination abilities. The aim

of a multi-agent system is to become an autonomous system.

Themain characteristics of a traditional program that differ from those of an

agent-based program consist of the following pair:

� Autonomy: Agents make their own decisions since they are directed by their

own aims.
� Every agent has its own execution thread. Nevertheless, a traditional pro-

gram has only one flow for the whole system.

Some traditional applications of multi-agent systems are as follows:

� Web finders: Several agents that carry out functions similar to those of an

‘‘electronic secretary,’’ capable of actuating in representation of its user and

requesting necessary information from other agents.
� Server systems: One ormore agents that represent the system in the network.

Those agents are capable of talking with other agents, providing them with

information about the characteristics of the server and the data contained

therein. When a change takes place, only the information relating to the

change in the server agent needs to be introduced, and then this agent

informs the others of the change.
� Industrial applications such as manufacturing, air-traffic control, and pro-

cess control.
� Commercial applications such as

– Information administration: To reduce the amount of data, agents filter

the data, search in databases, and show useful information to users.
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– Electronic trade: Agents can look in the network for the products that may

be of interest to a user.

– Medical applications such as patient monitoring.

4.2.1.2 Agent Platforms

Agents need certain platforms that provide themwith a series of services such as

identification, mobility, communication, and others for their execution. We

briefly describe some proposals of multi-agent system architectures from dif-

ferent workgroups.

KAoS

KAoS stands for ‘‘Knowledgeable Agent-oriented System’’ and proposes an

open architecture that describes agent implementations and the communication

between them, which is carried out by messages.

OMG

The most important agent model from the OMG (Object Management Group)

is the MASIF (Mobile Agents Standard Interface Facility) created for the

development of static and mobile agents. The agents are characterized for

their capabilities, type of interaction, and mobility.

FIPA

The protocols created by FIPA (IEEE Foundation for Intelligent Physical

Agents) are the most used worldwide protocols for agent development, manage-

ment, naming, and location. FIPA has developed specifications that allow multi-

agent system development to be carried out based on ‘‘a minimal frame for the

agent management on an opened environment’’ (www.fipa.org) by using

� A reference model that specifies the environment where the agents exist and

operate
� An agent platform that provides an infrastructure for the deployment and

interaction of the agents

FIPA standards can be classified in three groups:

� Component: specifications that provide the standardization of agent-related

technologies
� Informative: presents different applications in a specific context
� Profiles: component specifications to verify that the different implementa-

tions agree with the standards
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FIPA has developed its own agent platforms corresponding to its specifica-

tions. One of them is JADE (Java Agent Development Framework), which was

created to simplify the development of distributed agent-based applications.

JADE is Java-base and allows interoperability with other agent platforms.

LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Agents Platform) continues with the philo-

sophy of the JADE platform from which it was derived, since it was actually

developed as an API executed in JADE. The LEAP project allows agent

integration in Java (J2ME) using the FIPA standards. LEAP is developed for

limited devices like PDAs or cell phones. This platform provides a modular

architecture with one part common to all the devices and another part to be

integrated depending on the specific device.

4.2.2 Use of Agent Models in WSNs

4.2.2.1 Similarities Between Mote and Agent Models

An agent can be considered an autonomous program that detects any occur-

rence or event taking place in its environment and then taking steps or acting to

reach its objectives for the designated environment.

An agent receives perceptions or information from the environment from a

few sensors. These perceptions will be processed by its software, which will decide

which actions must be carried out and order those actions to be performed by the

actuators. The agent model presents several analogies with the usual sensor

model that appears in the literature (shown in Fig. 4.3). As the figure shows,

motes are composed of sensors and a process unit. The sensors obtain informa-

tion from the environment, while the process unit manages the environmental

information obtained fromothermotes or from an intruder and gives the order to

the actuators. The communications module makes it possible to communicate

with other motes to obtain information or to perform a specific action.

The agent model seems to have a natural application in the mote field, at

least for its components. In fact, Lesser et al. (2003) proposed a sensor network

Fig. 4.3 Model of a sensor.

(From [Blumenthal et al.,

2003].# 2003 IEEE.)
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application consisting of an agent model in which every sensor is controlled by

an agent.

The battery is included explicitly as one of the main components in the

sensor model. It is the energy source, which is very valuable because in

many cases its reload or change is not possible, allowing three types of

operations to be carried out by the device: measurement/actuation, proces-

sing, and communication. The strong restrictions in energy consumption

on which the sensors have to operate may be critical in terms of some of

the usual characteristics of the traditional agent environment. For exam-

ple, the mobility of the agents, meaning the transfer of its code from one

device to another, may mean an inadmissible waste of energy according to

the energy-saving policies.

4.2.2.2 Application of Agent Models’ Characteristics in WSNs

The following agent characteristics can be applied in sensor network

environments:

� Reactivity: Agents are capable of detecting and reacting to stimuli. They are

capable of processing the data they receive from the sensors and responding

to these data.
� Asynchronous work capacity: Agents start to work when one or more

sensors detect an event, such as an intruder in the network using a perimeter

security.
� Autonomy: Agents have a certain type of control over their actions. They

detect a problem, decide what action to take, and solve conflicts. This is

important in WSNs because if one element fails, the agent has to be capable

of reaching its goal without this element.
� Objective orientation: Agents are capable of handling a task to reach their

objective. This is logical due to the fact that they must handle the informa-

tion provided by the sensors in order to perform their tasks.
� Communication capacity: Agents must be capable of interacting with other

agents, sensors, and even humans since the purpose is to provide informa-

tion or a solution to one or more stimuli.
� Collaboration and cooperation: Agents must be capable of carrying out

their tasks by means of cooperation with other agents. In fact, they must

provide and obtain information from other elements, thus forming a dis-

tributed environment in order to solve certain problems.

In summary, the applicability of agent technology to WSNs comes from the

similarity between their objectives. Agents are entities with certain autonomy

that respond to events and try to reach concrete goals. This is very similar to

what happens in some applications in sensor networks. A clear example is

intruder detection: When an intruder is detected, the application adapts to

control it, warn the appropriate personnel, and track the intruder’s movements

by means of cooperation among different nodes of the network.
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Mote networks can be organized by means of a mesh or cluster topology.

Cluster topologies are more common. In a cluster topology, every sensor is

associated and managed by an agent. Some of the advantages of this type of

organization include

� Motes are limited in energy, storage capacity, and processing ability. For

this reason, only the parts involved in the operation need to be functioning,

which implies saving power. Thus, when agents are used, only the corre-

sponding agents in the nodes near the events consume resources. If the

agents are mobile as well, they can move to other nodes depending on the

dynamics of the objective.
� The interaction between sensors and therefore the processes of the agents are

minimized, since one centralizes and reduces the information flow. In every

cluster there is an element in charge of information aggregation of the nodes

that belong to the cluster.
� It allows the dynamic adjustment of agents to the network: When a change

takes place in a particular sector, it does not necessarily have to concern the

other sectors. For example, it is possible to modify the infrastructure of the

network inside a building which does not affect any other area. This also

facilitates the network’s scalability.

4.2.2.3 Indications for Using Agent Models in WSNs

Agent technology was not initially intended as an application for wireless sensor

networks, since WSNs have strong resource limitations. Agents can be defined

as entities in a certain environment where they can feel, act, communicate, and

collaborate with other entities. Several authors working on the application of

agent technology in mote networks have proposed innovative variations on the

classical agent model such as

� The size and the resources consumed by agents in the nodesmust be reduced,

especially if they are mobile agents that waste energy when communicating

with each other.
� The energy used in communications is higher than the energy consumed by

data processing inside the nodes. Therefore, one of the agent’s mainmissions

should be to complete a preprocessing, aggregation, or filtering of the

information before its transmission. The aim is to make the volume of

information transmitted as small as possible.
� The classical agent environments (FIPA or OMG) are too heavy for mote

platforms. Therefore, it is necessary to consider specializing these devices for

specific environments.
� As sensors must perform various tasks, there is a need to use different kinds

of agents, some of which can be very sophisticated. In these cases, it is

necessary to have a hierarchy among the elements of the network and to

know the agents’ different tasks. Therefore, agents needing a lot of resources

can run inside nodes with high processing power.
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4.2.3 Specific Proposals Applicable to WSNs

Certain examples have been selected using the proposed agent application in

WSNs to improve the safety of a specific area such as intruder detection or

target tracking in a monitoring area. Some of the characteristics described

generally in previous paragraphs can be observed in concrete systems.

4.2.3.1 Application with Static Agents

According to a proposal presented by Lesser et al. (2003), the network is

organized in clusters with a certain number of sensors by sector. The usual

number is eight sensors per sector, although 10 is considered to be a maximum

and five sensors a minimum. Each agent must know the size of its sector (e.g.,

rectangular sectors) since the agents are in charge of determining the behavior

of the objects. Agents must know whether or not some object belongs to their

sector.

Inside each sector, agents are specialized to perform tracking and network

exploration tasks. Every sector has a sector manager that generates and dis-

tributes the needed plans to control new targets, assigns roles to different

agents, and stores and provides local sensor information as part of the directory

service. The manager also acts as a hub, facilitating data interchanges between

interested parts as well as changes in the agent population.

The sector manager stores a list with the local agents acting as track man-

agers and stores estimations of the tracked targets as well. The track manager

tracks the target. In order to perform this task, it must be capable of selecting

the sensors that provide more reliable measurements in each moment. In order

to know a target’s exact position, information from three or more sensors is

needed.

It is possible that the selected sensors do not provide correct measurements

or provide information relating to a different target. The sector manager must

know if this information is from a new or previously detected target. To do this,

every track manager must provide the sector manager with continuous infor-

mation about tracked targets.

When selecting the tracking agent, the sector manager uses several criteria:

� Work estimations of every agent are needed to avoid overloading any one

agent.
� Maintain a minimum of one cluster alias in the channel.
� Geographical location; due to real-time requirements, the nearer, the better.
� Experienced agents that have previously performed this role are preferred.

As soon as a target is assigned to the track manager, the tracker must request

directory service information from the sector manager. The manager will then

return all the available sensors in order to select the suitable nodes and update

its local directory service to avoid future requests, thereby saving energy.
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The target can enter and leave different sectors. Twomechanisms support this:

� Migration: If the target and the needed sensors are too far, the track

manager informs the sector manager, which then contacts a second sector

manager or selects a more suitable tracking sensor.
� AOI (area of influence): This is a circular area around the target. If this area

comprises a new sector, the track manager must register the target with the

sector manager of this new sector.

The other element involved in the system, which carries out the simplest

tasks, is the sensor agent. This agent carries out sensor measurements, prefilter-

ing, eliminating information not related to the target’s movement, saving

power, and avoiding information overload. The sensor agent provides the

track manager or the sector manager with tracking information. This kind of

agent uses piggy-back technology to reduce the number ofmessages transmitted

in the system by filtering routine messages.

The Directory Service provides agents with the ability to store textual informa-

tion from many different sources and process requests for this information. It

centralizes and spreads information, avoiding unnecessary interactions, and helps

with agent self-discovery. It is important to emphasize that it does not store any

type of identifier since the sensors lack their own identifier. Each agent has its small

directory service where the sector manager descriptions are locally stored, provid-

ing mechanisms to find the sector manager and the neighbor sector managers.

The location and target speed are not directly predictable using the informa-

tion provided by a sensor. To be able to know the target state, different models

based on mathematical calculations are used:

� Process model: A general model of the object’s path, in which it is possible to

establish the location by means of the history of the target state.
� Time frames: Amethod based on themeasurement delay obtained.With this

information, the estimated location and speed of the object is updated.
� Location model: The measurements are stored in a queue every time frame.
� Amplitude handler: Amplitude measurements are used to determine the

object’s position.
� Frequency handler: Frequency values are used to determine the speed of the

target since the frequency is a linear function of the radial speed.
� Motionmodel: A technique that learns from the movement of the object and

is based on the supposition that the object is exposed to inertia laws and is

not going to change its direction quickly.
� Target location: With a controller capable of receiving suitable measure-

ments of different parameters, an object’s position can be known.

The main problem with static agent applications is the resource assignment

for multiple target tracking, which has the following two main difficulties:

� Sensor distribution, because the sensors may not be available and or there

may not be sufficient nodes.
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� An agent has partial knowledge of the problem but it needs to act using local

information and information from neighboring agents.

The negotiation protocol proposed by Lesser et al. (2003) known as SPAM

(Scalable Protocol for Anytime Multi-Level negotiation) has been used to

manage a set of distributed sensors in order to solve the problem of multiple-

target tracking. The main objective of the multiple-target tracking problem is

distributing sensors to obtain the corresponding measurements for optimal

tracking quality.

SPAM works in the following way: When a target is detected, an agent must

be responsible for tracking it. To do so, it is necessary to determine the sensors

that are in use for this task and to create a schedule of the available sensors.

When there is more than one target, a conflict can arise in terms of sensor

demand and assigning the available resources to the different elements involved

in the tracking task. For this reason, track managers need to negotiate this

allocation of resources in order to solve the problem in their local scheduler

and/or to produce global scheduling in order to maximize tracking quality. The

main idea of SPAM is to select one of the implied track managers as an

intermediary to solve the problem and to provide partial solutions for the

involved controllers. SPAM was designed under real-time running conditions.

However, its complexity has led to the development of two new improved

protocols: sequential SPAM and synchronous SPAM.

4.2.3.2 Applications with Mobile Agents

According to the proposal by Szumel et al. (2005), future networks will prob-

ably contain hundreds or millions of heterogeneous nodes. It is difficult to

provide scalable solutions for energy- and bandwidth-limited WSNs. There-

fore, agents can be used, since these programs can be present in any node,

processing data and decreasing the interactions among nodes, as this activity

consumes a great deal of energy.

The advantage of using agent-based solutions includes the support of

multiple users, incremental programming, and efficient resource use. The

agents only need the resources of the visited node such as its processing

capacity and data transmission. New agents will be generated only in implied

nodes when an object is detected. This makes successful target tracking

possible. The major advantage can be seen when the network must be

retasked, since using agents means that only some parts of the network need

to be retasked. Szumel et al. (2005) have implemented this framework using

Crossbow motes (MICA2DOT) running on TinyOS. The simulation has been

carried out using TOSSIM, in a secure environment provided by a small

variation of the Maté virtual machine.

Fok et al. (2005) describe Agilla, a mobile agent middleware that runs on

TinyOS and provides an environment for mobile agent executions in WSNs.

Agilla increases the flexibility of the network, simplifies the application
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development, and uses a virtual machine (such as Maté). The agent execution

state is stored in couples, constituting a shared memory space inside the node.

Agents may consult and obtain that shared memory asynchronously.

4.3 Design Strategies and Operation of WSN Software

4.3.1 Software Design Strategy in WSNs

A proposal for a possible WSN software design cycle can be found in Blu-

menthal et al. (2003). They proposed a software organization with an inter-

mediation software layer (middleware) above the operating system. Its aim is to

provide services to the applications. All the components of this architecture are

represented by blocks. Figure 4.4 shows the proposed software development

cycle for these types of networks.

The structure of the running software per Blumenthal et al.’s proposal is

shown in Fig. 4.5.

With continuing advancements in sensor node design and increasingly com-

plex applications, an interest in design automation of sensor network applica-

tions is inevitable. The objective is to eventually enable domain experts to be

able to design and analyze algorithms, and automatically synthesize programs

for an abstract machine model of the underlying system, without requiring

knowledge of low-level networking aspects of the deployment.

4.3.2 Software Architecture in WSN

In typical WSN deployments, several types of applications and software

coexist in different hardware platforms, such as sensor nodes, server nodes,

Fig. 4.4 Software design

cycle for sensor nodes.

(Adapted from [Blumenthal

et al., 2003].# 2003 IEEE.)
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or gateways, and client equipment. WSN architecture has different layers, as

shown in Fig. 4.6. Several authors (Turon, 2005; Blumenthal et al., 2003)

coincide with this layer decomposition, although there are some differences in

nomenclature.

As depicted in Fig. 4.6, the software architecture consists of three different

layers: the mote layer, the server layer, and the client layer.

� The mote layer is composed of the motes with their sensors. In this layer,

the software needs to include the light operating system executed, e.g.,

TinyOS, and the corresponding applications necessary to obtain a service,

i.e., environment monitoring or intruder tracking. These applications are

usually developed for the specific hardware on which they are going to run,

and the programming language used must fit well with highly restricted

devices; nesC can be an adequate programming language. nesC (Gay et al.,

2003) was created specifically to adapt application programming in

embedded network systems, a category that includes WSNs. The main

characteristics of nesC’s design were inspired by the TinyOS operating

system: event-based execution, incorporation of a concurrence model,

and component-based application design. In fact, TinyOS has been reim-

plemented in the nesC language.
� The server layer receives the information from theWSN by using proprietary

protocols and stores it in databases. It also offers services, usually bymeans of

TCP/IP interfaces, in order to allow interested clients to access this informa-

tion. In this case, the programming languages are selected not based on the

Fig. 4.5 Structure of an application running on a node. (Adapted from [Blumenthal et al.,

2003].#2003 IEEE.)
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lack of resources, but rather on their portability to execute in machines with

different characteristics and different general-purpose operating systems for

different platforms.
� The client layer includes a graphical user interface that allows the informa-

tion, topology, and state of the WSN as well as its management to be seen.

This software must provide the user with the information needed for mana-

ging theWSN, interpreting the large amounts of information generated, and

monitoring the network’s health.

Brokerage Between Mote and Server Layers

The data that the sensor nodes, i.e., the motes, measure and transmit do not

necessarily have to reach the server in their raw form, as seen in Fig. 4.6. In other

words, there can be brokers, meaning service providers or intermediate proces-

sing entities, in charge of somehow filtering the motes’ information and offering

higher-layer services. Figure 4.6 shows how these brokers could be conceptually

placed between the mote layer and the server layer, although physically these

functions can be performed inside some of the sensor nodes.

One example of such an architecture including service providers inside the

motes’ network can be seen in the proposal from the EYES project (EYES,

2002), as shown in Fig. 4.7. In this architecture, both a ‘‘sensor and networking

layer’’ and a ‘‘distributed services layer’’ are defined. The EYES project assumes

heterogeneity in the nodes’ capabilities, allowing the functions to be assigned to

Fig. 4.6 Software architecture for a WSN. (Adapted from [Turon, 2005].#2005 IEEE.)
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the most adequate nodes. The nodes are arranged in clusters in order to offer the

needed abstract services. As an example of the considered services, the information

services may include information preprocessing, replication, or computations, thus

reducing the amount of data to be transmitted through the wireless channels.

For applications to access the services in a data-centric manner, the EYES

project also proposes using semantic addressing, in particular, using a content-

based publish-subscribe (CBPS) model (see (EYES, 2003)).

EYES is not the only project to propose the use of a publish-subscribe model.

The more recent e-SENSE project also includes this model (see (e-SENSE,

2006)), which the middleware subsystem of its architecture provides. The appli-

cations may access the data generated by the sensor nodes using the services

offered via the middleware. In this context, the broker appears as one of the

actors, sitting between the generators and the consumers of the information, and

is responsible for disseminating the publish events and the subscribe events to the

appropriate nodes. If the network is organized using a cluster topology, there

may be a broker for each cluster representing the nodes in that particular cluster.

4.3.2.1 Software in the Mote Layer

Adivision is possible in themote layer among the possible software applications

that can be performed. On the one hand are sensing applications used to per-

form the final network functionality, such as tracking, monitoring, or any other

WSN application with the help of the intermediate software, i.e., the middle-

ware, which provides services to those applications. We explained the state of

Fig. 4.7 EYES conceptual architecture. (From [EYES, 2002].)
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the art in middleware platforms for WSN in earlier sections, while we will not

classify the specific application software because of its inherent application-

dependent nature and variety. The specific application software will depend on

the final WSN implementation goals and deployment.

On the other hand is the node’s operating system (OS). The OS is the key to

the performance of the distributed computing environment of wireless sensor

networks. Some OS features, such as OS protection, virtual memory, preemp-

tive scheduling, and others, will significantly improve the reliability of WSN

systems and facilitate the development of complex WSN software. Several

operating systems have been developed for sensor network applications:

� TinyOS (Szumel et al., 2005) is the most common operating system for

WSNs today due to its open source and suitability for existing hardware

platforms. It is widely used for simulating, developing, and testing algo-

rithms and protocols. More than 500 groups of investigators and compa-

nies trust TinyOS and Berkeley/Crossbow’s motes. TinyOS’s architecture

is based on components, and its design is specifically oriented to nodes with

limited resources, such as the nodes of a WSN. The component libraries of

TinyOS offer the following application network protocols: distribution

services, sensor handlers, and data acquisition tools that can be used

directly or be modified for a specific purpose. The model of execution by

means of events allows precise, powerful, and flexible programming man-

agement, which is very necessary in WSNs due to their unpredictable

nature, a feature from their real-world interface.
� MagnetOS (Barr et al., 2002) has a single-system image that creates the false

impression of the Java virtual machine over a distributed sensor network,

enabling programmers to use the Java language but supporting only limited

heterogeneity and introducing considerable overhead on its instructions. The

runtime system performs code partitioning and object placement through the

network, hence reducing the energy expenditure. MagnetOS supports open-

ness and scalability, providing dynamic run-time support on each node and

service for applicationmonitoring and object creation, invocation, andmigra-

tion. A set of ad hoc protocols provide mobility and smart robust object

migration strategies. The size of the additional overhead on its instructions

makes this system inappropriate for mote-class sensor networks. Currently, a

new native Java VM is under development.
� SOS (Han et al., 2005) is an operating system specifically designed for mote-

class sensor networks. Furthermore, its kernel contains a sensor API that

facilitates the development of WSN applications. SOS allows dynamic con-

figurability, enabling programmers to change software modules in sensor

nodes once they have deployed and initialized the network. SOS provides

services such as incremental software updating, allowing the addition of new

software modules and the removal of unnecessary ones. It implements an

architecture composed of a common kernel and dynamic application mod-

ules that can be loaded and unloaded at run time.
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� t-kernel (Gu and Stankovic, 2006) is a portableOSkernel used inWSN systems

toperformextensive codemodification at load time.Themodified code and the

operating systemwork together to supportOSprotection, virtualmemory, and

preemptive scheduling, three features that can considerably improve the con-

sistencyofWSNsystemsandmake the development of complexWSNsoftware

easier. The t-kernel enables developers to design more consistent and compli-

cated sensor networks. It also incorporates new design techniques, such as

efficient binary translation on highly constrained sensor nodes, differentiated

virtual memory without repeatedly writable swapping devices, and the protec-

tion of the OS from application errors without privileged execution hardware.
� Contiki is a portable operating system designed specifically for resource-

limited devices such as sensor nodes. It is built around an event-driven kernel

but supports preemptive multithreading on a per-process basis. It also

supports a full TCP/IP stack. Contiki only requires a few kilobytes of code

and a few hundred bytes of RAM.
� eCos (eCos) stands for ‘‘embedded configurable operating system.’’ This is

an open-source, royalty-free, real-time operating system intended for

embedded systems and applications that need only one process. The OS is

highly configurable and can be customized for precise application require-

ments with hundreds of options, delivering the best possible run-time per-

formance andminimized hardware needs, which is a requirement forWSNs.

eCos was designed for devices with a memory size of tens to hundreds of

kilobytes or with real-time requirements.
� Cormos (Yannakopoulos and Bilas, 2005) is a run-time system for sensor

nodes with processing and radio-frequency capabilities. The system provides

easy-to-use abstractions that integrate communication with event proces-

sing. It is modular, uses a unified interface for system and application

components, and is designed for systems with stringent resource limitations.
� MantisOS (Mantis) (multimodal system for networks of in situ wireless

sensors) provides a new multithreaded cross-platform embedded operating

system for wireless sensor networks. Sensor networks accommodate increas-

ingly complex tasks such as compression, aggregation, and signal processing.

Therefore, the preemptive multithreading in the Mantis sensor OS (MOS)

enables microsensor nodes to natively interleave complex tasks with time-

sensitive tasks, thereby reducing the bounded buffer producer-consumer

problem. To achievememory efficiency,MOS is implemented in a lightweight

RAM footprint that fits in less than 500 bytes of memory—this includes the

kernel, scheduler, and network stack. In order to improve energy efficiency,

the MOS power-efficient scheduler determines if it is safe to put the micro-

controller to sleep with theMOS sleep() function, after gathering information

from all active threads and reducing current consumption to the mA range. A

key MOS design feature is flexibility in the form of cross-platform support

and testing across PCs, PDAs, and different microsensor platforms. Another

key MOS design feature is support for the remote management of in situ

sensors through dynamic reprogramming and remote log-in.
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� Other operating systems for WSNs include Bertha, which is a pushpin

computing platform, BTnut Nut/OS, EYESOS, SenOS, and LiteOS.

Some of the environments and high-level languages have already been

described, such as Maté, TinyDB, and the COUGAR project proposal; other

examples are summarized below.

TOSSIM

(Levis and Lee, 2003). This proposal is a discrete-event simulator that allows

applications programmed for TinyOS to be evaluated before deploying them in

a real network. Applications can be debugged by means of this software

executed on a PC platform, compiling them for TinyOS. The emphasis has

been put on a precise simulation of the TinyOS operating system, whereas the

simulation of the external effects of the environment such as battery consump-

tion, propagation models, etc. is less precise. For this reason, TOSSIM is not

recommended as the only way to evaluate and debug an application.

SeNeTs

(Blumenthal et al., 2005). An environment that allows WSN applications to be

evaluated and debugged, SeNeTs can be executed on diverse distributed plat-

forms, which increases its scalability. Other advantages that Blumenthal et al.

(2005) have highlighted are the hardware platform independence of the sensor

nodes, whereas TOSSIM is very tied to TinyOS, and the motes’ concrete

hardware.

WSN application evaluation with SeNeTs is done by grating the application

software running in a sensor node with an adaptation software with the follow-

ing components (Blumenthal et al., 2005):

� Hardware abstraction such as sensor, memory, communication devices, etc.
� Environment emulation: Unlike TOSSIM, SeNeTs includes the environmen-

tal representation as an evaluation platform requirement. This emulation

module allows more valid results to be obtained than those obtained when

the real environment of the application execution is not taken into account.
� Other components: tracing, control, debugging, etc.

EnviSense

In the same work (Blumenthal et al., 2005), the authors indicate that they are

developing EnviSense, which is a graphical environment unlike the SeNeTs’

textual interface, in order to configure, visualize, and obtain data from WSNs.

Nevertheless, EnviSense does not provide mechanisms to modify the

applications.
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4.3.2.2 Software in the Server and Client Layers

As stated above, server-layer software applications offer services, usually by

means of TCP/IP interfaces, allowing clients to access the collected WSN

information. The client layer includes a graphical user interface that visualizes

the information, topology and state of the WSN as well as its management.

The following paragraphs summarize the characteristics of several WSN

deployment and operation tools.

TASK

TASK (Tiny Application Sensor Kit; see (Buonadonna et al., 2005)) is a tool-

box developed by Intel Research at Berkeley whose goal is programming and

deployingWSN applications without having low-level knowledge of these types

of systems. The components of this architecture include

� WSN based on TinyDB that allows programs to access a pseudo-SQL

interface.
� TASK server placed in the gateway, which connects theWSN to the Internet

and allows external access to measurement data using standard interfaces,

i.e., HTTP.
� TASK DBMS, a relational database that stores information about the

sensor measurements, their location, etc.
� TASK client tools incorporate various tools for deployment, configuration,

and results visualization.
� TASK Field Tool, executed on a PDA-like device, allows problems in

certain areas of the network to be diagnosed and solved.

Mote-View

Crossbow’s (Crossbow, 2007) graphical tool to facilitate WSN management

and operation, MOTE-VIEW is client-layer software (using the nomenclature

in Fig. 4.6) and is structured in four extensible modular layers by means of

adding plug-ins:

� Data access abstraction layer: Across this layer other MOTE-VIEW mod-

ules do not need to know the internal information structure offered by

different servers similar to those in Fig. 4.6.
� Node abstraction layer: Across this layer it is possible to access and config-

ure the state of the nodes. By adding plug-ins, the node abstraction layer can

support nodes from different manufacturers.
� Calibration and units conversion layer: This layer uses calibration coeffi-

cients depending on the nodes and applies them to the raw data obtained

from the data access abstraction layer in order to show the measurements in

engineering units.
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� Visualization abstraction layer: This layer offers three different graphical

data representations:

–Data: recent readings of the network sensors by means of a spreadsheet

representation

–Chart: representation of the measurements of a specific sensor in a certain

time interval (see Fig. 4.8)

–Topology: visualization of the WSN topology

This software can also provide indications about the sensors’ health.MOTE-

VIEW includes various tools to configure a mote (with ‘‘MoteConfig‘‘) by

downloading precompiled applications for TinyOS and loading them into a

node or saving the received measurements from a gateway in a database or file

(using the ‘‘XServe‘‘ utility).

Stargate

Stargate NetBridge (Stargate) is a specific platform based on an Intel processor

and produced by Crossbow onwhich a Linux operating system is executed. This

platform can act as server in a WSN based on TinyOS. The platform also

provides two software applications that make the data directly accessible by a

Fig. 4.8 Chart view of MOTE-VIEW. (From ‘‘MOTE-VIEW 1.2 User’s Manual. Revision

B.’’ January 2006.#Crossbow Technology, Inc.)
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client using aWeb interface. These applications are called XServe (management

tool) and MoteExplorer (data visualization tool).

Stargate NetBridge is actually the new version of a previous product called

Stargate Gateway, in which the received mote data are saved in a Postgres

database by a software tool named Xlisten.

To obtain the WSN data, it is possible to connect a mote acting as base

station to a Stargate board (see Fig. 4.9). In addition, to offer this data to the

clients executing MOTE-VIEW, for example, Ethernet, WiFi or cellular tele-

phony can be included in the platform’s standard interfaces.

Janus

One proposal for monitoring and configuring the sensor network is Janus

(Gold, 2005), which is an architecture that provides flexible access to sensor

networks. The existing approaches for remote access to sensor networks are

typically application-specific. However, Janus tries to provide a flexible signal-

ing mechanism that supports both passive and active access approaches, uses a

generic RPC-like mechanism, and enables on-demand setup of access to sensor

network resources of varying types.

(Balani et al., 2006)

Balani et al. proposed a multilevel software reconfiguration for sensor net-

works. This system supports software reconfiguration in embedded sensor net-

works at multiple levels and is capable of reprogramming or reconfiguring the

sensor network after deployment. The system architecture is based on an

Fig. 4.9 Stargate server with a mote acting as base station. (From [Crossbow, 2006].#Cross-

bow Technology, Inc.)
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operating system consisting of a fixed, tiny, static kernel and binary modules

that can be dynamically inserted, updated, or removed. On top of the operat-

ing system is a command interpreter, implemented as a dynamically exten-

sible virtual machine, that can execute high-level scripts written in portable

byte code.

4.4 WSN Simulation Platforms

4.4.1 Importance and Challenges of WSN Simulators

Wireless sensor networks have tremendous potential to monitor, study, and

analyze phenomena in the physical world in detail never before available, in

places too far, too deep, too high, or too dangerous for researchers to go.

Simulation can be of great help to ensure the shortest possible time to market

and to minimize the overall cost of WSN design. Being that the cost, time, and

complexity involved in deploying and constantly changing large-scale WSNs

are prohibitively high, simulation is a cost-effective choice for the rapid explora-

tion and validation of WSN applications. Simulation provides controlled and

repeatable environmental conditions for evaluating and optimizing the design

parameters and/or the configuration alternatives. It also offers very good

insight into the effects of the various parameters and thus helps identify those

that have the greatest importance for the system’s operation.

The simulation of wireless networks is inherently different from that of

wired networks. The signal interference and attenuation concerns are more

complicated for wireless media than for wired media. The broadcast nature of

wireless radio transmission also makes communication topology in simula-

tion models relatively denser than for an equivalent wired network. The

computation effort of WSN simulators is dramatically increased by specific

features like node mobility, distributed behavior, power, and terrain models.

Consequently, accurate fine-grained WSN simulations present a significant

challenge.

A wide range of simulation tools specially adapted to WSNs has already

been presented in the literature. A high-level description of a possible WSN

simulation framework can be found in Park et al. (2001) and Sobeih et al.

(2006). The sensor nodes detect the stimuli, i.e., signals, generated by the

target nodes over a sensor channel and forward the detected information to

the sink nodes over a wireless channel. Two different models for signal

propagation are therefore included: a sensor propagation model and a wire-

less propagation model.

The existing simulator tools are either commercial or open source and are

mainly developed in Java or Cþþ. These simulators strongly differ with respect

to features such as
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� Scalability: The capacity to simulate a high number of nodes with sufficient

precision in a finite time.
� Real-time requirement: Real-time or close to real-time simulation can be

related to the simulation architecture and the programming language and to

some other features as well.
� Software emulation: The possibility to run the various software (OS, mid-

dleware, etc.) during simulation as if they were running on the real proces-

sors—also called ‘‘software in the loop.’’
� Hardware emulation: The ability to accurately simulate the behavior of

various hardware parts of the node and to evaluate some important para-

meters such as consumption, memory use, collisions, etc.
� Model fidelity: Availability of detailed models for various aspects of net-

working such as propagation, protocols, mobility, etc.
� Reliability study: Possibility to simulate the occurrence of various faults or

defects, i.e., hardware, physical, noise, etc., during the network simulation

and to visualize their effects on the network’s behavior or on some para-

meters such as consumption, delays, etc.
� X in the loop: The possibility of connecting other (hardware and/or soft-

ware) devices to the simulator for various purposes; simulation-time reduc-

tion by replacing a hardware simulation model by a real hardware system,

either existing or simulated on an FPGA or other hardware platform,

performance analysis of protocols by injection of real signals, reliability

study in the presence of real perturbations, etc.

Ahead we give an overview of the most relevant WSN simulators and

describe their advantages and drawbacks. We characterize the simulators and

identify those most suited for research.

4.4.2 Review of WSN Simulators

Most sensor networks simulators are discrete-event simulators. In discrete-event

simulation, the operation of a system is represented as a chronological sequence of

events. Each event occurs at a point in time and marks a change of state in the

system. A discrete-event simulator proceeds by constantly removing the current

event from the head of its time-ordered event queue and then simulating that event.

The model is then advanced to the time of the next significant event. Hence, if

nothing is going to happen for the next three time units, the simulation kernel will

move themodel forward three timeunits atonce.Thenature of the jumpingbetween

significant points in time means that in most cases the discrete-event mechanism is

more efficient and allows models to be evaluated more quickly. A good description

of discrete-event simulation can be found in Schriber and Brunner (2006).

There are a few commercial sensor network simulators such as OPNET and

QualNet. The other simulators are open-source codes or academic simulators.

Commercial products are very powerful and complete systems that are able to
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simulate a large number of nodes, up to several thousand, in real-time con-

straints. They offer high portability, i.e., run on Linux, Solaris, Windows, and

Mac OS, have a great number of model libraries such as propagation, terrain,

protocols, etc., and offer a variety of software components forWSN developers

such as scenario designer, graphing tool and data analyzer, communication

tracer, etc.

4.4.2.1 Commercial Simulators

The use of commercial simulators may not be suited for a research project. For

simple cost reasons as well as openness and evolution capacity reasons, the use

of easily upgradable simulation software is preferable. Nevertheless, commer-

cial products are supposed to be more mature products that can be applied to a

wide range of problems. This is why it can be very interesting to have a precise

knowledge of their capacities and the way they run the simulations.

OPNET

(OPNET) is a commercial networkmodeler and simulator provided byOPNET

Technologies, Inc. OPNET models a network in a hierarchical approach that

closely matches the hierarchical architecture of the Internet: networks, subnets,

and nodes (fixed, mobile, or satellite). Each node is modeled as a set of processes

where each process is modeled as a finite state machine (FSM). The entire

network is simulated using a discrete-event simulator. Nodes in conventional

OPNET models are connected by static links. OPNET supports three types of

links: point-to-point, bus, and wireless. A wireless link is used in wireless,

mobile, or satellite network simulation. OPNET uses a 13-stage ‘‘transceiver

pipeline’’ to dynamically determine the connectivity and propagation effects

among nodes. Users can specify the transceiver frequency, bandwidth, power,

and other characteristics. These characteristics are used by the transceiver

pipeline stages to calculate the average power level of the received signals to

determine whether the receiver can receive this signal. In addition, antenna gain

patterns, bit errors, and terrain models are well supported. However, although

OPNET can simulate both wired and wireless networks, it does not include

detailed models for WSNs.

QualNet

(QualNet). Provided by Scalable Networks Technologies, Inc., QualNet is net-

work modeling software that predicts the performance of networks through

simulation and emulation. It enables real-time network simulation, which sup-

ports hardware simulation, software simulation, and human-in-the-loop simu-

lation for networks of up to several thousand nodes. A key functionality is

extensibility, or the ability to interface to other simulations and real networks,

which greatly increases the value of communication simulations.
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4.4.2.2 Open-Source or Academic Simulators

Some of the most relevant academic WSN simulators are presented below.

Often these simulators are still under development; some of them are well suited

to help with research.

OMNeTþþ

(Varga, 2001). OMNeTþþ is an open-source tool that shares many concepts,

solutions, and features with OPNET. OMNeTþþ is a discrete-event, compo-

nent-based, modular, and open-architecture simulation environment with

strong GUI support and an embeddable simulation kernel. OMNeTþþ pro-

vides component architecture for models. Components, i.e., modules, are pro-

grammed in Cþþ and then assembled into larger components andmodels using

a high-level language (NED).

GloMoSim

(Global Mobile Information System Simulator) (GloMoSim, 2001; Bajaj et al.,

1999). A simulation environment for purely wireless mobile networks, GloMo-

Sim was designed as a set of modules in an architecture structured into eight

layers. Each module simulates a specific protocol in the protocol stack. Glo-

MoSim has been designed using the parallel discrete-event simulation capability

provided by PARSEC (PARSEC), a C-based sequential and parallel simulation

language that can be used to program new modules that can be added to

GloMoSim. GloMoSim offers different protocols to model node mobility and

radio communication. GloMoSim has already been used to simulate networks

with thousands of wireless nodes and provides a rich set of models for both

existing and novel protocols at multiple layers of the protocol stack. Appar-

ently, GloMoSim does not offer environment or power models.

Ptolemy

(Ptolemy). This is an ongoing project at UC Berkeley that studies the modeling,

discrete-event simulation, and design of concurrent real-time embedded systems.

The key underlying principle in Ptolemy is the ability to usemultiple computation

models (e.g., continuous-time, data flow, finite state machine) in a hierarchical

heterogeneous design environment. Ptolemy does not support network emula-

tion but does support both wireless network and sensor network simulations.

ns-2

(ns-2). This is a discrete-event simulator that provides support for TCP, rout-

ing, and multicast protocols, among many others. The support for wireless and

mobile network simulation provides various modules for mobile wireless
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network simulation, such as radio propagation models, the IEEE 802.11MAC

protocol, mobility models, different ad hoc routing protocols (e.g., AODV and

DSR), andMobile IP. The latest version of ns-2 supports the simulation of pure

wireless LANs, multiple-hop ad hoc networks, and combined simulation of

wired and wireless (known as ‘‘wired-cum-wireless’’) networks. Maintaining

real code in ns-2 is not transparent.

VisualSense

(Baldwin et al., 2004). VisualSense is a modeling and simulation framework

that builds on and leverages Ptolemy to support design, simulation, and visua-

lization of sensor networks. A sensor node can be modeled either in Java or by

using conventional discrete-event models (e.g., block diagrams) or Ptolemy

models (e.g., continuous-time or data-flow models). VisualSense supports sen-

sor and wireless channels, antenna gains, terrain models, and battery models.

SensorSim

(SensorSim; Park et al., 2001). From the University of California at Los

Angeles (UCLA), SensorSim has further extended ns-2 by including support

for sensor network simulation. It includes the definition of target, sensor, and

sink nodes, sensor and wireless communication channels, physical media, a

mobility model, and a power model. SensorSim has a more developed sensor

model and power modeling capabilities. It is heavily integrated with the Sensor-

Ware middleware layer and does not integrate easily to simulate systems run-

ning TinyOS or EmStar. Unfortunately, SensorSim has not been publicly

released and does not appear to be under further development.

SWAN

(Liu et al., 2001). SWAN is a scalable sensor network ad hoc simulator that uses

handcrafted models of the nodes. The simulator is built by putting together a

high-performance scalable simulator from Dartmouth College and a portable

router from BBN Technologies. The simulator provides the infrastructure for

data exchange and for the synchronization of all components. The router is

portable across different wireless platforms and also easily transportable into

simulation testbeds, allowing the direct execution of routing algorithms at the

source code level to take place. SWANcould handle networks with 10,000 nodes.

SWANS

(SWANS). A scalable WSN simulator built on the JiST (Java in Simulation

Time) platform, SWANS is organized as independent software components

that can be arranged to form complete wireless network or sensor network

configurations. SWANS implements a data structure called ‘‘hierarchical
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binning’’ for efficient computation of signal propagation. SWANS can simu-

late networks that are one or two orders of magnitude larger than what is

possible with GloMoSim and ns-2 using the same amount of time andmemory

with the same level of detail. SWANS could handle networks with 50,000

nodes.

SENS

(Sundresh et al., 2004; SENS). A platform-independent WSN simulator that

uses handcrafted Cþþmodels of the sensor nodes and emphasizes extensibility,

reusability, and scalability. A component-port model makes simulation models

extensible, where a new component can replace an old one if they have compa-

tible interfaces and inheritance is not required. A simulation component classi-

fication makes simulation engines extensible in which advanced users have the

freedom to develop new simulation engines that meet their needs. The compo-

nent-port model frees the simulation models from interdependency and pro-

motes reusability in this way. The modeling-based approach allows the

evaluation of network delays, throughputs, packet collisions, and node locali-

zation errors for 10,000 nodes.

SENS has a modular, layered architecture with customizable components

that model an application, network communication, and physical environment.

By choosing appropriate component implementations, users may capture a

variety of application-specific scenarios with accuracy and efficiency tuned on

a per-node basis. To enable realistic simulations, values from real sensors

should be used to represent the behavior of component implementations.

Such behavior includes sound and radio signal strength characteristics and

power usage. SENS defines the environment as a grid of interchangeable tiles

to modulate sound and radio propagation at different levels of detail. Tile

implementations for concrete, grass, and walls are available. Users may define

other tiles to suit their needs.

J-Sim or Java-Sim

(Sobeih et al., 2006; J-Sim). An open-source component-based framework for

WSN simulation and emulation, J-Sim has been developed entirely in Java.

Coupled with the autonomous component architecture, this makes J-Sim a

truly platform-neutral, extensible, and reusable environment. The framework

provides an object-oriented definition of (1) target, sensor, and sink nodes, (2)

sensor and wireless communication channels, and (3) physical media such as

seismic channels, mobility models, and power models, i.e., both energy-produ-

cing and energy-consuming components. Customized application-specific

models can be readily defined and implemented by subclassing appropriate

classes in the simulation framework and customizing their behaviors.
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EmSim

(Girod et al., 2007). EmSim provides a real code simulation capability for

microserver applications implemented within the EmStar/Linux framework.

Systems in EmStar are composed ofmany Linux processes, generally one process

per separable service or module. EmStar services can be written in any language

as long as they communicate using the EmStar IPC mechanisms. EmSim has

many features in common with SensorSim, including the ability to run hybrid

simulations with real nodes alongside simulated nodes. EmSim cannot assume as

much about the uniformity of the application, because EmStar code can be

written in a variety of languages. Thus, rather than compiling everything into

one process, EmSim runs multiple simulated nodes as separate process trees.

Each simulated node communicates with other simulated nodes through stan-

dard EmStar IPC channels. This multiprocess approach entails some scaling

limitations. The lowest layer of services is provided by simulation components

that provide separate device interfaces for each simulated node. For instance, the

RF channel model module provides a packet-level ‘‘Link Device’’ interface for

each simulated node and transfers packets among the simulated nodes according

to a channel model. EmSim currently includes simulation components to support

sensors and theRF channel. TheRF channel simulator can assume one of several

‘‘personalities,’’ including the standardTinyOSMAC (Levis et al., 2003), S-MAC

(Ye et al., 2002), and 802.11 and supports a variety of propagation models tuned

for different hardware types. EmSimdoes not attempt tomodel theMAC layer in

detail, apart from aspects such as CSMA vs. TDMA and collisions. One of the

key features of EmSim is its ability to support the emulation mode, where

centrally simulated nodes interact using real radio or sensor hardware embedded

in a target environment. The emulation mode is made possible in part by the fact

that EmSim natively runs in real time rather than according to a virtual clock.

The advantage of running in real time is that it enables interaction with external

hardware orwhole systems that also run in real time. The primary disadvantage is

scalability. An experimental addition to EmStar called TimeWarp addresses

these problems.

TOSSIM and ATEMU

(Levis and Lee, 2003; atemu). These are simulators for wireless sensor networks

in which the nodes are Crossbow AVR/MICA2 motes, which will be simply

referred as ‘‘motes.’’ Motes have limited resources; at the core is an 8-bit 7.3728-

MHz AVR microcontroller with 4 kB of main memory for stack and heap, 128

kB of program storage for code and pre-initialized data, 4 kB of nonvolatile

EEPROM storage, and internal devices such as clocks and a serial port for

controlling external devices. Software for the motes is generally built with either

TinyOS, a set of components for building sensor network programs written in

the NesC (Gay et al., 2003) programming language, or SOS (SOS), a light-

weight, modular operating system designed for dynamic flexibility.
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TOSSIM (Levis and Lee, 2003) is a discrete-event real code simulator. It

provides a high degree of accuracy by using models with only a few low-level

components and otherwise running the application source code unchanged.

Specifically, TOSSIM compiles nesC source code together with TinyOS

libraries into a binary code for the development workstation, replacing the

software modules that create an interface hardware with emulation libraries,

including timers, communication channels, sensors, and radio. TOSSIM pre-

serves details of the MAC layer in the simulation, because the TinyOS MAC

layer itself is part of the simulated application. TOSSIM models the wireless

network with a directed graph, where each vertex is a node and each edge has a

bit error probability in order to model radio transmissions. TOSSIM’s level of

detail was sufficient to measure packet losses, packet CRC failure rates, and the

length of the send queue for up to 8,192 nodes (Levis and Lee, 2003). However,

TOSSIM’s compilation step loses the fine-grained timing and interrupt proper-

ties of the code that can be important when the application runs on the hard-

ware and interacts with other nodes.

It is easy to go back and forth between a set of real motes and a TOSSIM

simulation because the same NesC application code runs on real motes and in

the TOSSIM environment. TOSSIM also has the capability to inject traffic into

a simulated mote network in order to simulate tasking and other stimuli from

external sources. However, it is not always convenient to feed TOSSIM with a

task load generated by a complex external system.

Tython (Demmer and Levis, 2004) is an extension to TOSSIM that enables

easy scripting of packet injection into the simulated mote network. However,

encoding the complete behavior of the outside world into Tython may prove

difficult.

ATEMU (atemu) is a hardware-level simulator for motes. It emulates the

operation of the various components on a sensor node, such as the processor,

timers, and radio interface. These emulations of individual sensor nodes are

then tied together via their interactions with each other to form an emulation of

an entire sensor network. In order to achieve this goal, ATEMU provides an

extensible model of the air to simulate the wireless medium’s operation.

ATEMU can simulate sensor network programs with accuracy down to the

clock cycle of each individual node. ATEMU’s fine-grained accuracy enables a

reliable count of the number of backoffs after transmission collisions for up to

120 nodes (Polley et al., 2004). ATEMU is particularly useful in studies mon-

itoring power consumption or those involving heterogeneous nodes in the same

network, in terms of both software and hardware. This is not the case with

TOSSIM, which is limited by being able to run only a single binary image on all

sensor nodes and therefore not for use to perform studies where an alternate

application is being used. However, ATEMU is 30 times slower than TOSSIM.

Included in the ATEMU distribution is the XATDB graphical front-end,

which provides a complete system for debugging and monitoring the execution

of the code. The sensor node binaries are executed on the ATEMU emulator.
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Avrora

(Avrora; Titzer et al., 2005). Avrora is a sensor network simulator that is cycle-

accurate like ATEMU and scalable like TOSSIM. The event-queue model for

cycle-accurate simulation of device and communication behavior allows

improved interpreter performance and enables an essential sleep optimization.

Avrora allows date-/time-dependent properties of large-scale networks to be

validated. A highly accurate energy model is available, enabling power profiling

and lifetime prediction of sensor networks. Distance attenuation for multiple-

hop scenarios is also modeled. However, Avrora does not yet model node

mobility. Another phenomenon that is not modeled is clock drift, which takes

into account that nodes may run at slightly different clock frequencies over time

due to manufacturing tolerances, temperature, and battery performance.

The scale and run-time performance of wireless network simulators can be

improved using a technique called staged simulation (Walsh and Sirer, 2004).

The central idea behind staging is to eliminate redundant expensive computa-

tions through function caching and reuse. Staging is a general technique that

retains the original accuracy of a nonoptimized simulator and is applicable to a

wide range of simulators, including parallel and distributed simulation engines.

SNS

(SNS). A freely available staged simulator based on ns-2, SNS improves the

total run time of the standard ns-2 simulator from O(N2) to O(N). Conse-

quently, SNS executes �50 times faster than regular ns-2 on a specific ad hoc

network simulation setup with 1,500 nodes. This level of performance allows

better scalability and translates into 10,000 nodes being simulated in less than

one hour in SNS.

4.4.3 Conclusions on the Use of WSN Simulators for Research

In the context of research, some features of the WSN simulators presented

previously are more important than others. For instance, whenever the simu-

lator is to be used as the hardware abstraction layer (HAL) and as a design tool,

as well as for a reliability study, software and hardware emulation would be

critical. The other characteristics are less important for this specific example.

As far as using the simulator as a design tool, two options are possible: Build

a new simulator from scratch, or upgrade an already existing simulator—one of

the open-source simulators presented above. This option will be discussed and

decided later. Some features of the open-source simulators presented above that

could be used in the context of a research project are summarized in Tables 4.1

and 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Main Features of Some Open-Source WSN Simulators That Could Be Suitable for Research Studies—Part 1

Simulator OMNETþþ GloMoSim VisualSense SWANS SENS

Source reference (OMNeTþþ) (GloMoSim,

2001)

(Ptolemy) (SWANS) (SENS)

Year 1999 1999 2004 2004 2004

Development

language

Cþþ C Java Java Cþþ

Node models Flexible component-based

architecture

Discrete-event

model

Flexible Discrete-event

model

Flexible

Protocols TCP/IP, SCSI, FDDI,

Ethernet, Token Ring,

GSM

Flexible Flexible, hetero-

geneous

TCP, DSR,

AODV

Flexible

Software emulation – – No – –

Hardware emulation – – No – –

Mobility models Yes Yes Dynamically changing inter-connection

topologies

Yes –

Power models – – Yes – Yes

Battery models – – Yes – No

Radio models – Yes Yes Yes Yes

Environment (terrain)

models

– – Yes – Yes

Scalability (number of

nodes)

– �1,000 Only examples with few nodes �50,000 �10,000

The symbol ‘‘–’’ indicates that information is not available.
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Table 4.2 Main Features of Some Open-Source WSN Simulators That Could Be Suitable for Research Studies—Part 2

Simulator J-Sim ATEMU Avrora SNS

Source reference (J-Sim) [atemu] (Avrora) (SNS)

Year 2006 2004 2005 2003

Development language Java C Java Cþþ

Node models Flexible (Extendable) Mote*-based Mote*- based Discrete-event

model

Protocols Flexible (IEEE 802.11MAC,

AODV,GPSR)

Various networking

protocols (supported by

TinyOS)

Protocols supported by

TinyOS

Like Ns-2: IEEE

802.11MAC,

TCP, mobile IP, ad

hoc routing,

multicast

Software emulation Yes Instruction-level Instruction-level Interaction

with a live

network

Hardware emulation – Cycle-accurate Cycle-accurate –

Mobility models Yes – No Yes

Power models Yes Yes Yes –

Battery models Yes – – –

Radio models Yes Yes Yes Yes

Environment (terrain)

models

Yes Extensible model of the air – –

Scalability (number of

nodes)

�100 �100 �10,000 �10,000

The symbol ‘‘–’’ indicates that the information is not available.

* indicates Crossbow AVR/MICA2 motes.
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4.5 Open Issues in Software Technologies

4.5.1 Software Design and Development for WSNs

The commercial success of WSN applications depends on the availability of

tools and methodologies for developing software, abstracting low-level

details, and deploying and operating the network comfortably. Examples of

this for PCs instead of WSNs can be Eclipse (see www.eclipse.org), Visual

Studio (see www.microsoft.com), and other development platforms that

provide a range of tools offering various benefits for developers. For exam-

ple, if we had a development/programming environment for WSNs in which

the syntax was corrected, it could compile a program and test it in a virtual

machine that could simulate a single mote or a set of interconnected ones.

This in turn would allow the above-mentioned application to be loaded into a

mote, the development of software to be simpler, and the commercial success

of WSN to be easier. Nowadays, since WSNs continue to be an active

research area, there are no fully consolidated tools or toolboxes to aid soft-

ware development for WSNs. Thus, it would be interesting to have an open

development platform comprised of extensible frameworks, tools, the ability

to test virtual machines, and run times for building, deploying, and managing

software for WSNs.

Although there are some proposals regarding software design forWSNs, this

continues to be an area in which interesting contributions can be made, espe-

cially regarding the generalization and definition of methodologies for generat-

ing reliable software. A proposal in this direction is the aforementioned

Blumenthal et al. (2003) paper that proposed a possible design cycle for WSN

software development.

4.5.2 Low-Level Detail Abstraction

There are essentially two types of proposals for abstracting the low-level details:

virtual machines (VM) and intermediation software layers (middleware).

Although there are proposals for both types of abstraction mechanisms in

WSNs and they contribute many good ideas, none is a complete solution.

One of the best proposals among virtual machines is Squawk (Simon et al.,

2006). Its main drawback is its limited field of applicability, since Squawk VMs

are mainly applied to the Sun Small Programmable Object Technology (SPOT)

wireless device (SunSpot), a device developed at SunMicrosystems Laboratories

for experimentation with wireless sensor and actuator applications. Another

example of the VM abstraction applied to WSN is Maté, also described earlier.

Some of the many proposals for WSNs in terms of middleware have not been

implemented or tested in a real environment. The variety of the proposals can

make selecting the most suitable one for a specific application difficult. We have
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described some examples of WSN middleware proposals: TinyOS (which

includes some modules that could be regarded as belonging to a middleware

layer), Impala, COUGAR,MiLAN (Middleware Linking Applications andNet-

works), SINA, AUTOSEC, DSWARE, Smart Messages Project, etc.

Wolenetz et al. (2005) show a simulation-based study of some WSN middle-

ware proposals, especially DFuse, IrisNET, and SensorWare. The authors have

simulated a surveillance application workload with middleware capabilities for

data fusion, adaptive policy-driven migration of data fusion computation across

network nodes, and pre-fetching of streaming data inputs for fusion processing.

Their study sheds light on important application features such as latency,

throughput, and lifetime with respect to migration policy, node CPU, and

radio, but only includes a limited amount of middleware proposals.

A paradigm that has been proposed many times for WSNs is the ‘‘publish-

subscribe paradigm.’’ Twomain contributions in this direction can bementioned:

� MIRES (Souto et al., 2005). Some ofMIRES’s shortcomings are the follow-

ing: It is implemented on top of TinyOS, needs improvements to make it

more robust to sudden topology changes and individual node crashes, and

has not yet been tested using real sensor nodes.
� SensorBus (Ribeiro et al., 2005). This seems a good proposal but is still

under development.

The ‘‘publish-subscribe’’ paradigm is very interesting for consideration in a

WSN since it is closely associated to an event-based model appropriate for

many typical WSN applications. By using this model, communications are

performed in an asynchronous manner, effectively decoupling the publishers

of ‘‘services’’ from the ‘‘subscribers.’’ One advantage of this approach is an

enhanced robustness. The service will be available as long as there is at least

one entity or group of entities that publish its availability, and no changes have

to be made to the subscribers if a different set of entities offer the same service.

4.5.3 Software Deployment and Operation in WSNs

Software deployment and operation in WSN is not a frequent area of research.

The main proposals of deployment and operation focus on the physical deploy-

ment of the nodes, and not on the software deployment inside the motes.

A proposal for monitoring and configuring sensor networks is Janus (Gold,

2005). The Janus approach is lightweight, flexible, and extensible, but only its

ability to support client interaction with a prototype sensor network implemen-

tation, as opposed to using an actual sensor network, has been demonstrated.

Nevertheless, this is an interesting architecture for the deployment and opera-

tion of WSNs. Another interesting proposal in the deployment and operation

areas is Balani et al. (2006), a multilevel software reconfiguration for sensor

networks.
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Some proposals to simulate the network could help with efficient deploy-

ment issues. For instance, MSSN (Middleware Simulator for Sensor Networks),

is an event-driven middleware simulator proposed in Wolenetz et al. (2005) with

similarities with other WSN simulators: GlomoSim, NESLsim, ns2-wireless,

TOSSIM, and Prowler (Wolenetz et al., 2005). All of these simulators have two

main drawbacks:

� None covers all possibilities; for example, some of them exclusively support

a single manufacturer or only a subset of the possible topologies, or they

only simulate TinyOS.
� They simulate the link and network levels but do not pay enough attention

to the application layer.

In some networks, an over-the-air programming of the nodes could be

desirable, being able to change the nodes, and thus the network behavior,

dynamically. An important proposal, which can also be addressed as a type of

middleware, is the use of mobile agents capable of moving between the nodes

and actually changing the nodes’ behavior.

In fact, the use of themulti-agent paradigm (whethermobile or not) in wireless

sensor networks is an interesting possibility that still has open research issues.

For instance: How complex is the processing carried out by the motes’ agents

compared with the processing at the server? More complex processing in the

motes can reduce the used bandwidth but increases the processing energy.

How does an application programmer use the agent paradigm to design

the application? Are the agents mobile or fixed? Is an agent always active

or is its activity triggered by certain events, for example, by the presence of

a target that must be tracked? Can the agents be dynamically deployed in

the nodes or not? Is the same set of agents present in every node?

4.5.4 Quality of Service (QoS)

To provide QoS to aWSN, the lower levels of the architecture, which aremainly

the link and network layers, have to be designed to take into account the traffic

requirements. However, these are not the only layers in which the QoS issues

have to be considered. For some applications, there has to be a way of indicat-

ing the degree of requested QoS. These requests should be formulated using a

high-level abstraction and not by burdening the application programmer with

the details of the lower layers. Thus, a first issue that arises is how to represent

the QoS capabilities that an application may access in a WSN in a general but

useful manner. This high-level representation of the QoS parameters also has to

be mapped to lower layers and network-related representations of QoS. In

other words, the middleware has to offer the necessary abstraction of the QoS

services to the application, thus effectively hiding the low-level details (a first

such approach—that has yet to be implemented—is Sharifi et al. (2006); it is
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valid for cluster-based networks). Undoubtedly, the QoS aspects in any net-

work with such strong resource restrictions as a WSN are still a major open

research issue.

4.5.5 Application Software

The application software for a WSN is still undergoing development as well. In

fact, there is usually not a single part to a WSN that can be designed separately

without considering the whole system. This is often regarded as cross-layer

optimization.

When parts of an application are being executed in the sensor nodes, several

considerations must be taken into account. Of course, the storage, computa-

tion, and communication parts of the application should be balanced in terms

of power consumption, yet this is not the only issue to consider. For instance, an

application that is designed assuming completely reliable communications is

probably going to fail when deployed in a real WSN. The middleware layer of

the WSN may offer several QoS possibilities for the application, but total

reliability or extremely short and bounded delays are not realistic and will

probably not be available due to the inherent restrictions of the network. This

has to be taken into account when devising the algorithms and procedures for

the services and applications.

One example of application functionality that is part of a current open

research issue is the WSN’s tracking of multiple targets. There is a trade-off

between the reliability, timeliness, and precision of the tracking information

and energy consumption. Several research papers deal with target tracking: See,

for instance, Lesser et al. (2003), in which specialized agents perform the targets

tracking, and Arora et al. (2004), who present a tracking system that is capable

of following several targets with high precision and employs a high number of

sensor nodes (78) in a very restricted area (approx. 18 � 8meters).

4.5.6 The Most Important Innovations Considering

the Application Scenarios

Since this book was written mainly in the context of a European research

project, we made the effort of identifying which of the aforementioned major

open issues could be demonstrated in the application scenarios to be deployed

in Birstonas, Lithuania (see Chapter 8 for a detailed description). The fields in

which some of the most interesting innovations can be included, while taking

into account the characteristics of the scenarios, are summarized as follows:

� Middleware architecture for wireless sensor networks. In regard to the low-

level detail abstraction to be provided for the applications, one of the results

of the project will be a middleware architecture and implementation plan for

theWSN. This middleware has to be general enough to be able to be used for
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the different applications that will coexist in the Birstonas demonstrator.

For instance, it has to support both event-based application functionalities

with delay requirements such as in the surveillance scenario, and periodic

and continuous monitoring of information with less strict delay require-

ments, such as the environmental data monitoring.
� Advanced issues inWSNmiddleware design. Somemiddleware issues that are

no longer a problem in traditional wired networks become difficult to solve

when dealing with WSNs. Among them the following can be mentioned:

Offering localization transparency of the application functionality is not a

trivial matter when the sensor nodes can lack an individual identifier. Like-

wise, if the component communicationmodel is to provide a certain degree of

reliability, the possible unreliability of the network has to be somehow com-

pensated for. Additionally, a certain degree of functional self-configuration of

the middleware could be valuable, for instance, to support different sensor

configurations or even the remaining energy level of the node.
� Agent paradigm for WSNs. One of the intended results of the project is the

design and implementation of an agent architecture that is part of the

middleware. Thus, the open issues regarding the use of multi-agent

approaches in WSNs are also of great importance for the uSWN project.
� Quality-of-service support. The middleware mechanisms for supporting the

QoS that the applications require will also have to be considered in the

project. Many of the application functionalities selected for the scenarios

require reliability, bounded delays, or both.
� Multiple-target tracking functionality. One of the selected application func-

tionalities for the Birstonas scenarios is precisely multiple-target tracking.

As stated above, obtaining precise results with a reasonable number of

sensor nodes is a technological challenge of potentially great complexity.
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Chapter 5

Network Aspects and Deployment in WSNs

Abstract Wireless sensor networks have been found to be very useful for many

military and civil applications such as disaster management, surveillance of

battle fields, and security. In many of these environments, the sensor nodes are

strongly limited in terms of energy since their batteries usually cannot be

recharged. Thus, designing energy-efficient algorithms has become an impor-

tant factor to lengthen the lifetime ofWSNs. Efficient network deployment and

management is crucial to set an acceptable quality level in the network opera-

tion and to preserve as much of the node energy as possible. Correct energy

management assures the desired performance level for data transmissions while

lengthening the lifetime of the network. Energy restrictions combined with

wide-scale deployments make implementing energy-saving methods necessary

in most protocols, including the network and MAC layers. Energy-efficient

routing can optimize the lifetime of the network by selecting paths that expend

less energy, whereas collision suppression and decreasing energy consumption

in the receivermust be the goals of the differentMediumAccess Control (MAC)

mechanisms. Since energy considerations have dominated most of the investi-

gations about WSN network operation and deployment, quality-of-service

(QoS) issues such as latency, throughput, delay, or jitter have not been treated

with great detail until now, topics that have been identified as interesting open

issues for further research.

5.1 WSN Topologies and Deployment Methodologies

The term ‘‘topology’’ refers to the physical disposition in which the nodes of a

network (in this case, aWSN) are connected to one another. Network topology

only refers to node connections. The distance between nodes, physical inter-

connections, transmission rates, or types of signals do not belong in this

category, although they can be influenced by the topology. However, a good

WSN design takes the topology into account when improving several perfor-

mance factors such as energy efficiency, robustness, or general QoS parameters.

To understand the topologies of a WSN, the types of nodes that form the

network first need to be introduced. A WSN contains both sources and sinks.

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,

DOI: 10.1007/978-1-84800-203-6_5, � Springer-Verlag London Limited 2008
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A source can be any entity in the network that is able to provide information. It

is usually a sensor node, but it can also be an actuator node that provides

feedback about an operation (Karl andWillig, 2005). On the other hand, a sink

is the entity that requires information. There are two possibilities for a sink: It

can belong to theWSN and be just another sensor/actuator node, or it can be an

external entity. If the sink is an actuator belonging to the WSN, it could be, for

example, a laptop used to interact with the sensor nodes. If it is an external

element, the sink may be a gateway to another network such as the Internet,

where the information requests come from some external device/node indirectly

connected to the WSN. These main types of sinks are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

The types of network topologies can be classified according to several

criteria. In addition, the network hierarchy should be taken into account

when selecting a suitable and efficient routing scheme. In fact, the main WSN

topology division is based on the existence or absence of hierarchy among

network elements.

In flat networks—or those networks without hierarchy—each node has the

same capabilities. Thus, control over the routes and channels must be per-

formed in a distributed fashion.

In hierarchical networks, some nodes will have different capabilities than

others. These capabilities are divided into two areas: physical, where the nodes

or links have different physical characteristics, and logical, in which the nodes

have different functions in the network.

The most common and representative WSN topologies are the following

(Fig. 5.2):

� Ad hoc without hierarchy: In this case, all nodes are equal. They are their

own service providers, and thus data pass from node to node to reach a sink.

Fig. 5.1 Three cases to illustrate the types of sinks. (From [Karl and Willig, 2005]. #John

Wiley & Sons Ltd. Reproduced with permission.)
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A common example of this type of network is the mobile ad hoc networks

(MANETs), although this scheme can also be valid for networks formed by

nodes of low or no mobility.
� Hierarchical network by clustering: The idea of hierarchy implies assigning

some nodes with a special role, for example, controlling neighboring nodes.

In this sense, local groups or clusters can be formed; the ‘‘controllers’’ of such

groups are often referred to as cluster heads. The major functions of the

cluster heads are local resource arbitration (i.e., in MAC protocols), making

routing tables more stable since all traffic is routed through the cluster

heads, and making higher-layer protocols more scalable since the higher

layer perceives a less complex network due to clustering. Furthermore,

cluster heads are the usual places where the traffic is aggregated and com-

pressed to converge to a single sink.
� Overlay networks: This type of clustering network has both physical and

logical hierarchies. Nodes that assume special control functions are thus

more powerful and/or have privileged capacities with respect to the rest.

This way the more powerful nodes may form a network on their own,

allowing higher scalability. An example of this type of network is a cellular

network, where cells are controlled by base stations, which, in turn, are

connected to a wired infrastructure for intercell routing.

Another possible topology in a network is called a mesh topology. In this

case, all sensor nodes are identical and can communicate directly with each

Fig. 5.2 Some network topologies: (a) ad hoc, (b) clustered, and (c) overlay. (From [Pottie and

Kaiser, 2005].)
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other, providing a high level of redundancy in the data paths between nodes. In

a mesh WSN, every node should be in the area of radio coverage of any other

node, which is a disadvantage since nodes in a WSN have limited power. This

reduced available energy makes it unviable to implement a WSN with mesh

topology if the coverage area exceeds certain dimensions, for example in envir-

onmental or agriculture applications, or if it has a strong attenuation, such as

inside buildings. Therefore, in many situations it is necessary to accept a

topology that is not completely meshed, having some nodes route the informa-

tion of others without being the packet destination. This is known as multi-hop

routing (see Fig. 5.3)

A topology with multi-hop routing has both advantages and disadvantages

with respect to a meshed topology. Some advantages are the following:

� Not only is the multi-hop routing a functional solution for solving problems

with large distances or obstacles, but it also has been used for improving

energy efficiency in communications. The radio channel attenuation

increases at least at a quadratic rate with the distance in most environments,

thus wasting less energy with a multi-hop architecture than with single-hop

topologies. The global power consumption is lower if the nodes transmit to

other neighboring nodes than in a hypothetical situation in which every node

transmits directly to a sink or gateway.
� If the density of intermediate nodes (relays of the information) is larger, the

reutilization frequency distance is shorter. Therefore, the global capacity for

data transmissions increases.
� For several applications it is very convenient to carry out data aggregation in

the intermediate nodes instead of transmitting all the raw data generated by

nodes. A multi-hop routing allows the nodes that route the information to

aggregate the data received with their own data and transmit only the

summarized or aggregated information. Sending less information increases

both the global information transmission capacity of the network and its

lifetime, thus saving energy.

Among the disadvantages of multi-hop routing are (1) the larger delay

between generating the information and its reception by the sink and (2) some

Fig. 5.3 Multi-hop

networks: When direct

communication is

impossible due to the

distance and/or obstacles,

multi-hop communication

can be a solution. (From

(Karl and Willig, 2005).

#John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Reproduced with

permission.)
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applications’ requirement for controlled delays. The reasons for these issues are

the following (Pottie and Kaiser, 2005):

� Each packet will be queued inside each of the nodes through which it is

routed, producing larger and, in general, variable delays. If the percentage of

resource use in the WSN is low, this delay may not be significant, although

the application determines what it significant and what is not.
� Even if queuing delays are not significant, the functioning of the MAC

protocol in each hop may add an important amount of time. For instance,

in manyMAC protocols, the nodes switch from states of low or null activity

with very low energy consumption to activity states in which they may send

or receive data. Waiting for an active period of a neighboring node in order

to send messages may be a source of delay. Another example can be found in

MAC protocols designed for star topologies, in which a node must join the

master of the neighboring star nearest the destination prior to forwarding a

packet. Allowing a node to be in the influential area of more than onemaster

node may alleviate this problem.

In consideration of the physical deployment of sensor networks in the field,

Akyildiz et al. (2002) proposed a strategy for WSN deployment and topology

maintenance comprising the following three phases: (1) the pre-deployment and

deployment phase where sensor nodes can be either thrown in mass or placed

one by one in the sensor field; (2) the post-deployment phase where topology

changes are taken into account both for stationaryWSNs and for mobile sensor

nodes. These changes are due to changes in sensor node position, a changing

radio range, available energy, malfunctioning and task details; (3) the redeploy-

ment of additional nodes phase. This phase can be carried out at any time

during the WSN life, to replace the malfunctioning nodes or due to changes in

task dynamics.

5.1.1 Self-Organization

Some optimization factors in a WSN such as scalability or robustness require

the network to be organized in a distributed fashion. This means that there

should not be any responsible centralized entity, i.e., an entity controlling the

medium access or making routing decisions, doing the same tasks as a base

station in a cellular mobile network. The disadvantages of a centralized

approach are the unique path (only one failure point) and the difficulty of its

implementation in a radio network, where the participants have a limited

communication range. Rather, the nodes inWSNs should organize the network

cooperatively by using distributed algorithms and protocols. ‘‘Self-organization’’

is the term commonly used to name this approach.

However, organizing a network in a distributed fashion is not free of

potential failures. In many circumstances, a centralized approach could
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produce solutions that perform better or require fewer resources, in parti-

cular, energy. A centralized mechanism using dynamic selection of specific

nodes between a set of identical nodes, which assume the responsibilities of

a centralized agent, can be adopted to exploit the advantages of using a

centralized approach. This election generates a hierarchy and must be a

dynamic selection. The election process should be repeated continuously

before overloading the resources of the selected nodes and thus wasting

their energy reserves. The disadvantage of low robustness is inherent to

hierarchical networks. The election of rules and triggering conditions for

reselection vary significantly depending on the applications for which these

hierarchies are used.

The major tasks carried out in the network self-organization process are

establishing topology (connectivity discovery), channel assignment in the case

of wireless nodes to avoid collisions, and connectivity maintenance (Pottie and

Kaiser, 2005).

Discovering neighboring nodes can be achieved by hand-shaking proce-

dures, preferably using low-power transmissions to establish communication

only with the neighboring nodes. Usually, WSN design is intended to save

energy rather than to take advantage of the spectrum. Spatial reuse of channels

is possible when considering that the range of a node transmitter is limited.

Therefore, synchronism mechanisms can be established for a local group of

nodes forming clusters, without needing global network synchronization. These

mechanisms are used often by MAC protocols designed expressly for WSNs,

some of which we describe below.

There are two main limitations in wireless links:

� Any transceiver needs a minimum signal strength to demodulate signals

successfully.
� The received power decreases as the distance between the transmitting and

receiving nodes increases.

These facts generate two common transmission problems in WSNs that

should be solved during the connectivity discovery phase: hidden-terminal

and exposed-terminal problems. The hidden-terminal problem occurs speci-

fically with Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocols, where a node

senses the medium before starting to transmit a packet. If the medium is busy,

the node will discard the packet transmission to avoid a collision and a

subsequent retransmission. Consider the example in Fig. 5.4. Three nodes,

A, B, and C, are deployed in such a way that A and B are in mutual coverage.

Nodes B and C are in mutual coverage as well, but A and C cannot hear each

other. Thus, neither of the two nodes knows that the other exists. Assume that

A starts to transmit a packet to B and later node C also decides to start a

packet transmission. A carrier-sensing operation by C shows a free medium

since C cannot hear signals from node A. When C starts to transmit the

packet, the signals will produce a collision at node B and both packets will
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be lost. Thus, with CSMA MAC protocols, the hidden-terminal scenario will

surely produce collisions. The hidden-terminal problem can be avoided with

the use, for instance, of the set of RTS/CTS primitives (Request to Send and

Clear to Send).

In the exposed-terminal scenario (Fig. 5.5), node B transmits a packet to A,

and a short time later, C wishes to transmit a packet to D. It can be expected

that these actions take place simultaneously since theoretically there is no

collision. Yet the carrier-sense operation performed by C suppresses C’s trans-

mission, wasting bandwidth.

Fig. 5.4 Hidden-terminal scenario (circles indicate transmission and interference range)

Fig. 5.5 Exposed-terminal scenario. (From [Karl andWillig, 2005].#JohnWiley & Sons Ltd.

Reproduced with permission.)
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5.2 Communication Protocol Architectures

The protocol stack used in wireless sensor networks combines power and routing

awareness, integrates data with networking protocols, communicates power

efficiently through the wireless medium, and promotes cooperative efforts of

sensor nodes. The protocol stack consists of the application layer, transport

layer, network layer, data link layer, physical layer, power management plane,

mobility management plane, and task management plane (see Fig. 5.6)

5.2.1 Physical Layer

The physical layer is the first level of the protocol stack. It performs services

requested by the data link layer. The physical layer is the most basic network

layer, providing only themeans for transmitting raw bits rather than packets over

a physical data link connecting network nodes. No packet headers or trailers are

consequently added to the data by the physical layer. The bit stream may be

grouped into code words or symbols and converted to a physical signal that is

transmitted over a physical transmission medium, which is the wireless medium

in a WSN. The physical layer provides an electrical, mechanical, and procedural

interface to the transmission medium. Broadcast frequencies, the modulation

scheme used, and similar low-level features are specified in the physical layer.

Fig. 5.6 WSN protocol

stack. (From [Akyildiz et al.,

2002].#2002 IEEE.)
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The physical layer determines the bit rate, also known as the channel capacity,

digital bandwidth, maximum throughput, or connection speed.

A variety of physical layer wireless transmission technologies are used in

traditional wireless networks. Considering the specific physical-layer require-

ments of wireless sensor networks and taking into consideration the particular

characteristics and usage scenarios, it can be inferred that spread-spectrum

technologies meet the requirementsmuch better than narrowband technologies.

Furthermore, ultra wideband technologies are found to be a promising emer-

ging alternative.

Wong (2004) considers the design of the physical layer in wireless sensor

networks. Wong shows that compared to narrowband technologies, applying a

spread spectrum in a physical layer has many advantages such as low power

consumption, robustness to interference, ease of synchronization, and physical-

layer multi-case ability. For those reasons, energy-efficient schemes in spread-

spectrum systems should be investigated for WSNs.

5.2.2 Data Link Layer

The data link layer is responsible for multiplexing data streams, data frame

detection, medium access, and error control. It ensures reliable point-to-point

and point-to-multipoint connections in a communication network. The most

important tasks of the link layer are the formation and maintenance of direct

communication associations (‘‘links’’) between neighboring nodes and the

reliable and efficient transfer of information across these links. Reliability

has to be achieved despite time-variable error conditions on the wireless

link. Nevertheless, the collaborative and application-oriented nature of the

sensor networks and the physical constraints of the nodes, such as energy and

processing limitations, determine the way in which these responsibilities are

fulfilled.

This layer is subdivided into Logical Link Control (LLC) and Medium

Access Control (MAC). In WSNs the fundamental design issue is the MAC.

MAC protocols solve a seemingly simple task of coordinating when a number

of nodes access a shared communication medium. We will explain the specific

requirements and problems of aWSNMAC layer and present the fundamental

MAC protocols.

5.2.2.1 MAC Requirements for WSNs

Medium Access Control design in sensor networks is very different from tradi-

tional wireless MAC schemes due to the inherent WSN limitation, among them

the energy constraint. TheMACprotocol in a wireless multi-hop, self-organizing

sensor network must achieve two main goals:
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� Creating network infrastructure: Since thousands of sensor nodes are den-

sely scattered in a sensor field, the MAC scheme should establish commu-

nication links for data transfer. This forms the basic infrastructure needed

for wireless communication and gives the sensor network self-organizing

ability.
� Efficiently using and sharing energy and communication resources between

sensor nodes: Novel protocols and algorithms are needed to effectively tackle

the unique resource constraints and application requirements of sensor net-

works, which means thatMAC schemes in other wireless networks cannot be

adopted into the sensor network scenarios. Mobility also poses unique chal-

lenges toMACprotocol design sinceweakmobility implies topology changes,

while strong mobility means new nodes or node failures.

WSN requirements are different from those of traditional wireless networks.

The additional requirements come principally from the need to save energy. The

importance of energy efficiency for MAC protocols design is relatively new;

thus, many of the classical protocols like ALOHA and CSMA (Carrier Sense

Multiple Access) do not take this requirement into account. Some papers deal-

ing with energy concerns in MAC protocols are Chen et al. (1998), Goldsmith

and Wicker (2002), and Woesner et al. (1998). Other typical performance

characteristics such as fairness, throughput, or delay have played a minor role

in WSNs, yet recently they have been receiving more attention. Fairness is not

an important factor since the nodes in a WSN usually do not compete for

bandwidth, instead collaborating to achieve a common goal depending on the

application. The delay optimization of access/transmission is treated as an issue

that works against energy conservation, and throughput is not a very important

issue for most of the applications.

In a WSN, scalability and robustness requirements are confronted with the

frequent changes in the topology, which are generally produced by temporary

power decreases in nodes, node mobility, new node deployment, or ‘‘death’’ of

existing nodes. The need for scalability is evident when considering a very dense

WSN with dozens or thousands of nodes.

Good collisionmanagement is also important since it can be useful for saving

energy, both in transmission from the source node and in reception at the

destination node. Collisions should be avoided by design (fixed assignments/

TDMA or assignments under demand protocols) or by suitable collision sup-

pression procedures to offset the hidden-terminal problem in CSMA protocols.

Low complexity must be fulfilled by the MAC protocol for WSNs related to

energy savings. Because the nodes used in WSNs are simple, they should not

consume an exceptional amount of resources such as memory, energy, or

processing power. Accordingly, computationally expensive operations, such

as complex scheduling algorithms, should be discarded.

Most of theMACprotocols are classified in two groups: contention-based or

schedule-based. The difference is the number of contestants that have the

option of transmitting to a node at a given instant:
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� In contention-based protocols, any node can try to transmit with the risk of

collisions. As all nodes have to contend for the communication channel,

collisions are possible and are one of the major causes of energy inefficiency.

Consequently, these protocols have several mechanisms to suppress colli-

sions or to reduce the probability of occurrence. In a contention-based

wireless sensor network, since nodes can directly transmit information to

the base station at any time, idle listening can also occur. This is one of the

main sources of energy waste in these networks since the nodes normally

remain inactive for a long time without transmitting. The benefit of these

protocols is their simplicity and robustness.
� In schedule-based or polling-based protocols, only one neighbor has the

opportunity to transmit at any given time, thus eliminating collisions. These

protocols usually have a TDMAcomponent, which also provides an implicit

mechanism of passive listening suppression. When a node knows the slots it

has been assigned, it is sure that the communication, both transmission and

reception, will only be produced at these slots; otherwise, the receptor can be

deactivated. This scheme is much more complicated since the base station

must poll the nodes and then give each one a time to transmit. The constraint

of these protocols is the large amount of data transmitted to set up the

network structure. However, once the structure is created, there is no chance

of collisions and nodes can save energy in their operation.
� In hybrid protocols, a combination of the previous protocol types is used.

5.2.2.2 Medium Access Protocols for WSNs

Several authors have suggested medium access schemes for WSNs, some of

which are modifications of existing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks. This

is still a growing area of research calling attention to several open issues yet to be

addressed. Several recently proposed schemes are discussed below.

Contention-Based Protocols

Sensor MAC (S-MAC) (Ye et al., 2002; 2004)

S-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol explicitly designed for wireless

sensor networks. While reducing energy consumption is the primary goal in

those networks, this protocol has also achieved good scalability and collision

avoidance by using a combined scheduling and contention scheme.

To achieve the primary goal of energy efficiency, the main sources that cause

the inefficient use of energy as well as what trade-offs can be made to reduce

energy consumption need to be identified. In this way, the following major

sources of energy waste are identified:

� Collisions: When a transmitted packet is corrupted, it has to be discarded;

the follow-up retransmissions increase energy consumption. Collisions not

only waste energy, but they increase latency as well.
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� Overhearing: A node can pick up packets intended for other nodes.
� Control packet overhead: Sending and receiving control packets also con-

sumes energy.
� Idle listening: Listening to receive possible traffic that was not sent can be the

biggest cause of inefficiency, especially in many sensor network applications

when nodes are in the idle state most of the time. Most sensor networks are

designed to operate over a long period of time; since the nodes are idle for a long

time, idle listening can be a dominant factor behind energy waste in such cases.

S-MAC tries to reduce energy waste from the above sources; in exchange, it

accepts some reduction in both per-hop fairness and latency.

S-MAC establishes a low-duty-cycle operation of nodes in a multi-hop ad

hoc network and reduces idle listening by periodically putting nodes into a sleep

state. In the sleep mode, the radio is completely turned off. To reduce the

control overhead and latency, S-MAC introduces coordinated sleeping

among neighboring nodes. The use of in-channel signaling to put each node

to sleep when its neighbor is transmitting to another node avoids the over-

hearing problem without requiring an additional channel. In S-MAC, the low-

duty-cycle mode is the default operation of all nodes in the network. Nodes only

become more active by changing the duty cycle when heavy traffic is present in

the network or once an event occurs in the case of an event-driven WSN.

S-MAC adopts a periodic wakeup scheme in which each node alternates

between a fixed-length listen period and a fixed-length sleep period according

to its schedule (Fig. 5.7). RTS and CTS primitives (Request to Send and Clear

to Send) are used to avoid collisions (the hidden-terminal problem).

An important feature of WSNs that must be highlighted is the in-network

data processing, which can greatly reduce energy consumption compared to

transmitting all raw data to the end node. Therefore, in-network processing

requires store and forward processing of messages, where a message is consid-

ered to be a meaningful unit of data that a node can process, average, filter, and

transmit. Messages may be long and may consist of many small fragments. In

Fig. 5.7 S-MAC principle
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such a case, MAC protocols that promote fragment-level fairness actually

increase message-level latency for the application, whereas message passing

reduces message-level latency by trading off the fragment-level fairness. In

traditional wireless voice or data networks, each user desires equal opportunity

and time to access the medium, so per-hop MAC-level fairness is thus an

important issue. However, in sensor networks, all nodes work together toward

a single common task and, at any particular time, one node may havemore data

to send than other nodes. In this case, fairness is not important as long as

application-level performance is not degraded. In the S-MAC protocol, the

concept of message passing helps efficiently transmit very long messages by

dividing these messages into small fragments and transmitting them in a burst.

The result is that a node with more data to send gets more time to access the

medium. Message passing can be one way of saving energy by reducing control

overhead and avoiding overhearing. It is also well suited to applications where

nodes support in-network data processing since motes usually need to receive

the complete message before they can begin to process the data.

X-MAC (Buettner et al., 2006)

X-MAC uses a duty-cycle mechanism similar to S-MAC in which the sender also

begins with a preamble that the receiver will eventually hear when it wakes.

However, X-MAC introduces some improvements over other duty-cycle MAC

schemes. First, the sender does not emit a long preamble, but rather a series of

shorter preambles (the authors call this a ‘‘strobed preamble’’) in which there is

information about the receiver of the information that is going to be transmitted.

Between the short preambles is enough time for the receiver to send an early

acknowledgment as soon as the intended receiver is awake, which will make the

sender stop emitting the preambles and start transmitting the information. This

shortens the average time during which the sender emits the preamble and

prevents other non-receivers from staying awake until the preamble ends.

Second, the authors also describe a means for automatically adapting the

duty-cycle parameters to accommodate them to the traffic load conditions.

The benefits of this MAC scheme over other duty-cycle approaches are lower

energy consumption (shorter preambles, shorter useless listening or overhearing),

lower delays (shorter preambles before transmitting the information), and better

scalability. Furthermore, this MAC can be implemented on top of all types of

digital radios, whether bit stream–based or the more recent packet-based ones.

The authors have implemented X-MAC on top of the Mantis Operating System

(for which there are ported versionsworking in theMICA2,MICAZ, andTelosB

platforms) and have tested their approach using TelosB sensor nodes.

Schedule-Based Protocols

Self-Organizing MAC for Sensor Networks (SMACS)

The Self-Organizing Medium Access Control for Sensor Networks (SMACS)

protocol described by Sohrabi and Pottie (1999) and (Sohrabi et al., 2000) is
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part of a wireless sensor network protocol suite that addresses MAC, neighbor

discovery, attachment of mobile nodes, a multi-hop routing protocol, and a

local routing protocol for cooperative signal processing purpose. SMACS was

designed for network startup and link-layer organization in a static WSN.

SMACS essentially combines neighborhood discovery and assignment of

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) schedules to nodes. In this scheme,

each node maintains a TDMA frame in which the node schedules different time

slots to communicate with its known neighbors. During each time slot, that

node talks only to one neighbor. To avoid interference between adjacent links,

the protocol uses different frequency channels (FDMA, Frequency Division

Multiple Access) or spread-spectrum codes (CDMA, Code Division Multiple

Access). Although the frame structure is similar to a typical TDMA frame, it

does not prevent two interfering nodes from accessing the medium at the same

time. The actual multiple access is accomplished by FDMA or CDMA.

Traffic-Adaptive Medium Access protocol (TRAMA)

The Traffic-Adaptive Medium Access (TRAMA) protocol as presented by

Rajendran et al. (2003) creates schedules allowing nodes to access a single channel

in a collision-free manner. It uses traffic-based information to decide on sche-

dules for individual nodes and thus is adaptive to network traffic. The protocol

assumes that all nodes are time-synchronized and divides time into random

access periods and scheduled-access periods. A random access period followed

by a scheduled-access period is called a cycle. The duty cycle of switching between

these states could be adjusted according to the application requirements and also

according to the different network types. For stationary networks, the random

access periods occur less frequently, and vice versa for highly dynamic networks.

Communication in TRAMA consists of three major components: the neigh-

bor protocol (NP), the adaptive election algorithm (AEA), and the schedule

exchange protocol (SEP). The NP is used to exchange one-hop neighbor infor-

mation among neighbors and to gather two-hop topology information for each

node in the network. Nodes always start in the random access mode with the

neighbor protocol. During scheduled access, the AEA selects transmitters and

receivers achieving collision-free transmission. The SEP is used to exchange

traffic schedules among neighbor nodes during the scheduled access mode.

These schedules contain the set of receivers for the traffic currently originating

at the node and its scheduled transmission slots.

Clustering-Based Protocols

The cluster-based hierarchical structure is used to support scalability. As the

number of sensors is increased, more clusters can be formed without increasing

the processing or communication loads on individual cluster heads. The three

levels in the hierarchical design of this architecture consist of a base station

(a data sink) at the top level, cluster heads at the middle level, and the other

sensors at the leaf level (Fig. 5.8).
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The base station is a machine capable of analyzing data collected from the

cluster heads and displaying a global view of events being monitored. It is

responsible for initiating and managing the network and is ultimately the gate-

way of the sensor network to the Internet or another destination. Sensors are

deployed in large numbers across an area of observation. Their primary func-

tion is to collect data from their surroundings. Direct communication among

the level 1 sensors occurs only at the time of cluster formation or cluster

reconfiguration; otherwise, the main stream of communication consists of

conveying data results to the corresponding cluster head. Before deployment,

each sensor is given an ID (identifier) that uniquely identifies it and is used to

authenticate data sent by the node. Cluster heads are selected from among the

deployed sensors by a self-configuring mechanism that depends on the specific

cluster-based protocol. Sensors in a particular cluster register themselves with

their respective cluster head, which becomes the immediate point of contact for

their sensors for communication and reporting purposes. The heads collect data

from the sensors, aggregate the data, and send the results to the base station.

The deployment area is usually remote, the large number of sensor nodes to

deploy for an application rules out manual configuration, and the environmen-

tal dynamic precludes design time pre-configuration. Therefore, nodes have to

self-configure to establish a topology that enables communication and sensing

coverage under stringent energy constraints. Clustering allows sensors to effi-

ciently coordinate their local interactions in order to achieve global goals.

Localization saves transmission energy since it allows communicating with a

closer local coordinator instead of a more distant base station. It is well known

that to transmit a signal over a distance d, the required radiation energy E is

proportional to d to the powerm, wherem is 2 in the free space and ranges up to

4 in environments with multiple paths.

Another advantage of using clusters is the ability to perform data aggrega-

tion at the cluster heads, in which data collected from sensors are aggregated

before being forwarded to the base station, which reduces the amount of data to

transmit and thus saves power. Data aggregation is a paradigm for wireless

sensor networks. The idea is to combine data from different sources and routes,

eliminating redundancy, minimizing the number of transmissions, and saving

energy. We must point out that sensor data are different from data associated

Base station 
(level 3) 

Cluster of sensors

Cluster head 
(level 2) 

Sensor node 
(level 1) 

Fig. 5.8 Clustering

organization
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with traditional wireless networks since it is not the data itself that is important,

but rather the data analysis, which allows an end user to draw conclusions

about the monitored environment. For example, if sensors are monitoring

temperature, the end users could only be interested in a high-level description

of the events occurring, such as minimum, maximum, or average temperatures.

The main purpose of data aggregation is to reduce required communication

and, in turn, the total energy consumption.

One example of a clustering-based or schedule-based MAC protocol for

wireless sensor networks is LEACH.

LEACH (Heinzelman et al., 2000)

Low-Energy Adaptive ClusteringHierarchy, or LEACH, is a dynamic clustering

method in which time is partitioned into intervals of equal length. At the begin-

ning of the interval, each sensor becomes a cluster head with some predefined

probability. That cluster head broadcasts messages to their neighbors; other

sensors receive these messages and then join a cluster by choosing the cluster

head with the strongest signal. During the communication interval cluster, mem-

bers send information following a TDMA agenda (schedule or polling-based) to

their cluster heads, which aggregate, compress, and route the information to the

remote access point. Once the interval ends, the whole clustering process is

restarted. The clusters and cluster heads are not fixed, and cluster heads consume

more energy than cluster members in radio transmission. Therefore, rotating

cluster heads is a way to distribute energy consumption evenly across all sensors

in the network, which makes the sensor network last longer.

Wavenis MAC

The Wavenis MAC protocol, which may be considered a contention-,

schedule-, and mesh cluster–based protocol, is responsible for

� DefiningMAC addresses. TheWavenis deviceMAC addresses are coded on

6 bytes (48 bits) and stored in non-volatile memory at the factory.
� Coding and decoding Tx and Rx data frames.
� Managing Forward Error Correction with FEC coding that adds 1/3 data

redundancy.
� Managing data scrambling by means of an LFSR feed with a pseudo-

random sequence.
� Managing data interleaving through a 16 � 16matrix.

Wavenis implements a sophisticated combination of fast FHSS (managed by a

call to thePHYprotocol), FEC,data scrambling, anddata interleaving.Theoverall

effect is equivalent to digital noise-spreading techniques where the bit stream is

divided into 21-bit subpackets to which a BCH (31,21) error correction code is

added, resulting in 32-bit subpackets. Eight successive subpackets are then

scrambled, by means of an LFSR feed with a pseudo-random sequence, and

interleaved through a 16 � 16matrix. The resulting 256-bit stream delivered on
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matrix output contains effective data bits and FEC bits in a completely random

manner. This 256-bit stream is then hashed in 16-bit segments, each of which is

transmitted on a pseudo-random carrier frequency channel. The spectrum is thus

spread over awide frequency band, and data containedwithin the spectrum simply

appear as noise.

If noise is added in the transmission channel, which is usually the case, it will add

to the spectrum. On the receiving side where the pseudo-randomFH sequence and

the pseudo-random seed value of the LFSR are known, noisy data are de-spread,

de-interleaved, and descrambled prior to applying reverse FEC (Fig. 5.9).

Since only the emitter and receiver know the spreading, interleaving, and

scrambling processes, the noise that has effectively been added in the channel is

spread on the receiver side because of the reverse data processing in Wavenis.

That is, some consecutive bits destroyed by interferers are spread all over the

de-processed received stream.

Reverse FEC is then applied and the spread noise is digitally removed by

correcting corrupted bits. This process is similar to DSSS with the notable

exception that due to the coordination between emitter and receiver, all trans-

missions can be performed in a narrow band with improved sensitivity.

Benefits are equivalent to the high-gain process of DSSS data processing but

also take advantage of a fast FHSS narrowband receiver in order to achieve a high

radio link budget with long-range capability. FHSS technology can also support

narrowband mono-channel operation devoted to alarm and security applications

in sub-GHz European bands by restricting the hop table to one channel.

This sophisticated combination of techniques makes it possible to take advan-

tage of the benefits of a narrowband channel that features high receiver sensitivity

(which is not possible with DSSS)—and therefore a high link budget—while also

Fig. 5.9 The Wavenis MAC Forward Error Code (FEC) mechanism
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taking full advantage of spread spectrum with efficient digital noise spreading

(similar to DSSS).

Wavenis Wake-Up Preamble

In order to establish a connection, a wake-up sequence is sent prior to the data

when communication is initiated. The duration of the wake-up preamble

depends on the duty cycle (access time) and whether or not the network is

synchronized. The wake-up preamble is composed of a continuous sequence of

stuff bits, plus a synchronization bit:

� For non-synchronized networks, i.e., for walk-by/mobile monitoring

only, meaning no dedicated root in the network, the wake-up preamble

lasts a portion of time (typically 1.28 s) of the duty cycle (standby–re-

ceive mode).
� When a network is synchronized, the duration is drastically reduced to

50ms, only taking into account the maximum clock drift between devices.

Wavenis Carrier Sense for Most Use Cases

Because FHSS is an efficient spread-spectrum technique, Carrier Sense

(CS) before transmitting is only optional. When activated, CS is mainly

used for point-to-point operation in non-synchronized networks when the

application shows a low probability of collision due to low communication

traffic. ACK can be activated or deactivated depending on application

requirements.

Wavenis CSMA/CA for Mission-Critical Applications

For non-synchronized networks, in applications where reliable operation is

critical, all wireless communications must be guaranteed. It is therefore impor-

tant to avoid simultaneous alarm transmissions that usually result in loss of

communications and related data. Target applications include security, alarms,

and controlling critical processes. To meet these application requirements,

Wavenis has implemented a CSMA/CA mechanism (Carrier Sense Multiple

Access—Collision Avoidance). In metering applications, for example, because

there is no critical requirement concerning safety, CSMA/CA is not activated. It

is, however, operational in most alarm systems. ACK can be activated or

deactivated depending on application requirements.

The CSMA/CA principle is described as follows:

� A child listens on the RF channel before transmission.
� if the channel is free, the child sends an RTS (Request to Send) to the parent.
� The parent manages potential conflicts and sends back a CTS (Clear-to-

Send).
� Child sends data immediately upon receiving the CTS.
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Wavenis CSMA/TDMA for Broadcast-Multicast Feedback Only

Wavenis implements a mixed CSMA/TDMAmechanism (Carrier SenseMulti-

ple Access/Time Division Multiple Access) to manage RF uplinks from chil-

dren to parents if feedback is requested after a broadcast or multicast message

(point-to-multipoint communication mode) in a synchronized network.

After receiving a broadcast message, each child allocates a time slot for

transmitting. Because parent and child clocks are aligned, the time slot is

calculated using a pseudo-random sequence that depends on its PHY address.

Before transmission in the time slot, the child performs Carrier Sense (CS). If

the channel is busy, the child does not transmit and a new time slot is

calculated according to a pseudo-random sequence. A watchdog allows feed-

back reception to be ended. This CSMA/TDMA process is optimized to avoid

current-consuming collision management and to speed up the feedback

process.

Other MAC Protocols

The MAC protocols described previously are aimed at reducing energy con-

sumption. However, the recent increase in the number of applications with

real-time requirements has motivated studies and investigations about new

QoS-aware MAC protocols. We leave the discussion on these protocols for

the section on QoS issues (Section 5.4).

5.2.3 Network Layer

The network layer is the third level in the WSN protocol stack. It responds to

service requests from the transport layer and issues service requests to the data

link layer. In essence, the network layer is responsible for end-to-end, i.e.,

source-to-destination, packet delivery, whereas the data link layer is responsible

for node-to-node, i.e., hop-to-hop, packet delivery. The network layer provides

the functional and procedural means of transferring variable-length data

sequences from a source to a destination via one or more networks while

maintaining the quality of service requested by the transport layer. The network

layer performs network routing, flow control, network segmentation/de-seg-

mentation, and error control functions.

Due to the deployment characteristics of WSNs, multi-hop communication

may be a good choice for sensor networks with strict consumption and trans-

mission power level requirements. In a multi-hop network, intermediate nodes

have to relay packets from the source to the destination node. Those inter-

mediate nodes have to decide which neighbor to forward to. The construction

and maintenance of the routing tables needed for reaching the destination node

is the crucial task of a distributed routing protocol. This section discusses some

mechanisms for routing and forwarding that can be implemented by WSN
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routing protocols. These mechanisms take into account whether the packet is

identified by a unique node identifier, by a set of such identifiers, or by all nodes

in the network.

The network layer of the WSNs is usually designed according to the follow-

ing principles:

� Energy efficiency is always an important consideration.
� WSNs are mostly data-centric. Sensors do not usually have a unique ID,

because the overhead of ID maintenance is high. The data themselves are

usually more important than knowing which nodes send data.
� An ideal WSN has attribute-based addressing and location awareness.
� Data aggregation: Depending on the application, this can be useful although

the energy needed for data aggregation is sometimes higher than the savings.
� The routing protocol needs to be easily integrated with other networks, e.g.,

the Internet.
� In some cases, the routing protocol must be QoS-aware, thus having specific

mechanisms related to the delay and reliability of the traffic flow.

These design principles serve as a guideline when designing a routing proto-

col for sensor networks and are further explained to emphasize their

importance.

5.2.3.1 Forwarding Types

The multi-hop routing was previously introduced as one of the most appro-

priate routing methods for WSNs. Whenever a source node has to depend on

one or several intermediate nodes to forward its packets to its destination node,

the result is a multi-hop network. In such networks, intermediate nodes as well

as the source node have to decide which neighbor an incoming packet should be

passed to. This act of passing a packet is called forwarding. Several options of

how to organize the forwarding processes are available.

The simplest forwarding rule is to flood the network by sending an incoming

packet to all neighbors. With this method, the packet is sure to arrive at the

destination, if source and destination nodes are connected to the same network.

To avoid packets circulating endlessly, i.e., if the destination node is not reach-

able, the packets usually carry some form of expiration date such as time to live

(TTL) or maximum number of hops.

An alternative to forwarding the packet to all neighbors is to forward it to an

arbitrary one. This method is called gossiping. With this approach, the packet

randomly traverses the network in the hope of eventually finding the destina-

tion node. Evidently the packet delay can be quite large. However, flooding and

gossiping are two extremes of a design range; there are alternative methods in

which the source can send out more than a single packet on a random walk or

each node can forward an incoming packet to a subset of its neighbors. For

example, packets can be forwarded as determined by a topology-control
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algorithm, which is equivalent to flooding on a reduced topology. This last

option is sometimes called controlled flooding.

While those forwarding rules are simple, their performance in terms of the

number of sent packets or packet delay is likely to be poor. With some informa-

tion about the suitability of a neighbor in the forwarding process, the routing

performance can be increased. Neighbor suitability is characterized by assessing

the cost of sending a packet to its destination via this particular neighbor. These

costs can be measured using various metrics, e.g., the minimum number of

hops, the minimum energy wasted, the path reliability, or the minimum delay

required to reach the destination via the given neighbor. Each node stores the

costs of forwarding to its respective neighbors in routing tables.

A common taxonomy used in WSN arena (Royer and Toh, 1999) classifies

the routing protocol as either (1) proactive protocols, which are conservative

protocols in which nodes try to keep accurate information in their routing

tables, or (2) reactive protocols, which do not attempt to maintain routing

tables but only construct them when a packet is prepared to be sent to a

destination for which there is no available routing information.

5.2.3.2 Data Centricity and Attribute-Based Addressing

In traditional communication networks, the idea of a communication relation-

ship is normally made up of two entities: one that transmits data and one that

receives the data. In WSNs, the application is not interested in the identity of a

particular sensor node, but rather in the information sent about its surround-

ings. This usually occurs when the WSN deployment is redundant. and any

event can be sensed by multiple nodes where the application is not aware of the

identities of the nodes providing the information. This behavior is called data-

centricity. A set of nodes involved in a data-centric address is implicitly defined

by the data that each node in this address can contribute.

Besides the separation between entity and identity, the data-centric para-

digm also supports a time disconnection in the data requests, since the instant at

which the reply will be generated is not specified. This is a useful property for

event detection applications. This fact provides a more natural form for an

application to express its requirements. In addition, the data-centric paradigm

can be used to improve energy efficiency.

There are several possible ways to specify the abstract concept of data-

centricity. Each one implies a certain set of interfaces that will be used by an

application. The three most important are the following: overlay network and

distributed hash tables, publish-subscribe interaction paradigm, and databases.

5.2.3.3 Data Aggregation

Data aggregation is perhaps the simplest in-network processing technique.

Assume that a sink is interested in obtaining periodical measurements from

every sensor node, but that it is only relevant to check whether the average value
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has changed or if the difference between the minimum and maximum values

exceeds a certain threshold. In this case, transporting the readings from each

sensor node to the sink is not necessary. It is enough to transmit the average

value or the maximum and minimum values. Taking into account that the data

transmission’s energy consumption is normally bigger than the power needed to

perform a complex calculation, this solution has large benefits in terms of

energy efficiency. The name ‘‘aggregation’’ comes from the fact that the inter-

mediate nodes positioned between the source and the sinks aggregate and

condense the information, resulting in a new packet.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the aggregation concept. On the left, a few sensor

nodes transmit readings to the sink, using multi-hop communication. In total,

13messages are required; the numbers in the Figure indicate the number of

messages that go through a particular link. When the highlighted nodes per-

form aggregation, shown on the right, only six messages are needed bymeans of

the average value calculations.

5.2.3.4 Data Delivery Models

Depending on the WSN application, data delivery to the sink can be contin-

uous, event-driven, query-driven, or hybrid (Tilak et al., 2002). With contin-

uous delivery of data, every node sends data periodically, whereas in the event-

driven and query-driven models, data transmissions are activated by events or

queries generated by the sink. Some networks apply a hybrid model using a

combination of continuous, event-driven, and query-driven delivery. The rout-

ing and MAC protocols are highly influenced by the data delivery model since

they are directly related to the energy consumption and the path stability. For

Fig. 5.10 Data aggregation example. (From [Karl and Willig, 2005]. #John Wiley & Sons

Ltd. Reproduced with permission.)
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example, Heinzelman (2000) concludes that for habitat monitoring applica-

tions, where data are transmitted continuously to the sink, a hierarchical rout-

ing protocol is a more efficient alternative. This is due to the large amount of

redundant data this application generates, which can be aggregated in the path

to the sink, reducing the traffic and the energy consumed.

5.2.3.5 Study Case: Wavenis Network Capabilities

Wavenis Network Operating Mode in Mobile Monitoring

Networks do not require a synchronization scheme at all for purely mobile

network monitoring operations. In this case, handheld terminals, PDAs, or

laptops can initiate wireless communication with one or several endpoint

devices. When devices are up and running, the default operation mode is as

follows:

� Receive–standby mode with a programmable period.
� The typical value is 1.28 s and can range from 12.8ms to 12.8 s.
� Reception time is only 500 ms if no energy is detected on the RF channel.
� Reception time is just extended to 1.6ms if energy is detected on the RF

channel but without a coherent signal.
� Reception time is extended for normal operation if a useful message is detected.

Wavenis Network Operating Mode in Fixed Monitoring Without

Synchronization

For fixed network operations in compliance with the EN300-220 standards, i.e.,

in Europe and Asia, there is no need to implement a synchronization scheme

that consumes more power in wireless networks where low- power consumption

is a critical factor. Remember that mobile terminals can also be used for local

monitoring in addition to fixed network operations. A fixed network monitor-

ing topology can be

� Centralized monitoring networks with a fixed access point that act as the

network root.
� Non-centralized networks—without a root—that meet specific application

requirements, such as home comfort and lighting systems.
� When a non-synchronized fixed network is up and running, the default

operation mode of wireless nodes is as follows:

� Receive–standby mode with a programmable period.

� The typical value is 1.28 s and can range from 12.8ms to 12.8 s.

� Reception time is only 500 ms if no energy is detected on the channel.

� Reception time is just extended to 1.6ms if energy is detected on the

channel but without a coherent signal.

� Reception time is extended for normal operation if a useful message is

detected.
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Wavenis Network Operating Mode for Synchronized Fixed Networks

Wavenis fixed networks implement a relaxed synchronization scheme while

maximizing ultra low-power features to the greatest extent possible. Fixed

networks of this type are generally centralized monitoring networks with a

fixed access point that is typically the network root.

In addition to synchronized fixed network operation, mobile handheld

terminals, PDAs, and laptops can also perform local (mobile) monitoring

services with one or several endpoints. In this case, the mobile device is sup-

posed to be unsynchronized when attempting the first wireless connection.

When a synchronized fixed network is up and running, the default operation

mode is as follows:

� Receive–standby mode with a programmable period.
� Typical value is 1.28 s and can range from 12.8ms to 12.8 s.
� Reception time is only 500 ms if no energy is detected on the channel.
� Reception time is just extended to 1.6ms if energy is detected on the channel

but without a coherent signal.
� Reception time is extended for normal operation if a useful message is

detected.
� Parent devices can initiate communication at any time. The ‘‘worst-case’’

access time to child devices is determined by the predefined period (typically

1.28 s).
� Child devices can also initiate communication at any time. The ‘‘worst-case’’

access time to a parent device is determined by the predefined period

(typically 1.28 s).
� The receiving carrier frequency changes periodically and hops from one

channel to another after each predefined period of time, following a

pseudo-random sequence that depends on the MAC address. In addition,

for a given parent, all child devices implement a delay that depends on the

MAC address and clock of the parent. This means a time shift exists that is a

deterministic incorporated delay between the 1.28-s clock of the parent and

the 1.28-s clock of all its direct children. Because they ‘‘know’’ each other, the

delay is taken into consideration when a radio communication has to be

initiated by the parent of a child device.

This mechanism reduces overall wireless network power consumption that is

usually the result of overhearing. If all receive time slots were all aligned at the

same time on the same channel, the overhearing phenomenon would be

maximized.

To simplify the explanation, consider that each parent–child group forms a

cluster with its own dedicated delay and its own ‘‘listen’’ channel hop table. To

initiate communication (parent–child/child–parent/child–child), the transmit-

ter, which is either the parent or the child, sends a wake-up preamble followed

by the data packet. Since clocks are synchronized and channel hop tables and

delay are known, the wake-up sequence is short. The wake-up preamble is also
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designed to cover the receive time slot of the target device(s) as well as the

maximum drift between parent–child clocks.

5.2.3.6 Network Interconnections

Another key element of the design principles for the network layer is to allow

easy integration with other networks such as the satellite network or the Inter-

net. Sinks are the basis of the communication backbone and serve as gateways

to other networks (Fig. 5.11). Users may query the sensor networks through the

Internet or the satellite network, depending on the purpose of the query or the

type of application running.

5.2.4 Transport Layer

The second-highest layer in the WSN protocol stack, the transport layer

responds to the services requested from the application layer and issues service

requests to the network layer. The transport layer provides dependable data

transfers between hosts. It is usually responsible for end-to-end error recovery

and flow control and for ensuring complete data transfer.

The purpose of the transport layer is to provide reliable data transfer services

between end users, thus relieving the upper layers’ responsibility for providing

reliable and cost-effective data transfer. The transport layer usually turns the

Fig. 5.11 Network interconnection by means of a sink nodes backbone
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unreliable and very basic service provided by the network layer into a more

powerful one. There is a long list of services that can be optionally provided at

this level, although none is compulsory. Since not all applications require all

services available, some can be wasted overhead or even counterproductive in

some cases.

There are some differences between the services provided by the classical

network transport protocols and those of WSN. In a classical network such as

the Internet, the transport protocol (TCP/UDP) is supposed to transport

independent byte streams while intermediate nodes are not informed about

end-to-end communication. In a WSN, nodes collaborate and interact with

the environment and are aware of the data they carry.

A major requirement for transport protocols is reliability. In sensor net-

works, reliability refers not only to the eventual delivery of data packets, which

is the transport reliability, but also to the ability to detect physical phenomena

in the first place. Coverage and deployment of a WSN are thus important

considerations.

Several transport protocols for dealing with reliability in a WSN are

described in the following sections. These techniques are not exactly referred

to as transport protocols, since these are not cleanly placed on top of a network

layer protocol. Instead, the unique constraints of sensor networks call for

careful cross-layer design.

5.2.4.1 Transport Protocol Objectives

Typically, the major objectives of the transport layer have been

� Network abstraction: The transport layer provides an interface to applica-

tions so that the complexities of the data transfer are hidden. Since there is

no standard transport protocol in sensor networks, there is no consensus

regarding such an interface.
� Reliable data transport: The transport layer must provide data delivery

services between the source and the sink with an error control mechanism

tailored according to the specific reliability requirement of the application

layer.
� Flow control: The receiver of a data stream might temporarily be unable to

process incoming packets because of lack of memory or processor power.

Flow control has so far not been a research issue in WSNs.
� Congestion control: Congestion occurs when the sources generate more

packets than the network can process and the network starts to discard

packets. Discarding packets is a waste of energy and an obstacle for achiev-

ing reliability or information accuracy. Congestion control mechanisms try

either to avoid this situation or to react to it in a reasonable way. One

important way of avoiding congestion is to control the rate at which sensor

nodes generate packets, i.e., sliding windows.
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The transport layer functionalities required to reach those objectives are

subject to significant modifications in order to accommodate the particular

characteristics of WSNs. Energy, processing, and hardware limitations of sen-

sor nodes further constrain the transport layer protocol design. Many mechan-

isms implemented by the vastly used transport control protocol (TCP), e.g.,

retransmission-based error control mechanisms and window-based, additive-

increase/multiplicative-decrease congestion control mechanisms, may not be

feasible for WSN domains and thus may lead to a waste of scarce resources.

As we stated earlier, it is beneficial to implement reliability, flow control, and

other mechanism related to data transfer, not in a single protocol running on

top of a network layer, but rather in a combination of several mechanisms

working on different layers.

Some of the particular challenges for transport protocols in WSNs include

the following:

� WSNs are multi-hop wireless networks with homogeneous/heterogeneous

nodes. TCP has several drawbacks when used over wireless channels; thus, a

WSN is not an easy environment for TCP.
� Any transport protocol must adapt to the stringent energy constraints,

memory constraints or computational constraints of sensor nodes. Signifi-

cant engineering efforts would be required to run heavyweight protocols like

TCP on such nodes.
� Generally, transport protocols do not have good behavior with dynamic

topologies.

5.2.4.2 Reliable Data Transport

The problem of reliable transport over wireless multi-hop networks like WSNs

is not an easy one to solve. Three main sources of packet losses can be found:

� The wireless channel is inclined to introduce transmission errors. Either

transmissions from different nodes can collide or other failures in nodes

can produce package losses.
� Packets can be discarded in the network due to congestion, i.e., intermediate

nodes’ overload.
� The receiver might discard packets because they arrive too quickly, implying

a failure in flow control.

Congestion Control

There are two major causes of congestion inWSNs. The first is when the packet

arrival rate exceeds the packet service rate. This is more likely to occur at sensor

nodes near the sink, since normally they carry more upstream traffic. The

second cause relates to performance aspects of the link layer such as contention,

interference, and bit error rate.
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Congestion in WSNs has a direct impact on energetic efficiency and on QoS

parameters. For example, congestion may cause buffer overflow, which could

lead to large queuing delays and higher loss rates. Packet loss not only degrades

the reliability and QoS of the application, but also wastes node energy. The

congestion can also degrade the link utilization. Furthermore, link-level con-

gestion results in transmission collisions in contention-based link protocols

such as CSMA. Collisions during transmissions increase packet service time

and waste energy, so congestion in WSNs must be efficiently controlled, either

to suppress it or to decrease its harmful effects. Typically, there are three

mechanisms for controlling congestion: congestion detection, congestion noti-

fication, and rate adjustment.

� Congestion detection: In TCP, the congestion is observed or deduced by end

nodes based on a timeout or redundant acknowledgments. InWSNs, proac-

tive methods are preferred. A common mechanism would be to concrete a

queue length (Hull et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2003), a service time (Wang et al.,

2006), or the packet service time ratio over packet interarrival time at the

intermediate nodes (Wang et al., 2006). InWSNs with collision-basedMAC

protocols such as CSMA, the channel load can be measured and used as a

congestion indication.
� Congestion notification: After detecting congestion in the network, the trans-

port protocol needs to propagate data about congestion from the congested

nodes to the upstream or source nodes that contribute to the congestion. The

approach to disseminating congestion data can be classified into implicit

congestion notification and explicit congestion notification. Explicit conges-

tion notification uses special control messages to notify the involved nodes

that congestion is occurring, by means of suppression messages, see for

example (Wan et al., 2003). Implicit congestion notification is included in

normal data packets, usually a bit inside the packet.
� Rate adjustment: When receiving a congestion indication, the node can

adjust its data transmission rate. If a single congestion notification (CN)

bit is used, an additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) scheme or

one of its variants can be applied (Wan et al., 2003; Akan and Akyildiz,

2005). If the protocol implements additional information about congestion,

more accurate rate adjustment schemes can be adopted (Wang et al., 2006;

Ee and Bajcsy, 2004).

Error Recovery

In wireless environments, both congestion and bit error can cause packet losses

that degrade the end-to-end reliability and QoS, while packet losses imply a

decrease in energy efficiency. Other factors resulting in packet losses include

node failures, wrong or outdated routing information, and depletion of ener-

getic resources. There are two general options to recover from packet losses.

Increase the source sending rate or a retransmission-based loss recovery. The
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first approach, which is also used in event-to-sink reliable transport (ESRT)

(Akan and Akyildiz, 2005), works well for guaranteeing event reliability in

event-driven applications that do not require packet reliability; nevertheless,

compared to loss recovery, this method is not energy-efficient. Loss recovery is

a more active and energy-efficient method and can be implemented in both the

link and transport layers. Loss recovery in the link layer operates hop by hop,

whereas loss recovery in the transport layer is usually an end-to-end method.

Two approaches for loss recovery that can work well for WSNs consist of loss

notification and detection and retransmission recovery.

Loss Notification and Detection

Since loss can be much more common in WSNs than in wired networks, loss

detectionmechanisms have to be designedmore carefully. A typical approach is

to include a sequence number in the packet header. The sequence number’s

continuity can be used to detect packet loss. Loss detection and notification can

be end to end or hop by hop. In the end-to-end approach, the endpoints

(destination or source) are responsible for the loss detection and notification.

In the hop-by-hop method, the intermediate nodes detect and notify the packet

loss.

Several reasons make the end-to-end approach not effective for WSNs:

� Control messages used for end-to-end loss detection use a return path

consisting of several hops, which is not energy-efficient.
� Control messages travel through multiple hops and can be lost with a high

probability due to link-layer errors or congestion.
� End-to-end loss detection inevitably leads to an end-to-end retransmission

for the loss recovery. However, end-to-end retransmission wastes more

energy than hop-by-hop retransmission.

In a hop-by-hop detection and notification scheme, only two neighboring

nodes will be responsible for the loss detection, and they can activate the local

retransmission, which is much more energy-efficient than the end-to-end

approach. Hop-by-hop loss detection can be categorized as receiver-based or

emitter-based, depending on where the loss is detected.

The detection and notification can also identify the reason for the packet

loss, which can be used to improve system performance. For example, if packet

loss is caused by buffer overflow, source nodes need to decrease their sending

rate. However, if channel noise is the cause, then the sending rate does not need

to be reduced in order to maintain high link utilization and throughput.

Loss Recovery Based on Retransmission

The retransmission of lost or damaged packets can be also end to end or hop by

hop. In the end-to-end approach, the source performs the retransmission,

whereas in hop-by-hop retransmission an intermediate node that intercepts

the loss notification searches in its local buffer for the lost packet. If it finds a
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copy of the lost packet, it retransmits the packet; otherwise, it relays loss

notification upstream to other intermediate nodes.

5.2.5 Application Layer

The application layer is the last level of the WSN protocol stack. It interfaces

directly with the application, performs common services for the application

processes, and issues requests to the transport layer. The common application

layer services provide semantic conversion between associated application pro-

cesses. The application layer of the five-layer WSN protocol stack corresponds

to the application layer, the presentation layer, and the session layer in the

seven-layer OSI model.

Althoughmany application areas for sensor networks have been defined and

proposed, potential application layer protocols for sensor networks remain a

largely unexplored region. Some application protocols forWSNs are the Sensor

Management Protocol (SMP), the Task Assignment and Data Advertisement

Protocol (TADAP), and the Sensor Query and Data Dissemination Protocol

(SQDDP).

The SMP has been proposed for application layers in WSNs, making lower

levels transparent. It handles data aggregation, attribute-based naming, clus-

tering, location finding, time synchronization, turning nodes off and on, getting

status, reconfiguring, authentication, key distribution, and security.

5.3 Routing in WSN

5.3.1 Need for New Routing Protocols

There are several reasons why it is necessary to think about new routing

methods in WSNs that have not been used in conventional networks:

� It is not possible to construct a global direction scheme for the deployment

of several nodes. Therefore, the classic IP protocols are not applicable in

WSNs. Often, it is more important to collect the data than to know the

identifiers of the nodes that have sent the data.
� Unlike typical communication networks, almost all WSN applications need

to send a flow of continuous information, originating in multiple node

regions, to a certain sink. Usually, WSNs are data-centric routing networks

where the data are collected with certain attributes taken into account. For

example, to obtain data temperatures over 238C, only the application that is

sensing temperatures over 238C will transmit the data.
� The data traffic generated has considerable redundancy since the neighbor-

ing nodes detecting the same event will produce similar data. This
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redundancy will have to be used appropriately by the routing protocols to

improve both energy consumption and bandwidth use.
� Because the nodes have strongly limited resources such as transmission

power, energy, processing capacity, and storage, the resources must be

carefully managed.
� Inmost application scenarios, theWSNnodes are generally stationary in the

deployment, except in some cases when mobile nodes are used, thereby

producing frequent and unpredictable changes in the network topology.
� Since the data collection is normally based on localization, it is important to

always be aware of the sensors’ positions. Using GPS hardware for this

function is generally not feasible. The methods based on triangulation

(Bulusu et al., 2000) are good alternatives, since they allow the nodes to

approximately calculate their position depending on the signal power from

other known reference points. Bulusu et al. (2000) showed that the algo-

rithms based on triangulation can work very well under conditions where

only a few nodes are aware of their position, for example, using GPS hard-

ware. However, the approaches that do not use GPS are more advisable

(Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000).

Next we classify suitable routing models for WSNs and the most important

protocols described in the WSN literature.

5.3.2 Routing Techniques and Protocols in WSNs

A classification of routing procedures widely accepted in the WSN literature

(see Fig. 5.12) divides routing in WSNs into flat-based routing, hierarchical-

based routing, and localization-based routing depending on the network struc-

ture. Generally, in flat-based routing, the same functionality is assigned to every

node. However, in hierarchical-based routing, the nodes play different roles in

the network. In localization-based routing, the positional information is used to

adequately route the data. A routing protocol will be considered adaptive if it

can adapt to the current network conditions and available energy levels. In

addition, these protocols can be based on multi-path routing, query, negotiation,

or quality of service, among others depending on the protocol functioning.

Finally, the routing protocols can be classified into three categories depend-

ing on the method used for finding the path: proactive, reactive, and hybrid. In

proactive protocols, every path is computed before needed, whereas reactive

protocols compute the paths on demand. The hybrid protocols use a combina-

tion of the two protocols.

5.3.2.1 Flat Routing

The first category of routing protocols is the flat routing protocols. In networks

using flat routing protocols, every node usually plays the same role where the
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nodes collaborate in the event-sensing task. Due to the large number of nodes,

assigning a global identifier to each node is not feasible. Often data-centric

networking is carried out, where the sink sends queries to certain regions and

waits to receive the information. In data-centric protocols, such as SPIN and

directed diffusion (Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000), energy can be saved by data

negotiation and redundancy suppression. These protocols have motivated the

design of many others based on similar concepts.

Heinzelman et al. (1999) and Kulik et al. (2002) proposed a family of

adaptive protocols, called Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation

(SPIN). These protocols disseminate the information from each node through

the network, assuming that every node is a potential base station. This allows a

user to request any node and to immediately get the information required by

means of the query-driven delivery model. These protocols use the fact that the

nearby nodes sense similar information, distributing only the data that other

nodes do not have.

The SPIN family uses data negotiation and algorithms for resource adapta-

tion. The nodes running SPIN assign a high-level name to describe the data

collected completely (called meta-data). Before beginning data transmission,

the nodes perform a meta-data negotiation between each other. This function

assures that no redundant data will be traveling through the network. In

addition, SPIN can access the current energy levels of each node and thus can

adapt the protocol it is running based on the remaining energy.

The SPIN family is designed to solve the deficiencies of classic flooding by

data negotiation and resources adaptation. This design is based on two main

ideas:

� The nodes should work more efficiently and save more energy by meta-data

transmission instead of sending all data.
� The flooding techniques waste energy and bandwidth since the nodes send

unnecessary data copies.

Intanagonwiwat et al. (2000) introduced a data aggregation paradigm called

directed diffusion. Directed diffusion is a data-centric paradigm in the sense

that all node-generated information is designated by attribute pairs. The main

idea of the data-centric paradigm is combining data coming from several

sources (data aggregation) to reduce redundancy and minimize the number of

Fig. 5.12 Taxonomy of routing protocols in WSNs
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transmissions, thus saving energy and prolonging the lifetime. Unlike tradi-

tional end-to-end routing, data-centric routing finds paths from multiple

sources to a single node that implements the aggregation functions.

In directed diffusion, the sensor nodes sense the events and make informa-

tion gradients in their respective neighbors. To request data, the sink diffuses

some interests, which are disseminated through the network in a multi-hop

fashion. The interests describe a task that the networkmust perform. Each node

that receives an interest sets a gradient to the sending node. This process

continues until the gradient is established from the source to the sink. A

gradient is specified by an attribute value and an address. The gradient

intensity can vary depending on the node, originating different information

flows. In this phase, loops are not checked, since they are suppressed in later

phases. Figure 5.13 shows an example of directed diffusion in a network.

5.3.2.2 Hierarchical Routing

The hierarchical cluster-based routing that was originally proposed for wired

networks is made up of a set of techniques related to scalability and commu-

nication efficiency. Thus, the hierarchical routing concept is also used to

achieve energy efficiency in WSNs. In hierarchical architectures, the nodes

with a higher energy load can be used to perform sensing tasks in the proximities

of an objective. This means that the cluster formations and special task assign-

ments to cluster heads can specifically contribute to increasing the scalability,

lifetime, and energy efficiency of the whole network. Hierarchical routing is an

efficient way of reducing energy consumption bymeans of data aggregation and

data fusion, which minimize the number of messages transmitted to the sink.

Hierarchical routing is divided into two levels: One is used to select the cluster

Fig. 5.13 An example of directed diffusion in WSNs. (From [Al-Karaki and Kamal, 2004].)
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heads and the other one is used for routing in particular. However, most of the

techniques in this category are not based on routing, but rather on who sends or

processes/aggregates the information and when.

Heinzelman (2000) introduced a hierarchical clustering algorithm for sensor

networks called Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). A

protocol based on clusters, LEACH handles the distributed information from

the clusters. LEACH randomly selects a few nodes and designates them as

cluster heads (CH), periodically rotating this function among the nodes to

equally distribute the extra energy consumption. The CH nodes compress the

information received from the nodes belonging to its cluster and send an

aggregated data packet to the sink in order to reduce the amount of information

transmitted. LEACH’s specification recommends using aMAC protocol based

on TDMA/CDMA to reduce the inter- and intracluster collisions.

LEACH’s operation period is divided into two phases: the setup phase and

the activity phase. In the setup phase, the clusters are organized and the CHs are

selected. In the activity phase, the data are transferred to the sink.

Although LEACH is able to increase the network’s lifetime, it does have a

disadvantage. LEACHassumes that every node can transmit with sufficient power

to reach the sink in a single hop and that every node is computationally prepared to

house the different MAC protocols required. This fact does not make LEACH

very feasible for WSNs deployed in wide zones. However, another system has

improved upon LEACH: PEGASIS and ‘‘hierarchical PEGASIS’’ protocols in

which the nodes form chains and the multi-hop method is used for routing.

Manjeshwar and Agrawal (2001, 2002) describe two hierarchy routing pro-

tocols: TEEN (Threshold-sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol)

and APTEEN (Adaptive Periodic Threshold-sensitive Energy Efficient sensor

Network protocol). They proposed these protocols for applications with real-

time requirements. In TEEN, the sensors constantly take readings from the

environment, but the data are transmitted using a lower frequency. The cluster

head will send two values, the triggering value and the minimum threshold

value, to the cluster members indicating the value of the measured attribute and

the granularity of the reports. The minimum threshold level’s goal is to reduce

the number of transmissions since the nodes will transmit only when sensing

values placed inside an interest range. On the other hand, a triggering level,

which provides the granularity of the reports, also contributes to reducing the

transmissions, by activating the transmission process only when the sensing

value experiences a certain variation. When finer granularity is required, more

energy is needed due to the increase in the number of transmissions.

APTEEN is a hybrid protocol that modifies and improves the TEEN pro-

tocol in several ways. APTEEN can vary the rate or the threshold values used in

the TEEN protocol according to user needs and the type of application.

APTEEN uses a TDMA schedule modified to implement the hybrid network.

The main characteristic of APTEEN is the combination of proactive and

reactive politics, which offers greater flexibility, allowing the user to set the

report periods and the threshold values.
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Another hierarchy protocol is SMECN (Small Minimum Energy Commu-

nicationNetwork) (Rodoplu andMeng, 1999). The goal of SMECN is to divide

the network into more energy-efficient subnetworks, i.e., clusters. SMECN

identifies a forwarding region for each node. The forwarding region consists

of an area where data transmission is more energy-efficient than in other net-

work regions. The main idea of SMECN is to find a subnetwork that has fewer

nodes and thus requires fewer hops to reach the sink. Because SMECN is

autoconfigurable, it can adapt dynamically to node failures.

5.3.2.3 Location-Based Routing

In location-based routing, sensor nodes are identified by their location. The loca-

tion is required in order to calculate the distance between two particular nodes so

that energy consumption can be estimated. There are three main approaches to

determine a node’s position (Capkun et al., 2001): using information about a

node’s neighborhood (proximity-based approaches); exploiting the geometric

properties of a given scenario (triangulation and trilateration); and trying to

analyze characteristic properties of the node’s position compared with premea-

sured properties (scene analysis). Techniques that use the triangulation approach

consist of finding the distance between neighboring nodes by taking three reference

points. The node coordinates are obtained by the information exchange between

neighbors (Bulusu et al., 2000; Capkun et al., 2001). Alternatively, the node’s

location can be directly available by satellite communication using low-power

GPS receptors (Xu and Saadawi, 2001), which is another triangulation example,

although its use is not advisable due to energy consumption. Location information

is usually used in efficiently routing data. For instance, if the region to be sensed is

known, by using the location of sensor, the query can be diffused only to that

particular region, significantly eliminating the number of transmissions. Another

energy-savingmethod is to keepmany nodes in a hibernation state when there is no

activity. The design problem of localized hibernation period schedulers has been

described by Chen et al. (2002) and Xu and Saadawi (2001). Many protocols and

methods use location-based routing, some of which are described below.

Yu et al. (2001) discusses a method to disseminate queries, which include

geographic attributes, to appropriate regions of a network. This protocol,

called Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR), takes nodes’ geogra-

phical situation and energy consumption into account when nodes are selected.

GEAR disseminates particular ‘‘interests’’ through the network using a method

similar to directed diffusion. However, GEAR sends these interests only to a

concrete network region and not to the whole network, thus savingmore energy

than directed diffusion.

InGEAR each node stores information about several parameters, essentially

the distance, energy, and density of the areas that the data must cross. With

these parameters, an estimation of the costs to reach a destination can be

calculated.
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Several location-based algorithms are discussed by Stojmenovic and Lin

(1999). These protocols implement basic distance-, progress-, and direction-

based methods, where the key issues are forward direction and backward

direction. A source node or any intermediate node selects one of its neighbors

according to certain criteria. The routing methods Stojmenovic and Lin (1999)

use are MFR (Most Forward within Radius), GEDIR (Geographic Distance

Routing), and DIR (a compass routing method). GEDIR is an algorithm that

always moves the data packets to the neighbor closest to the destination.

However, the algorithm fails when the packet crosses the same edge twice in a

row. In most cases, the MFR method sets up the same path to the destination.

In the DIR method, the optimum neighboring node is that with the smallest

angular distance from the imaginary line joining the current node with the

selected destination. The GEDIR and MFR methods are loop-free, while the

DIR method can generate loops unless the traffic flows are memorized or a

time-stamp system is implemented.

SPAN (Chen et al., 2002) is another location-based algorithm. This proto-

col selects several nodes as coordinators, taking their positions into account.

The coordinators form a backbone network that can be used to forward

messages. A node should become a coordinator if two neighbors cannot

communicate with each other either directly or via one or two coordinators.

The new and existing coordinators are not necessarily neighbors, making this

design less energy-efficient due to the two or three hops distance to the

neighbors.

Another example is the GAF protocol (Geographic Adaptive Fidelity),

which divides the coverage area forming a grid. The nodes in the same compart-

ment can change their activity states, since all nodes are considered equal.

Therefore, this protocol requires a previous redundant deployment.

5.3.2.4 Wavenis Mesh Algorithm

While IEEE 802.15.4 defines two different types of modules, a Reduced Func-

tion Device and a Full Function Device/PAN coordinator, Wavenis features

only one type of device that is low-cost, is self-routing, and offers ultra low-

power and long-range capabilities.

The Wavenis mesh algorithm is designed and optimal for ultra low-power,

multi-year operation networks. By nature, most applications require devices

that are initially placed in an environment and are not expected to evolve or

change frequently. However, absolute installations are rare and networks typi-

cally change a few times during their life cycle. This means that an algorithm has

to be designed to be able to find a new route without severely impacting the

average current consumption of battery-operated devices.

The Wavenis ULP mesh algorithm supports the following:

� Setting up self-organizing networks (Service Discovery Protocol)
� Reconnecting devices to the network and self-healing if a route is broken
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� Minimizing RF communications while finding the best route by optimally

managing device quality of service (QoS)
� Implementing the following

– Any device that is not yet installed has a predefined ‘‘Level 1.’’

– A root device (gateway) is ‘‘Level 0’’ (Fig. 5.14).

– A device connected to a ‘‘Level 0’’ device becomes a ‘‘Level 1’’ device.

– A device connected to a ‘‘Level 1’’ device becomes a ‘‘Level 2’’ device.

– A device connected to a ‘‘Level 2’’ device becomes a ‘‘Level 3’’ device.

– A device connected to a ‘‘Level 3’’ device becomes a ‘‘Level 4’’ device.

The basis of the algorithm is to broadcast requests with selective QoS criteria

that allow feedback to be received from only the best possible candidates,

thereby avoiding feedback from other weak points. When there is no feedback,

the routing step is incremented by changing part of the criteria in order to

consider initial conditions that usually have a strong impact on efficiency with

energy-saving benefits.

5.3.2.5 Other Routing Protocols

Most protocols for WSN can be classified into one or several of the previous

sets. However, due to their particular characteristics, some routing protocols

should be classified according to different criteria. These protocols can be

Fig. 5.14 Native Wavenis relay support for deep wireless mesh networks of unlimited size
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classified into multipath-based, query-based, negotiation-based, coherent-

based, or QoS-based routing techniques depending on the protocol operation.

The multipath-based routing protocols use multiple paths to improve net-

work performance, which generally refers to both energy efficiency and fault

tolerance. Multipath routing is a typical method for providing communication

reliability. The fault tolerance of a protocol can be measured by the probability

of an alternative path between the source node and the destination node when

the main path fails. The more paths between the source node and the destina-

tion node, the higher the fault tolerance. However, this can be possible bymeans

of high energy consumption due to the traffic increase since these alternative

paths are kept active by periodic transmissions.

Chang and Tassiulas (2004) proposed an algorithm that routes the data

through the path whose nodes have more residual energy, changing the route

if one with better characteristics is discovered. The main route is used until the

energy of nodes falls below a certain threshold, which occurs when a backup

route takes over. Therefore, the network’s lifetime can be increased by alter-

nating different paths. Other proposals, such as that by Dulman et al. (2003),

use the multipath routing in order to improve the reliability in WSNs. This

scheme is useful for transmitting data in environments that are not very reliable.

Dulman et al. (2003) use a redundant function that depends on the multipath

grade and the fault probability of the available paths. The idea is to divide the

original data packet into subpackets to be transmitted through one of the

multiple available paths. This function allows the original packet to be recon-

structed even if some subpackets are lost.

Nowadays the QoS-based routing protocols are perhaps the most interesting

set of protocols from a research point of view. This is mainly due to the

introduction of real-time applications, for example, detection and tracking of

intruders, environmental monitoring, home and industrial applications, etc.

These applications have particular delay and reliability requirements that

have posed additional challenges. Transmission of real-time data requires

both efficient energy use and QoS awareness routing in order to ensure that

accurate measurements are gathered. We have already given an overview of

certain protocols; in the following section, we describe them in more detail.

In a WSN application with real-time requirements, the network layer is an

essential component to achieve QoS for two main reasons: (1) It is responsible

for providing guaranteed paths to join two points and energy efficiency along

with reliability; (2) it is used as an intermediary between the MAC and applica-

tion layers to exchange performance parameters.

Due to the intensive use of resources inherent in real-time applications and

the low resource availability in WSNs, the function of the routing protocol is

quite difficult. The nature of the environment varies over time; thus, guarantee-

ing real time is fairly complicated. However, the network can ensure soft real-

time or soft QoS (Veres et al., 2001) guarantees. Many mechanisms have been

designed to solve the problems produced by theWSN’s changeable nature. One
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of the most extended in the field of WSNs is multi-hop routing. However, other

mechanisms are equally or more interesting, as we will explain next.

5.4 WSN Performance: Quality of Service

5.4.1 An Increasing Interest in QoS for WSNs

Research on the network and link layers of the WSN protocol stack has had as

its main motivations the architecture and protocol design, energy conservation,

and location. Although only a few studies concerning QoS in WSNs have been

performed, there are several very interesting works regarding QoS. These

papers proposed various protocols and mechanisms for both the MAC and

network layers, and almost all have been developed and tested with a simulator.

All these approaches supporting QoS in WSNs form a solid base for future

work and research in this direction.

An exact definition of QoS in the WSN context is provided in the following

section. Themost important protocols andmechanisms in order to provide QoS

in WSNs that have been proposed in recent papers for both the network and

MAC layers are also explained below.

5.4.2 Quality of Service in the WSN Context

In the field of WSNs, the quality-of-service concept refers to the capacity

of a network to deliver data both reliably and timely. Generally, a large

amount of resources such as high throughput or transport capacity is not

enough to satisfy an application’s delay requirements. Consequently, the

speed with which to propagate information could be as important as the

throughput speed. Therefore, the quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee in

WSNs in addition to other design network issues such as energy efficiency

is an important issue. Previous papers related to QoS in WSNs mostly

focused on delay (Lu et al., 1999; Ju and Li, 1999; Luo et al., 2000).

Recently, a new issue that attempts to unite two seemingly opposite con-

cepts has emerged: energy efficiency and QoS. This new challenge has

motivated several research papers (e.g., Akkaya and Younis, 2003). QoS

can be defined by the (R, Pe, D) triplet, where R denotes throughput; Pe

refers to reliability measured by the bit error probability or packet loss

probability, for example; and D represents delay. For a given R, the

reliability of a connection as a function of the delay will follow the general

curve shown in Fig. 5.15.

Because QoS is affected by design choices at the physical, medium access,

and network layers, an integrated approach to managing QoS is necessary.
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5.4.3 QoS MAC Protocols

5.4.3.1 B-MAC

B-MAC (Polastre et al., 2004) stands out for its design and implementation

simplicity, which has an immediate effect on memory size occupation and

power savings. B-MAC’s high-quality design compensates for the fact that it

does not implement a specific QoS mechanism. Some parts of this design are

specifically intended to improve efficiency in order to avoid collisions, channel

occupation efficiency at low and high data rates, tolerance to changeable envir-

onments, or scalability for a high number of nodes. Although B-MAC was

initially planned for monitoring applications, it can be used in other applications

such as target tracking, localization, triggered events, and multi-hop routing.

B-MAC also has a high degree of configurability. Keeping all these character-

istics in mind, it is clear that B-MAC is a good alternative for applications based

on event-driven data delivery models with minimum delay requirements.

5.4.3.2 Z-MAC

ZMAC (Zebra MAC) (Rhee et al., 2005) is a hybrid scheme that combines the

advantages of CSMA and TDMA while removing their weaknesses. ZMAC is

characterized by an initial period in which a wide time-slot scheduling is

performed using a DRAND, a very efficient distributed scheduling algorithm.

The initial assignment of slots incurs a high overhead, but the overhead is then

spread out over a long network operational period and eventually is compen-

sated for with improved power saving and throughput. ZMAC also implements

contention control, thereby avoiding congestion situations. As a result, ZMAC

has similar behavior to CSMA under low contention. Under high contention,

its behavior is similar to TDMA. This approach is robust enough for dynamic

Fig. 5.15 Reliability as a function of the delay. The circles indicate the QoS requirements of

different possible traffic classes. (From [Haenggi, 2006].)
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topology changes. These two characteristics are very important for applications

with delay and/or reliability requirements.

5.4.3.3 i-GAME

The MAC protocol of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard implements a mechanism

called Guarantee Time Slot (GTS). GTS tries to assign an additional time slot

for applications with delay requirements but is less efficient in WSNs with a

large number of nodes. In order to correct this deficiency, Koubaa et al. (2006)

proposed an implicit GTS allocation mechanism (i-GAME). The main idea of

i-GAME consists of sharing the same GTS between multiple nodes instead

of being exclusively dedicated to a single node. GTS resources are assigned

based on an admission control algorithm. This algorithm admits a request if its

requirements do not exceed the available resources.

5.4.3.4 MAC for Linear WSN

Watteyne and Auge-Blum (2005) proposed a hard real-timeMAC protocol for a

network with low-cost sensors (e.g., only one frequency), deployed randomly,

with no differentiated nodes (e.g., no router nodes), and unsynchronized (without

a global clock). This protocol was planned for a linear network and therefore has

no routing considerations. A sink node is situated at one end, where it receives all

events originated in the network. This protocol alternates between two opera-

tionalmodes: protected and unprotected.When the network is in the unprotected

mode, the transmission speed is near optimal, but collisions could be found.

However, in the protected mode, the transmission speed is slower, but the frames

are reliably transmitted since the network is collision-free. This characteristic can

be interesting for real-time applications with critical requirements.

5.4.3.5 Comparing QoS-Aware MAC Protocols for WSNs

Table 5.1 Compares the variousMAC protocols inWSNs in terms of quality of

service.

Table 5.1 Comparative Table of MAC Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks

Protocols

Data

Aggregation/

Merging Scalability

Priority

Mechanism

Energy-

Aware

Contention-

Based

B-MAC No High No Yes Yes

Z-MAC No High Yes Yes Hybrid

Watteyne and

Auge-Blum

(2005)

No Low Yes No Yes

MAC 802.15.4

with i-GAME

No Medium Yes Yes No
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5.4.4 QoS Network Protocols

5.4.4.1 Directed Diffusion

Directed diffusion (Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000) is a data-centric and application-

aware paradigm since all data generated by sensor nodes are named by attribute-

value pairs. Directed diffusion, unlike traditional end-to-end routing, tries to find

routes from multiple sources to a single destination, allowing redundant data

aggregation.

The objective of the directed diffusion paradigm is to aggregate the data

coming from different sources by deleting redundancy, which drastically

reduces the number of transmissions. This has two main consequences: First,

the network saves energy and extends its life; second, it counts on a higher

bandwidth in the links near the sink node. The latter factor could be quite

persuasive in deciding to provide QoS in real-time applications.

The directed diffusion paradigm is based on a query-driven model, which

means that the sink node requests data by broadcasting interests. Requests can

originate from humans or systems and are defined as pair values, which describe

a task to be done by the network. The interests are then disseminated through

the network. This dissemination sets up gradients to create data that will satisfy

queries to the requesting node. When the events begin to appear, they start to

flow toward the originators of interest along multiple paths. This behavior

provides reliability for data transmissions in the network.

Another feature of directed diffusion is that it caches network data, generally

the attribute-value pair’s interests. Caching can increase efficiency, robustness,

and the scalability of coordination between sensor nodes, which is the essence of

the directed diffusion paradigm.

5.4.4.2 SPIN

This family of data-centric protocols has been discussed in a previous section.

The data negotiation method is emphasized ahead due to its usefulness in QoS

issues. Nodes running the SPIN protocol assign a high-level name to describe the

data they have collected (called meta-data), and meta-data negotiations are

performed before any data are transmitted. The main goal of this mechanism is

similar to typical aggregation systems. However, this mechanism has an advan-

tage with respect to other systems: It avoids redundant data transmissions for

later processing. The network thus increases its life and the bandwidth available,

and the nodes are free from the processing load that data aggregation entails.

5.4.4.3 TEEN and APTEEN

TEENandAPTEEN, proposed byAl-Karaki andKamal (2004) andManjeshwar

and Agrawal (2001), were defined for time-critical applications. These protocols

are designed to work even in the event that an abrupt change takes place in the
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attribute values being measured by the sensors. APTEEN (Adaptive TEEN) is a

modification of TEEN that additionally considers the case of periodic measure-

ment transmissions toward the sink node. This protocol implements a very com-

plex query system thatmakes it possible to achieve three types of queries: historical,

one-time, and persistent. All of these queries are carried out by external users

through the sink node. The historical and persistent queries do not need QoS

requirements, but the one-time queries become critical data with respect to time. In

this case, the end user should be aware of his or her geographical position with

minimum delay. In order to achieve minimum delay, the system executes a special

time-slot management assigned to each node by a TDMA schedule. Furthermore,

APTEEN carries out the important task of data aggregation, which is the equiva-

lent of having free bandwidth and energy savings.

5.4.4.4 SAR

Sequential Assignment Routing (SAR) proposed by Sohrabi et al. (2000) was

one of the first protocols for WSN that considered QoS issues for routing

decisions. SAR makes a routing decision based on three factors: energy

resources, QoS planned for each path, and the packet’s traffic type, which is

implemented by a priority mechanism. To resolve reliability problems, SAR

uses two systems consisting of a multipath approach and localized path restora-

tion done by communicating with neighboring nodes. The multipath tree is

defined by avoiding nodes with low-energy or QoS guarantees while taking into

account that the root tree is located in the source node and its ends in the sink

nodes set. In other words, SAR creates a multipath table whose main objective

is to obtain energy efficiency and fault tolerance. Although this ensures fault

tolerance and easy recovery, the protocol suffers certain overhead when tables

and node states must be maintained or refreshed. This problem increases

especially when there are a large number of nodes.

5.4.4.5 SPEED

SPEED (He et al., 2003) is another QoS routing protocol for WSNs that

provides light real-time end-to-end guarantees. SPEED’s QoS mechanism is

based on estimation procedures. The application in a node estimates the

required speed for a certain delay while taking into account its distance to the

sink node. The network layer admits the packet depending on the required

speed. Moreover, SPEED is able to recover if the network becomes congested.

SPEED’s routing module is called Stateless Non-deterministic Geographic

Forwarding algorithm (SNGF). This module implements a distributed data-

base where a node can be selected in order to reach the speed requirement.

5.4.4.6 MMSPEED

MMSPEED (Multipath and Multi-SPEED Routing Protocol) (Felemban

et al., 2005) is an innovative packet delivery mechanism for QoS provisioning
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and focuses on timeliness and reliability. Thus, traffic flow is handled by a

combination of service options based on their reliability and timeliness require-

ments. The method MMSPEED uses to obtain reliability is the typical multi-

path routing with a number of paths that depend on the required degree of

reliability for the various flows of traffic. In addition, to obtain timeliness,

MMSPEED uses a dynamic system that guarantees the packet delivery speed.

MMSPEED uses localized geographic forwarding by using only local-node

neighbor information. The local decisions imply an inaccuracy problem, which

is solved by dynamic compensation, thus fulfilling traffic flow requirements. The

intermediate nodes can increase the transmission packet speed if they estimate

that the packet cannot fulfill its delay deadline at the current speed.

To give functionality to the QoS mechanisms implemented by MMSPEED, a

MACprotocolwith aprioritizationmechanism shouldbe established. In this sense,

the MMSPEED specification recommends the use of 802.11e at the MAC layer

with its inherent prioritization mechanism based on the differentiated inter-frame

spacing (DIFS). Each speed value is mapped onto aMAC-layer priority class.

TheMMSPEED protocol solves many QoS issues related to real-time traffic

in WSNs. However, many other aspects such as network-layer aggregation or

handling the energy-delay trade-off still need to be dealt with in order to achieve

a higher performance level in a deployed WSN.

5.4.4.7 Energy-Aware QoS Routing

Akkaya and Younis (2003) proposed a QoS-aware protocol for real-time

traffic generated by a WSN consisting of image sensors. Their protocol

implements a priority system that divides the traffic flows in two classes:

best-effort and real-time. All nodes use two queues, one for each class of

traffic, allowing different kinds of services to be provided. In addition, the

protocol implements a multipath-based routing mechanism, which uses an

extended version of Dijkstra’s algorithm, that can provide certain reliability in

data transmissions. The source node chooses a route in order to achieve the

end-to-end requirements and then forwards the packet to the next hop neigh-

bor in the route. Each intermediate node classifies the received packet as real-

time or best-effort. The scheduling algorithm prevents the best-effort traffic

from reducing resources to the real-time traffic. The main disadvantage of this

protocol is that it supports only one real-time traffic priority. This character-

istic can be appropriate for a network with a single application, but in a

network with multiple applications, there could be several types of real-time

traffic with different priorities.

5.4.4.8 Comparing QoS–Aware Routing Protocols for WSNs

Table 5.2 compares the various routing protocols for WSNs that take QoS into

consideration.
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Table 5.2 Comparative Table of Routing Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks

Network

Topology

Data Delivery Models

Data

Aggregation/

Fusion

Traffic

Guarantees

Classes

of

Traffic

Networks

Dynamics

Resources

Reservation Scalability

Directed

diffusion

Flat Query-driven and

event-driven

Yes Reliability Yes Limited Yes Medium

SPIN Flat Query-driven and

event-driven

Yes (by means

of data

negotiation)

No No Limited No Low

TEEN &

APTEEN

Hierarchical Query-driven,

event-driven, and

continuous

Yes Certain

guarantees of

real time

Yes Fixed sink No High

SAR Flat Query-driven and

event-driven

Yes Real time and

reliability

Yes No Yes Low

SPEED Flat Query-driven and

event-driven

No Soft real time Yes No Yes Low

MMSPEED Flat Event-driven and

continuous

No Reliability and

real time

Yes Limited No High

Akkaya and

Younis

(2003)

Hierarchical Event-driven and

continuous

No Reliability and

real time

Yes Fixed sink No Low
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5.5 Open Issues in Network and Deployment Technologies

Open issues in network and deployment technologies include the following:

� Quality of Service (QoS) in WSNs. Energy efficiency is a major issue of

concern for WSN designers, and various energy-awareness approaches can

be found. Although the performance of these protocols and mechanisms is

promising in terms of energy efficiency, other factors have not been taken

into account. Recently, new applications for WSNs have begun to be com-

mercialized; many of them can be classified as real-time applications. These

types of applications have very rigid quality-of-service requirements that

usually include delay and reliability. Currently, only a few research studies

have been carried out regarding QoS requirements in environments with

energy constraints such as sensor networks. Energy-aware QoS routing and

MAC protocols are still open issues. Therefore, future protocols for QoS

scenarios could balance energy-efficiency and optimization criteria such as

latency, reliable data delivery, and compliance with real-time constraints

(Martı́nez et al., 2007a, b, 2008).
� Mobility. Most of the current protocols assume that sensor nodes and sinks

are stationary, making mobility an interesting property that could be

included in WSN protocols. In fact, current applications could require this

characteristic, such as real-time target tracking in battle situations. Mobile

nodes can be used to avoid holes in the coverage and to generate information

to be transmitted through the network. If this information is not properly

handled, energy can be wasted. New routing algorithms are needed to make

sure there is an overlapping of coverage in the event of mobility and

topology changes in energy-constrained environments such as the WSNs.
� Localization. Another important issue is the automatic localization of wire-

less sensor nodes. Substantial theory and systems research has been done on

sensor network localization; studies have shown that having GPS hardware

on every sensor node can be very costly. A number of localization methods

have been proposed, yet there are significant challenges to ensuring that

localization is self-configuring and robust not only in laboratory settings but

also in unknown environments where real-world applications will be

deployed. The beacon-based localization proposals could be the basis of a

possible solution to that problem.
� Cross-layer design. A typical transport protocol may not be feasible in

WSNs due to its retransmission overhead, e.g., TCP. On the contrary, a

cross-layer approach could be the solution to provide reliability, flow con-

trol, and other mechanisms commonly implemented in transport protocols.

Cross-layer optimization is very important in order to achieve QoS, where

the application requirements, specified at the application layer, must be

efficiently and correctly mapped onto the dependent performance para-

meters of the network and data link (MAC) layers. Despite notable research

efforts (Goldsmith and Wicker, 2002; van Der Schaar and Sai Shankar,
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2005), mapping the QoS parameters across different layers for cross-layer

optimization still can be considered an open research issue.
� Adaptability to network objectives. The amount of energy spent on a

particular task depends on how critical the current application objectives

are. For example, the same WSN used for a low-frequency, continuous

monitoring application may later be in a mission-critical tracking or emer-

gency threat alert application. In another example, when the goals are more

critical, energy-savings requirements become secondary with respect to

latency and throughput. Therefore, one goal is to develop medium access

plans that are able to change their mission or objective when necessary.

Although several attempts have been made, more work must be done in this

area. Another issue that should be exhaustively investigated is traffic pat-

terns. WSN applications exhibit a few specific traffic patterns; much could

be gained by studying these patterns better in the MAC design, instead of

supporting arbitrary communication patterns.
� Over-the-air-programming of WSN nodes. The nodes’ software for a

deployed WSN may need to be reprogrammed or updated from time to

time. This task must be carried out reliably, but only a few networking

protocols were designed to reliably carry out such a task in a multi-hop

network. The main difficulty is acknowledging the packets in a joint multi-

hop/multicast communication.
� Scalability. Most WSN applications require a larger node count as well as a

higher density than other types of networks. This should be taken into con-

sideration when designing medium access control and routing protocols. Less

scalable protocols may lead to unbearable overheads, which may cause unne-

cessary energy consumption in certain nodes or even lead to network failure.

There also may be severe QoS reductions; in this context, the scalability of

currently available MAC and routing protocols should be further investigated.
� Synchronization. In a distributed system such as a WSN, time synchroniza-

tion is an important issue for several reasons. First, the coordination and

collaboration of sensor nodes needs a common timescale. Second, the nodes

must coordinate their active and idle modes, which, of course, requires

synchronization. Finally, some scheduling algorithms such as TDMA need

synchronization. Nowadays, the most precise solutions are those that use at

least one node equipped with a GPS receiver; they may use more than one

node depending on the scale of the WSN (He and Kuo, 2006). Because GPS

hardware increases the total cost of a WSN significantly, one of the chal-

lenges is obtaining a precise time synchronization algorithm without the

need for a GPS receiver.
� Node deployment. In most WSN designs, sensor nodes are randomly or

uniformly distributed because of their simplicity. However, node deploy-

ment greatly impacts wireless systems and can affect both energy efficiency

andQoS. Several studies have been done on the possibility of a non-uniform,

power-aware distribution plan (Liu et al., 2006). Therefore, node deploy-

ment methodologies remain an important open issue.
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� Security. Just as classical IP networks are exposed to attacks compromising

their security, the WSNs also are at risk. The attacks usually proceed from

malicious nodes. A malicious node can misrepresent its identity in the net-

work and issue route error messages to misdirect the path or drop incoming

packets, among other possible attacks. If the network is intrusion-tolerant,

then a malicious node can only compromise a very small number of nodes in

its vicinity, rather than causing widespread damage in sensor networks.

Several interesting approaches about security in WSNs have been proposed

by Agah et al. (2006), Deng et al. (2006), and Khalil et al. (2007).
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Chapter 6

Standards and Safety Regulations for WSNs

Abstract The use of any technology requires that its users be confident of both

its usefulness and its safety. In an effort to guarantee this, standardization

bodies around the world generate standards to be followed by product manu-

facturers. When dealing with electronic communications systems such as

WSNs, issues such as electromagnetic compatibility, the safety of their opera-

tion, the confidentiality and security of private information, and environmental

awareness are of great practical importance. This chapter reviews how these

safety issues apply to WSNs and presents some of the significant European

regulations on this matter together with some notes on the open issues that may

have to be treated in possible future standards.

6.1 Introduction to the Regulatory Aspects of WSNs

In this chapter, we consider the main European regulation applicable toWSNs.

This regulation includes aspects such as electromagnetic compatibility and

health risks related to the production, use, and disposal of corresponding

equipment. It has to be noted, however, that this regulation applies only to

Europe; other regions have their own legislation on such matters. European

laws provide good guidance on the most significant aspects in terms of the

safety and regulation of WSN systems.

The R&TTE directive (Dir 1999/5/EC) of the European Union governs the

R&TTE (radio equipment and telecommunications terminal equipment) mar-

ket in Europe to allow for free movement of these products while assuring that

under normal use there is an efficient use of spectrum, no harmful interferences,

and no avoidable health risks. It also mentions the necessity of assuring the

privacy of personal data. However, it is not within the scope of this directive to

harmonize the radio-frequency spectrum. In fact, the spectrum is not fully

harmonized throughout Europe, as the Member States have individual author-

ity on the spectrum usage matter.

WSN nodes fall within the scope of the R&TTE directive since they may be

considered ‘‘radio equipment,’’ whose definition is ‘‘a product, or relevant
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component thereof, capable of communication bymeans of the emission and/or

reception of radio waves utilising the spectrum allocated to terrestrial/space

radiocommunication.’’ The frequency bands used by WSN evidently are con-

sidered inside the limits of radio waves.

The essential requirements that the directive states all apparatus must follow

are (including textual quotes from the directive and the most recent legislation

references at the time of this writing)

� ‘‘The protection of the health and the safety of the user and any other

person,’’ including the safety objectives of the so-called low-voltage

directive (LVD) (Dir 2006/95/EC), although without the voltage

limit
� ‘‘The protection requirements with respect to electromagnetic compatibility

contained in’’ the so-called electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) directive

(Dir 2004/108/EC)
� The efficient use of ‘‘the spectrum allocated to terrestrial/space radio com-

munication and orbital resources so as to avoid harmful interference’’

Apparatus that comply with the relevant essential requirements of this

directive will show the ‘‘CE’’ conformity marking. There are also directives

related to environmental protection when manufacturing, using, or disposing

of electronic devices; we will present these later in this chapter.

European directives do not usually contain technical expressions for their

requirements. Instead, this expression is usually found in European standards

(EN), which carry the obligation of being implemented at the national level in

all member countries. Three European standards organizations may produce

European standards: CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical

Standardization), CEN (European Committee for Standardization), and

ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute). Products that

comply with the harmonization standards under a certain directive are pre-

sumed also to comply with the associated directive requirement(s). Thus,

European standards together with the directives they refer to give complete

meaning to the regulatory issues applicable to products on the European

market.

WSNs, although within the scope of R&TTE and other directives, consti-

tute a relatively new technology, especially regarding commercial products

and applications. Thus, some issues are being identified that may in the future

require specific regulation for WSNs and similar systems (i.e., ubiquitous

wireless systems). This chapter also reviews currently open issues that could

cause the revision of safety and regulatory provisions for these types of

systems.

Table 6.1 summarizes themain safety and regulatory issues that have to be dealt

with in WSN systems. It also gives an overview of the structure of the rest of the

chapter.
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6.2 Electromagnetic Compatibility

Depending on the application, WSN nodes may have to share their surround-

ings with other electronic devices (e.g., computers, domestic appliances, or

medical equipment). Both WSN nodes and the other devices may generate

electromagnetic radiation and/or be affected by it. It is clear that for WSNs to

be of any utility, they must be able to function properly in the electromagnetic

environment in which they are supposed to be placed. This includes, under

normal use, not interfering with the functioning of other devices and having a

sufficient level of immunity to the radiation emanating from that other

equipment.

The protection requirements present in the electromagnetic compatibility

(EMC) directive (Dir 2004/108/EC) apply to R&TTE, and thus to WSNs.

These requirements can be summarized very briefly as the ‘‘no interference’’

and ‘‘immunity’’ properties of the equipment with respect to electromagnetic

radiation. Quoting from the directive,

Equipment shall be so designed andmanufactured, having regard to the state of the art,

as to ensure that:

(a) the electromagnetic disturbance generated does not exceed the level above which

radio and telecommunications equipment or other equipment cannot operate as

intended;

(b) it has a level of immunity to the electromagnetic disturbance to be expected in its

intended use which allows it to operate without unacceptable degradation of its

intended use.

The nature of the involved physical phenomena and the high number of

electromagnetic environments that a product may have to support make it

difficult to design tests that prove the compliance with the two requirements

stated above. To help in this matter, there are European EMC standards under

the EMC directive that specify tests and limits to prove that the requirements

are met. It is not compulsory to use these standards to prove compliance with

the directive, although it is the recommended procedure whenever appropriate

standards exist.

There are three types of EMC standards (CENELEC, 2005). Basic standards

specify mainly tests and measurements to be done, but they do not contain

Table 6.1 Safety and Regulatory Issues Related to Several Aspects of WSN

Aspect of WSN Safety and Regulatory Issues

Electromagnetic radiation Electromagnetic compatibility with other devices in their

surroundings

Biological effects of exposure to radiation

Materials used in nodes and

batteries

Environmental impact and health risks

Data processed, sent, and stored Data security and privacy
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prescribed limits. To find concrete EMC requirements (including limits), gen-

eric or product standards have to be used, which refer to basic standards when

necessary. If a product standard exists for the product or product family, it has

preference over the applicable generic standard.

In general, more than one EMC standard has to be verified to prove that a

product is compliant with the EMC directive. To begin with, both the ‘‘emis-

sion’’ and the ‘‘immunity’’ parts of the requirements have to be assessed. Also, if

the product has several functionalities or functioningmodes, or if it is to be used

in different environments, more than one standard may have to be included to

cover all the possibilities of normal use.

All this makes the process of deciding what standards to apply to a product

not always straightforward. It is even more difficult if the product to be

evaluated is new.

In the case ofWSN radio devices, depending on their frequency band, range,

power level, and modulation technique, the following EMC standards may be

applicable (generated by the ETSI):

� EN 300 220-1 to 3: electromagnetic compatibility and radio spectrum mat-

ters (ERM); short-range devices (SRD); radio equipment to be used in the

25-MHz to 1000-MHz frequency range with power levels ranging up to

500mW.
� EN 300 440-2: electromagnetic compatibility and radio spectrum matters

(ERM); short-range devices; radio equipment to be used in the 1-GHz to 40-

GHz frequency range. Part 2: Harmonised EN under Article 3(2) of the

R&TTE directive.
� EN 300 328: electromagnetic compatibility and radio spectrum matters

(ERM); wideband transmission systems; data transmission equipment oper-

ating in the 2.4-GHz ISM band and using wideband modulation techniques.
� EN 301 489-03: electromagnetic compatibility and radio spectrum matters

(ERM); electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) standard for radio equipment

and services; Part 3: specific conditions for short-range devices (SRD)

operating on frequencies between 9 kHz and 40GHz.

For instance, Standard EN 300 220 (SRD operating at frequencies up to

1GHz) establishes both transmitter and receiver parameters. Depending on

how critical the application is, the receiver will have to comply with a different

number of limits. The standard covers all types of modulation, both narrow-

band and wideband (including spread-spectrum technologies in the latter), with

some limits applicable to only a subset of them. Examples of transmitter

requirements include maximum ‘‘effective radiated power’’ and limitations on

‘‘transient power,’’ defined as ‘‘the power falling into adjacent spectrum due to

switching the transmitter on and off during normal operation.’’ This latter limit

may be especially significant inWSNs since, in order to lower consumption, the

transmitter is not continuously on. Among the receiver requirements we can

find the ‘‘maximum usable sensitivity’’ (the minimum level of signal at the

receiver in order to obtain a certain quality) and the ‘‘adjacent channel
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selectivity’’ (which measures the capability of the receiver to operate correctly in

the presence of an unwanted signal located in an adjacent channel).

Achieving electromagnetic compatibility for tiny devices asWSN nodes may

be complex, since the miniaturization of the devices makes it difficult to avoid

interference even between the electronic components of the node itself. This

could prove to be a challenge to keep decreasing the nodes’ size.

6.3 Biological Effects of Radiation

The exposure to EMF (electromagnetic fields), including, of course, RF (radio-

frequency) radiation, is known to cause potentially harmful biological effects

on humans. These biological effects are classified into thermal and nonthermal

effects:

� Thermal effects are agreed to cause unwanted biological effects. They

appear when the heat induced by the radiation exposure is higher than

what the natural body circulation may drain.
� Nonthermal effects have a much lower level of agreement and understand-

ing. They comprise all the biological effects caused by radiation exposure

that are independent of the temperature rise. Although there is no totally

agreed scientific evidence on the harmfulness of these effects, there is no

evidence on their innocuousness either. Thus, precautionary measurements

have to be taken when advisable given the potential risk.

Issues regarding the biological effects of exposure to EMF are covered

under the low-voltage directive (LVD) (Dir 2006/95/EC). Inside its frame-

work, the Council of the European Union has published, on the basis of the

vast amount of scientific documentation on this matter, and with the advice

of the International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection

(ICNIRP), Recommendation 1999/519/EC ‘‘on the limitation of exposure of

the general public to electromagnetic fields (0Hz to 300GHz)’’ (Rec 1999/519/

EC). It contains basic limits to prevent harmful exposure to EMF, derived

only from threshold values that have been proven to cause acute harmful

effects. Logically, there is a safety factor to adjust these thresholds to the

restrictions present in the recommendation, in this way giving some protection

against the possible long-term effects.

The basic restrictions present in the recommendation are expressed in terms

of the magnetic flux density, current density, specific energy absorption rate

(SAR), and/or power density depending on the frequency of the field. The

frequency bands used by current WSN platforms range between 300MHz

and 2.4GHz (i.e., they use frequencies inside the UHF band). Thus, the applic-

able frequency range of Recommendation 1999/519/EC is 10MHz–10GHz, for

which the basic restrictions are expressed in terms of the SAR. There are three

SAR figures to consider:
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� The limit on the whole body average SAR is 0.08W/kg.
� The limit on the localized SAR for head and trunk is 2W/kg.
� The limit on the localized SAR for limbs is 4W/kg.

SAR is defined in the recommendation as ‘‘the rate at which energy is

absorbed per unit mass of body tissue and is expressed in watts per kilogram

(W/kg).’’ The whole body average SAR is useful for evaluating the adverse

thermal effects of exposure, while the localized SAR figures are necessary for

cases in which small parts of the body may be especially exposed to the

radiation.

The power emitted by WSN may be considered below the established safety

limits. However, if nodes are placed on the human body and they are meant to

continuously monitor and send data, the need to investigate the possible bio-

logical effects arises again, since the local SARmay be high. Note, for instance,

the following warning present in the datasheet of a commercial mote product:

‘‘If the module will be used for portable applications, the device must undergo

SAR testing’’ (Moteiv, 2006). And, in fact, the sensing of biological or medical

parameters using WSN nodes located on (or even inside) the body is an

application probably not uncommon in the future. See Mailhes et al. (2002)

and Reeves et al. (2006) for two of the many examples that can be found on this

kind of application.

The research on the possible biological effects of WSN radiation is very

recent, as most existing research on WSNs is targeted to other technical issues

such as energy efficiency or quality of service. However, it is possible to find

some papers that investigate how to design protocols and algorithms for WSNs

that take into account the effects of radiation exposure on humans. For the

reasons stated above, such research focuses on biological wireless sensor net-

works in which the sensor nodes are placed directly on the human body. See, for

instance, Tang et al. (2005), who propose an algorithm for selecting the cluster

heads of an implanted biosensor network in a way that minimizes the increase in

temperature in human tissue.

More recently, Ren and Meng (2006) proposed an ‘‘equivalent Coefficient-

of-Absorption-and-Bioeffects’’ to evaluate the possible biological effects of a

WSN that measures biological data. The novelty in this case comes from the

consideration of not only the thermal effects (as in Tang et al. (2005)) but also

the nonthermal effects. The value of this coefficient depends on the physical

output power of the transmitters, the incident power density, the network

traffic load, and the tissue characteristics (certain parts of the body are

known to have a higher sensitivity to RF exposure than others). Following

this research, Ren and Meng (2006) indicate some design parameters for the

network protocols of a WSN aimed at reducing their biological effects, which

include power control and rate control, and also propose a rate control algo-

rithm to minimize these effects.

Clearly, analyzing the biological effects of the radiation fromWSNs is a field

in which a lot of future research can (and probably should) be done. If current
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legislation proves to be insufficient for the application of this new technology,

scientific studies will be necessary as a basis of future regulation.

6.4 Environmental Impact

WSNs, like any other electrical or electronic product, may cause negative

environmental effects that can be classified into the following categories

(Köhler and Erdmann, 2004):

� Global resource depletion: The production of semiconductor-based electro-

nic products consumes large quantities of natural resources.
� Energy use: The electricity consumption of electronic devices is a significant

portion of the total figure. In WSNs, those nodes connected to mains and

those with rechargeable batteries consume electricity.
� Production of dangerous substances: Several components of devices and

batteries may have health hazards and/or produce pollution if they are

not properly limited and treated or recycled. These substances may be

present during the production, use, and disposal of the products. More-

over, failing to recycle these products leads to the worsening of the first

and second effects since obtaining and preparing new raw materials is

less efficient than recycling them. This is especially (although not exclu-

sively) true for batteries, currently present in every WSN node not

connected to mains.

To cope with these risks, the European Union has produced regulations

whose goal is to minimize the environmental hazards of electric and electronic

equipment sold in Europe. In principle, nothing prevents WSNs from falling

into the application scope of these directives, summarized as follows:

� TheWEEE directive (Dir 2002/96/EC) aims to reduce the negative environ-

mental effects caused by waste electrical and electronic equipment by (1)

reducing equipment disposal (to do so, WEEE promotes the recycling and

reuse of the devices) and (2) reducing the environmental damages caused by

the processes carried out during their life cycle (improving their environ-

mental performance).
� The RoHS directive (Dir 2002/95/EC) restricts the use of substances in

electrical and electronic equipment that are known to be hazardous for

human health and the environment. RoHS does not apply to batteries.

This directive mandates that ‘‘Member States shall ensure that, from 1 July

2006, new electrical and electronic equipment put on the market does not

contain lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated

biphenyls (PBB) or polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE)’’ (Dir 2002/

95/EC). Later, several CommissionDecisions adopted during 2005 and 2006

amended the RoHS directive to establish applications exempted of the

aforementioned requirement and to indicate the maximum concentration
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of the hazardous substances tolerable in homogeneous (of uniform compo-

sition) materials.
� There is a European directive entirely devoted to batteries (Dir 2006/66/EC),

since all batteries contain hazardous materials (e.g., mercury, lead, or cad-

mium) and metals that may be recycled (e.g., nickel, cobalt, or silver) with

the consequent reduction in the needed energy with respect to having to

extract and prepare virgin metals. Thus, this directive’s goal is to promote

the recycling of batteries and accumulators as well as restrict certain danger-

ous substances in their composition. This new directive, published on Sep-

tember 26, 2006, replaces the current directive on batteries and includes a

wider range of products.

Although this is European regulation, a manufacturer that wants to sell

products both inside and outside the EU will probably choose not to have

different manufacturing processes for the different regions, thus applying the

EU directives to its entire production (Eveloy et al., 2005).

These directives consider exceptions (products to which they do not apply)

that are more related to the application of the product (e.g., military, emer-

gency, or medical uses) than to the characteristics of the product itself. This

could be taken into account for the WSNs used for these particular types of

applications. Apart from the aforementioned exceptions, it seems that the

placing of unattended WSN nodes in an area, e.g., to measure environmental

parameters, has to be done in a way that ensures that the possibility will exist for

their proper treatment at the end of their lifetime. However, if a truly ubiquitous

presence of WSN-like systems becomes a reality, it will be very difficult to

ensure that there is no loss of valuable materials.

Having said this, it should be noted that WSNs may also produce beneficial

environmental effects. In fact, many of their potential applications are precisely

designed to indirectly obtain some sort of environmental benefits. These are

what may be called second-order environmental impacts, as opposed to the

first-order impacts hitherto described (Köhler and Erdmann, 2004). A few of

these positive effects from the use of WSNs may be exemplified as follows:

� The use of WSNs to help manage and control industrial processes may

improve their efficiency and make them consume fewer resources and

energy.
� The same is true for WSNs used to control homes or buildings (e.g., WSNs

that help manage the heating system in terms of efficiency).
� WSNs used to give prompt information on the state of roads could allow

motorists to choose faster and more efficient itineraries, thus reducing

pollution and fossil fuel use.
� Many WSN nodes have to operate with no connection to the mains and

without human intervention. These circumstances are incentive for the

research on alternative energy sources, such as solar panels or energy-

harvesting methods, that prolong the life of the nodes with respect to the

use of batteries. Research literature already exists on this. See, for instance,
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the work by Jiang et al. (2005) in which a system composed of a solar panel, a

super capacitor, and a rechargeable battery is used to feed a Telos mote.

With the correct charging control strategy, the authors claim to largely

prolong the life of sensor networks (or even make it perpetual under certain

operational boundaries). Even commercial energy-harvesting modules are

beginning to appear that are suitable for WSNs and the like.
� The same reasons mentioned in the previous bullet (the autonomous opera-

tion of the nodes) also promote research on more efficient energy use by

WSN nodes.
� Even well-known clean energy sources for everyday life may benefit from

WSNs, since these provide better means to manage them, and the control

technologies needed to make an optimal use of them are complex.

Second-order beneficial effects could compensate for the first-order harmful

effects of WSNs, but only if the usage of the technology is in the framework of

adequate economic structures and lifestyles. Otherwise, so-called third-order

adverse effects may appear that effectively invalidate the second-order benefits,

something that has happened with most of the preceding technologies (Köhler

and Erdmann, 2004). In order to prevent this from happening, new regulations

could be needed from the first stages of the adoption of WSN and similar

pervasive technologies.

6.5 Data Security and Privacy

Some of the applications of WSNs involve the exchange of potentially private

information regarding people or business processes. The ubiquity of these devices

and their ability to collect and wirelessly transmit a great variety of data make the

security of their operation an important issue. This is especially true when dealing

with medical applications (e.g., sending patients’ medical signals obtained by

wearable sensors) or in general when involving people (e.g., tracking the position

or detecting the crossing of an invisible perimeter by humans).

In fact, the security and privacy of personal data are currently considered

fundamental rights in most developed countries. This way, there exist national

data protection bodies in charge of enforcing this right inside their respective

region or country.

Obviously, the introduction of a new technology such as WSNs must not

weaken the safety and rights of people, not only physically but also regarding

their right to maintain the privacy and security of their personal data. Only if

people perceive that their rights are being guaranteed by proper regulations

(together with the corresponding means to enforce it) will the new applications

be generally accepted.

The security and privacy of data in applications that electronically process,

store, or transmit information are not new issues, and corresponding regulations

already exist. See, for instance, the EC 2002 directive in a European context.
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The novelty introduced by WSNs and other technologies (e.g., RFID—Radio

Frequency Identification) is curiously also one of their strengths: the ubiquity and

nonintrusiveness of their operation, which makes the process of recollecting and

sending data practically unnoticeable to their users.

As a sign of the importance and complexity of this matter, the European

Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) has classified as being of particular interest

three subjects related to RFID in which the privacy of data may be compro-

mised (IssuesEDPS). Although related to RFID and not explicitly to WSNs,

these subjects raise issues that are common to both technologies. For instance,

EDPS states that ‘‘Special emphasis is laid on the potential privacy, security and

integrity issues implicated by the use of RFID technology to identify and track

individuals’’ (EDPS 2007). Since the tracking of individuals is also an important

application of WSNs, many of these issues will also apply to them. Moreover,

some researchers already see RFID and WSN as converging technologies (see,

for instance, Harrop (2006)). And, quoting again from the EDPS, it should not

be forgotten that ‘‘RFID together with biometrics, ambient intelligence envir-

onments and Identity Management Systems’’ have been identified by EDPS ‘‘as

technological developments that are expected to have a major impact on data

protection’’ (Hustinx, 2007).

Whether the existing regulation on data protection is enough for WSNs or a

new legal framework for WSN (possibly together with similar technologies) is

necessary is a complex matter. One of the functions of EDPS is precisely to

advise stakeholders of the applicability of the existing regulation to new tech-

nologies and also to detect the need for new legal support. It is outside the scope

of this section to perform a detailed analysis on this issue, although it is

the opinion of the authors that the importance of taking this into account had

to be stressed.
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Chapter 7

European Research Projects Related to WSNs

Abstract We summarize some relevant research European projects to give the

reader a picture on the work in progress in the industrial and academic com-

munities regarding WSNs. For each project we have included a list with basic

information (useful if more data on the project are sought) and a summary of

the main project objectives. The large number of projects whose research

objectives fall into WSNs (in whole or in part) also gives an idea of the high

current interest in this technology.

7.1 UbiSec&Sens

� Name: Ubiquitous Sensing and Security in the European Homeland
� Program: FP6-IST (STREP)
� URL: http://www.ist-ubisecsens.org

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main goals of the project are to develop an architecture and new design cycle

for secure sensor networks and to develop a toolbox of components designed

with security in mind. The targets of these developments are medium and large

wireless sensor networks. The project tests some scenarios in order to check these

networks’ needs regarding issues such as scalability, security, reliability, self-

healing, and robustness. Also, the intersection of the security issues with routing

and in-network processing is a research issue included in the project.

One of the interesting outcomes of this project is the document entitled

‘‘Scenario definition and initial threat analysis’’ (Casaca and Westhoff, 2006)

that explains the security threats in WSNs.

7.2 CoBIs

� Name: Collaborative Business Items
� Program: FP6 STREP Project # IST 004270
� URL: http://www.cobis-online.de/index.html

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,

DOI: 10.1007/978-1-84800-203-6_7, � Springer-Verlag London Limited 2008
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Summary of the Project’s Objectives

To quote this project’s Website, its main goal is ‘‘to apply networked embedded

systems technologies in large-scale business processes and enterprise systems by

developing a platform for directly handling processes at the relevant point of

action rather than in a centralized back-end system.’’

This project aims to provide new capabilities to usual objects in terms of

monitoring or communication using a WSN infrastructure. In fact, sensor and

communication possibilities are integrated into these objects. Bymonitoring object

properties, either their own internal state or their direct environment may be

observed. Communication properties permit different collaborations (e.g., object

to object or object to user) for new organizational or functional purposes.

A demonstration of this system was presented at the IST 2006 conference

(IST, 2006). It applied to the management of hazardous chemicals containers.

The demonstration scenario is the following: If two containers that contain two

incompatible substances are placed too close to one another, they can trigger

an alarm and prevent any possible accident. Another scenario consists of

preventing unqualified people from using potentially hazardous equipment.

This would be achieved by putting sensors on workers’ suits to check whether

a personmeets certain conditions to access a certain area of a factory. The nodes

would then communicate with other nodes in the vicinity, either on clothes or

on equipment, to verify the worker’s access rights. The access is authorized only

if all prerequisites are met.

The considered applications include adding intelligence (monitoring and

communication) to items that already could be traced by means of RFID

technologies. These objects are capable of communicating in a peer-to-peer

manner or with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software.

7.3 WINNER

� Name: Wireless World Initiative New Radio
� Program: FP6 integrated project
� URL: https://www.ist-winner.org/index.html

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The WINNER project proposes to develop a future radio access system with

improved performance and interoperability (i.e., to enable the connection and

cooperation with various wireless systems in optimal conditions). The radio

interface is supposed to be generic and flexible enough to adapt itself to any

kind of user or application requirement (e.g., various kinds of network topol-

ogies, hardware technologies, and frequency-sharing systems). The aimed peak

data rate is up to approximately 100Mbps for the newmobile access and 1Gbps

for new nomadic/local area wireless access. Work focuses on technologies,
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topologies, scalability, wide operational and application range, radio channel

model development, and optimal use of the frequency spectrum.

The first phase of theWINNERproject ended onDecember 31, 2005, after two

years of work. The work focused on the definition and study of new technologies

for the future radio interface. The second phase began on January 1, 2006, also for

two years, to optimize the concept and provide some real-life proof to demon-

strate the performances (public deliverables are accessible on the Website).

WINNER is part of the Wireless World Initiative (WWI Home page), ‘‘a

major European research initiative to create the technologies needed for Systems

Beyond 3G (B3G) in a cross industry and academia research collaboration.’’ It

was established in 2002 to prepare the submission of FP6 European integrated

projects to begin in January 2004. The objectives of these projects were oriented

toward system architecture, users’ requirements, quality of service, security,

resilience, reconfigurability, operability, and validation of systems.

7.4 AWARE

� Name: Platform for Autonomous Self-Deploying andOperation ofWireless

Sensor-Actuator Networks Cooperating with Aerial Objects
� Program: FP6 STREP Project # IST-2006-33579
� URL: http://grvc.us.es/aware

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

AWARE provides software tools for middleware embedded on flying objects

(unmanned aerial vehicles, or UAV) or humans, with the ability to carry sensors

and establish cooperation and communication between each other and with earth

platforms. The network created should be self-deployed, autonomous, and able to

work in places with low accessibility or places without a dedicated communication

infrastructure. Figure 7.1 shows an application scenario example considered by the

AWARE consortium.

The considered application domains are civil security and disaster manage-

ment and filming dynamically evolving scenes with mobile objects; three experi-

ments were carried out during the project.

The sensors carried by the UAVs can be cameras or other light and low-

power sensors. GPS will also be used to attain autolocalization.

7.5 Sensation

� Name: Advanced Sensor Development for Attention, Stress, Vigilance and

Sleep/Wakefulness Monitoring
� Program: FP6 integrated project
� URL: http://www.sensation-eu.org/
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Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The SENSATION project’s main objective is to study and provide technologi-

cal solutions, in the form of wireless sensor arrays, to measure physiological

data. Physiological measurement is used in order to detect and predict

unwanted sleep phases. The systems must be low-cost and noninvasive and

allow the real-time detection of the possible symptoms of an upcoming sleep

phase.

Specific sensors are developed during the project, and some applied studies

on brain operation are achieved.

The application domains range from hypovigilance in transportation sys-

tems (automotive, aviation) to security improvement in potentially danger-

ous industries (prevention of serious industrial accidents due to excessive

fatigue).

Subproject 2, called ‘‘Micro and nano sensor development,’’ is dedicated to

the development of novel sensors and their wireless network interconnection. It

is the part of the project most related toWSNs. To quote from theWebsite, this

subproject is devoted to

developing a wide array of novel micro and nano sensors for unobtrusive monitoring

of human physiological state and activity; their interconnection through an

embedded connectivity at the body, local and wider area; and their integration in

multi-sensorial systems through innovative signal processing and computational

intelligence algorithms for data fusion, data management and power consumption

minimization.

The project does not address low consumption.

Fig. 7.1 Example of an

AWARE application

scenario. (Courtesy of the

AWARE consortium;

http://www.aware-project.

net.)
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7.6 e-SENSE

� Name: Capturing Ambient Intelligence for Mobile Communications

Through Wireless Sensor Networks
� Program: FP6 IST integrated project IST-FP6-IP-027227
� URL: http://www.ist-e-sense.org

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The e-SENSE project’s objective is to develop a broad and generic framework to

enable the convergence of heterogeneous wireless communication systems for an

ambient intelligence context. This framework is supposed to be accessible to any

kind of wireless network in terms of size, scale, composition, mobility, and applica-

tion domain. Sensor networks can be local (body sensor network), large-range

(object-to-object interaction), or wide area (environment monitoring), or any com-

bination of these, aimed at integration into future ‘‘Beyond 3G’’ (B3G) systems.

According to the project’s Website, the project’s mission is to provide

heterogeneous wireless sensor network solutions to enable context capture for ambient

intelligence, in particular for mobile and wireless systems beyond 3G, thus enabling

truly multi-sensory and personal mobile applications and services, as well as assisting

mobile communications through sensor information.

The main research domains of the project are as follows:

� Efficient wireless communications (WP3)
� Scalable and reconfigurable transport of data (WP2&4)
� Distributed processing middleware (WP4)

7.7 WASP

� Name: Wirelessly Accessible Sensor Populations
� Program: FP6-IST
� URL: http://www.wasp-project.org/

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main goal of the project is the creation of a complete system view of the

construction of large populations of collaborative objects. With this goal in

mind, the project intends to encourage industry to use the results of academic

research, by covering all levels of the wireless sensor network, from the applica-

tion to the node and the network. The validation of the results is done in three

different business areas: road transport, elderly care, and herd control. All of

these areas were selected because of their social significance as well as the

complex nature of the projects, specifically the large range of requirements.
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7.8 MIMOSA

� Name: Microsystems Platform for Mobile Services and Applications
� Program: FP6-IST
� URL: http://www.mimosa-fp6.com/

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The project aims to develop a mobile phone–centric, open-technology platform

to make ambient intelligence a reality. The project is expected to identify and

develop generic microsystem blocks for ambient intelligence. Microsystems are

used due to their low cost, low power consumption, and small size. The

identified and developed blocks provide the project with the required function-

ality for the local connectivity, context sensing, intuitive user interface, ener-

getic autonomy, and microsystem integration technology.

7.9 E2R

� Name: End-to-End Reconfigurability
� Program: FP6-IST
� URL: http://e2r2.motlabs.com

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

Themain goal of the E2R project is to invent, develop, test, and show the results

of an architectural design of reconfigurable devices and supporting system

functions, with the aim of offering a wide set of operational options to users,

applications, service regulators, operators, and providers in the context of

heterogeneous systems. An end-to-end perspective should drive developments

and research in order to achieve the above-mentioned goal. End-to-end recon-

figurable systems provide and execute environments that, through the use of

cognitive methods, are able to optimize the usage of resources and obtain

versatility. With all these features, the final user should receive the required

service when and where needed and at an affordable price.

7.10 CRUISE

� Name: Creating Ubiquitous Intelligent Sensing Environments
� Program: FP6-IST Network of Excellence
� URL: http://www.ist-cruise.eu/
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Summary of the Project’s Objectives

This project’s intention is to be the focal point in the planning and coordination

of research in the communication and application aspects of WSNs in Europe.

A crucial part of the project is the creation of a state-of-the-art knowledge base

available to the general public, by collecting, comparing, validating, and dis-

seminating information. The research is focused on the solution of specific

theoretical and technical problems that may allow the construction of sensor

network applications that have the potential to significantly affect European

society. The project also hopes to stimulate discussion on standardization,

international collaboration, and intellectual property. Another main objective

involves teaching and training results regarding wireless sensor networks as well

as seeking new techniques to teach and train these technologies.

7.11 RUNES

� Name: Reconfigurable Ubiquitous Networked Embedded Systems
� Program: FP6-IST integrated project
� URL: http://www.ist-runes.org

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main objective is to enable the creation of a large-scale and widely dis-

tributed heterogeneous network of embedded systems capable of adapting and

interoperating in their environments. In order to achieve widespread usage of

network embedded systems, this project develops a standardized architecture

capable of self-organization and adaptation to a changing environment. Also

among the outcomes of the project, an adaptive middleware platform and a

series of application development tools are created to allow the developers to

flexibly interact with the environment and at the same time offer a level of

abstraction that will facilitate the development and usage of applications. This

reduces the development costs as well as the time to market of the application.

The project also examines potential uses of the technology, developing demon-

strator systems and designing training courses to show the benefits of the

obtained results.

7.12 Smart Messages

� Name: Smart Messages Project
� Program: NA
� URL: http://discolab.rutgers.edu/sm/
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Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main goal of the Smart Messages Project (Smart Messages) is to develop a

network architecture for large-scale embedded systems (NES) whose function-

ing is not supervised by humans. NES are characterized by restriction of

resources, heterogeneity, and volatile nodes. These unique characteristics

make traditional distributed computing models not easy to use in such net-

works. In order to solve this problem, the Smart Messages Project proposes a

distributed computing model called Cooperative Computing, which is based on

execution migration. In this model, applications are composed of dynamic

collections of Smart Messages (SMs), and each node cooperates by providing

a common system support.

Two papers that have been published in the context of this project are

the following: ‘‘Cooperative computing in sensor networks’’ (Iftode et al.,

2004) and ‘‘Smart Messages: A distributed computing platform for networks

of embedded systems’’ (Kang et al., 2004). The main concept treated in both

documents is the cooperative computing model. In this model, a distributed

application can be developed without a priori knowledge of the scale and

topology of the network, or the specific functionality of each node. To

prove that any protocol or application can be written using SMs, two

previously proposed applications have been implemented: SPIN (Heinzel-

man et al., 1999; Kulik et al., 2002) and directed diffusion (Intanagonwiwat

et al., 2000).

The project has also included a node prototype (see Fig. 7.2) and two

application prototypes: ‘‘EZCab: An automatic system for booking a cab in

cities’’ (Zhou et al., 2004) and ‘‘TrafficView: A scalable traffic monitoring

system,’’ (Disco Lab) which were evaluated with simulations.

Fig. 7.2 ‘‘Smart Messages’’

prototype node with camera

and GPS attached. (From

[Iftode et al., 2004].)
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7.13 EYES

� Name: Energy Efficient Sensor Networks
� Program: IST-2001-34734
� URL: http://www.eyes.eu.org/

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main goal of the EYES project is to develop a new smart node technology

needed for building self-organizing and collaborative sensor networks. As the

project’s description reads, ‘‘This technology will enable the creation of a new

generation of sensor nodes, which can effectively network together so as to

provide a flexible platform for the support of a large variety of mobile sensor

network applications’’ (Havinga et al., 2003). The feasibility of the concepts and

technologies theoretically developed is demonstrated with a sensor network

prototype in which some example applications are deployed.

The EYES architecture is defined over two distinct key system layers of

abstraction: the sensor and networking layer on one side, and the distributed

services layer on the other. The sensor and networking layer contains the sensor

nodes (the physical sensor and wireless transmission modules) and the network

protocols. Communication protocols developed in this layer take into account

the mobility of nodes and dynamic changes of topology. On the other hand, the

distributed services layer contains distributed services to support mobile sensor

applications. There are two major services: the lookup service, which controls

the node self-configuration, and the information service, which deals with the

collection of data.

7.14 Embedded WiSeNts

� Name: Cooperating Embedded Systems for Exploration and Control Fea-

turing Wireless Sensor Networks
� Program: FP6-IST-004400
� URL: http://www.embedded-wisents.org

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

The main goal of the Embedded WiSeNts project is to connect the classic

concept of embedded systems with two more recent system concepts: ubiqui-

tous computing and wireless sensor networks. Embedded WiSeNts proposes

that ‘‘these three types, of actually quite diverse, state-of-the-art systems share

some principal commonalities but also share some complementary aspects that

make a combination of these systems a promising coherent system.’’ From this

combination arises a new notion in computational area: cooperating objects.
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In this sense, Embedded WiSeNts tries to detect the research trends about

cooperating objects in the following 10 or 15 years, and to diffuse its results

to the academic and industrial areas.

7.15 mSWn

� Name: Solving Major Problems in Microsensorial Wireless Networks
� Program: FP6 STREP Project # IST 034642
� URL: https://www.uswn.eu

Summary of the Project’s Objectives

Focusing on the technological research side to obtain standard paradigms for

unsolved problems related to WSNs, the mSWN project’s main objective is to

research generic and reusable software and hardware solutions that are com-

mon to existing and potential future applications.Moreover, the project focuses

on researching and developing reusable middleware components to ease future

development regarding similar systems under real-time restrictions. The

research regarding the challenge of WSN architectural design and deployment

will be focused on obtaining solutions that, although generic, allow for further

fine-tuning when a given application is considered. Among the publications of

this project done as of this writing, we would like to cite Stoyanova et al. (2007).

For the mSWN project, WSN technology has been applied to three specific

application scenarios: surveillance, multi-tracking, and real-time event hand-

ling to be implemented at the Versmé Sanatorium in Birstonas, Lithuania.

However, the advantages of wireless sensor technology can clearly go beyond

these applications. Thus, solutions obtained in mSWN should be applicable not

only to the three scenarios to be deployed as part of the project, but also to as

wide a range of applications as possible.
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Chapter 8

WSN Application Scenarios

Abstract Wireless sensor network (WSN) technology is a new and modern

technology that has already been implemented in a wide variety of scenarios,

and its applications are growing every day. As models for mobile wireless

networking become more popular, their appeal comes from the fact that they

can operate autonomously without the need for an existing infrastructure. This

great benefit can be seen even more clearly when looking at the many problems

that the use of WSN technology solves. The applications of WSN technology

have been classified into four main categories: environmental monitoring,

health care, security, and additional applications. After we review the different

WSN cases in these fields, we identify three of the most demanding and most

representative scenarios to demonstrate the advantages of WSN technology

and its boundless potential in today’s world. The technical analysis defines the

use cases for multiple-target tracking, surveillance and vital sign, and environ-

mental critical monitoring and specifies the user requirements and technical

description of the network infrastructure and overall system that should be

designed to support all three application scenarios.

8.1 Application Fields for WSNs

The applications of wireless sensor network technology have been broken down

into four main categories: environmental monitoring, health care, security, and

additional applications. The advantages of the technology can be clearly

demonstrated through theWSN application classification even though, regard-

less of the application field, this technology has the capability to transform

people’s lives in all parts of society worldwide.

8.1.1 Environmental Monitoring

The use of wireless sensor networks in environmental applications is becoming

more and more important in a world concerned about climate change, global

A.-B. Garcı́a-Hernando et al., Problem Solving for Wireless Sensor Networks,

DOI: 10.1007/978-1-84800-203-6_8, � Springer-Verlag London Limited 2008
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warming, and diminishing natural resources. WSNs can contribute to the

development of hazard response systems, natural disaster detection systems,

and energy-monitoring systems, among others.

Sensor networks have evolved from passive logging systems that require

manual downloading, into intelligent sensor networks. These networks are

comprised of nodes and communication systems that actively transmit their

data to a sensor network server (SNS) where the data can be integrated with

other environmental data sets. These sensor nodes can be fixed or mobile and

range in scale depending on the environment being sensed. Large-scale single-

function networks tend to use large single-purpose nodes to cover a wide

geographical area. Localized multifunction sensor networks typically monitor

a small area in detail, often with wireless ad hoc systems. Environmental

monitoring can be broken down into five representative groups, as shown in

Fig. 8.1: meteorological, geological, habitat, pollution, and energy monitoring.

8.1.1.1 Meteorological Monitoring

The main goal of meteorological monitoring is to control, supervise, and study

several physical and atmospheric magnitudes. Traditional weather stations

provide information about rainfall, wind speed and direction, air temperature,

barometric pressure, relative humidity, and solar radiation. These measure-

ments can be useful to forecast the weather and to predict or detect harsh

natural phenomena (Bruno and Blumberg, 2006). The advantage of using

WSNs in weather forecasting is the acquisition of large amounts of data that

would be too difficult to obtain otherwise. This information can be stored in

databases and then analyzed to improve the reliability of predictions. Natural

meteorological disasters such as hurricanes, floods, and droughts have histori-

cally been the cause of great losses economically and in terms of human lives

(Roark and VanWie, 2003; Kung et al., 2006). In this context, the use of wireless

sensor networks can be a way to reduce or prevent damage, where the benefits

Fig. 8.1 Environmental monitoring classification
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of this technology in foreseeing catastrophes are real-time data collection,

coordinated and accurate response, and large monitoring areas. In the case of

flooding, a WSN may provide real-time information on rainfall and water

levels. In the case of drought forecasting, the network monitors and collects

spatial and temporal ground surface information. Finally, for tropical storm

and hurricane predictions, nodes can be deployed on the water surface, with

water temperature, ambient humidity, and wind speed–sensing capabilities

(Kung et al., 2006).

8.1.1.2 Geological Monitoring

Geological monitoring refers to the control, supervision, and study of several

physical geological magnitudes, to enhance the understanding of the earth’s

state, with one of the most important applications being catastrophe prediction.

The main feature shared by geological disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis,

volcanic eruptions, and landslides is the fact that they are related to an under-

ground event (Evans et al., 2006). Unlike existing methods of monitoring

underground conditions, which rely on buried sensors connected via wire to

the surface, WSN devices are deployed completely belowground and do not

require any wired connections.

8.1.1.3 Habitat Monitoring

Habitat monitoring refers to surveys aimed at detecting and explaining changes

in the environment, both flora and fauna, and to assess the effects of any

conservation action. Sensor network solutions for habitat monitoring show

enormous potential benefits for the industrial and scientific communities, and

society as a whole, because of their long-term data collection ability at scales

and resolutions that are difficult to obtain otherwise through traditional

instrumentation and their easy interaction with other external networks

(Akyildiz and Stuntebeck, 2006; Biagioni and Bridges, 2002; Beckwith et al.,

2004; Mainwaring et al., 2002). Researchers are becoming increasingly con-

cerned about the potential impact of the humanpresencewhenmonitoring plants

and animals in field conditions, yet with wireless sensors, wildlife monitoring can

be carried out without the use of traditional intrusive instrumentation.

8.1.1.4 Pollution Monitoring

A huge concern of the 21st century is the increase in pollution and its devastat-

ing effects. Air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution, and radioactive

contamination, to name a few, need to be controlled and monitored in an

attempt to reduce their damaging consequences. Classical systems have a

straightforward and suitable way of centralizing information coming from

sensors monitoring air pollution: the use of cables. However, WSNs have

introduced a new way of operating, in which the nodes are organized into an
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ad hoc wireless architecture (Baumgartner and Robert, 2006). In the example of

a water pollution detection system in a lake located near a factory that uses

chemical substances, sensor nodes can be randomly deployed in unknown and

hostile areas and relay the exact origin of a pollutant to authorities, who can

then take appropriate measures to limit the pollution’s spread.

8.1.1.5 Energy Monitoring

The cost of energy has become a significant factor in the performance of

economies and in the maintenance of the environment, making energy resource

management of utmost importance. The production and consumption of

energy resources is very important to the global economy, and often it is

possible to save on expenditures by incorporating innovative technology and

new management techniques. The advantage of using wireless technology is

that the energy waste can often be reduced by something as easy as measuring

the temperature or human presence in a room and taking the necessary steps

such as switching off a light or turning down the heat (Sensicast, 2008).

8.1.2 Health Care

WSN technology could potentially impact a number of health-care applica-

tions, such as medical treatment, pre- and post-hospital patient monitoring,

people rescue, and early disease warning systems. In addition, WSNs can

contribute to solving some important social problems, such as caretaking of

the chronically ill, of the elderly, and of people with mental and physical

disabilities. This will not only improve these people’s quality of life, but also

benefit society as a whole.

Since the health-care domain is a very broad grouping, it has been divided

into five separate categories as presented in Fig. 8.2: patient monitoring, dis-

ability assistance, people rescue, bio-surveillance, and smart surrounding.

8.1.2.1 Patient Monitoring

The main goal of patient monitoring is to observe the patient’s state of health in

the hospital and/or home environments. Current systems used for long-term

patient monitoring require the use of wires, whereas in WSNs this is not

necessary. The measurements of patient vital signs can be useful not only for

medical records and treatments, but also for later rehabilitation. Patient mon-

itoring in hospital environments aims at continuously collecting patients’ vital

signs. In this scenario, every patient could wear tiny, wireless vital sign sensors,

allowing doctors and nurses to continuously monitor their status and to react to

changes (Lo et al., 2005; HEARTS).
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8.1.2.2 Disability Assistance

Disability assistance considers application scenarios where smart sensors oper-

ate within the human body to counteract organ weaknesses or to monitor

important physiological parameters or particular organ viability. For example,

when managing patients with diabetes, the blood glucose level can be mon-

itored continuously, controlling the insulin delivery from an implanted reser-

voir (IBM, 2005). For the treatment of epilepsy and other debilitating

neurological disorders, implantable, multi-programmable brain stimulators

are already on the market, which save the patient from surgical operations

such as removing brain tissue. In cardiology, the value of the implantable

cardioverter-defibrillator has increasingly been recognized for the effective

prevention of sudden cardiac death (Van Laerhoven et al., 2004). Such tech-

nological development reflects the social, industrial, and clinical perspectives of

future health-care delivery.

8.1.2.3 People Rescue

The advances in wireless networking and medical sensors extend the possibi-

lities for providing emergency care. In emergency or disaster scenarios, if people

are outfitted with tiny wireless badges, rescue teams and medics will be guided

much faster to victims, allowing large numbers of casualties to be prevented

(Gao et al., 2005). These sensors would relay continuous data to nearby para-

medics and emergency medical technicians, who would use mobile PDAs or

mobile PC-based systems in ambulances to capture all vital patient data. They

could thus monitor and care for several patients at once and be alerted to any

changes in the patient’s physiological status. The information network includes

communication with the rescue teams as well as with the hospitals information

system, allowing for better coordination between the emergency rescue teams

and the hospitals with the facilities and resources to care for patients in critical

Fig. 8.2 Classification in the health-care domain
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condition. Patients in accidents can greatly benefit from technologies that

continuously monitor their vital status and track their locations until they are

admitted to the hospital (MobiHealth). For example, the first rescuer who

arrives at the area of an accident with a large number of victims would place

wireless vital sign and location-tracking sensors on each patient. The sensors

provide several functions: vital sign monitoring, location tracking, medical

record storage, and triage status tracking. These sensors would continuously

relay data to nearby paramedics and emergency medical technicians, who

would use mobile PDAs to capture all vital data. Thus, they could monitor

and care for several patients at once and be alerted to any changes in the

patient’s physiological status.

8.1.2.4 Bio-surveillance

All wireless sensor systems created with the purpose of bio-surveillance help

public health experts determine the likelihood of a deadly disease outbreak

among humans (Shea and Lister, 2003). A series of sensors can collect and

examine samples from the air, soil, and water and use weather conditions to

predict the epidemiological spread of the disease (Anderson et al., 2003). This

prediction allows federal, state, and local officials to react, providing fast

emergency response, medical care, and subsequent management needs.

8.1.2.5 Smart Surrounding

Smart sensor technology can help solve some important social problems, such

as caretaking for the chronically ill, the elderly, and people with mental and

physical disabilities. Often this high level of health care can be provided in

citizens’ homes while they continue a normal, active life instead of being

institutionalized (Medical Home; Sanders, 2000). This will not only improve

an individual’s quality of life, but will also be a great benefit to society as a

whole.

8.1.3 Security Domain

This application domain not only includes a wide variety of challenging pro-

blems like target tracking and localization, detection of toxic chemicals, rescue,

and homeland security, but has also defined the common view of a wireless

sensor network as a large-scale, multi-hop ad hoc network of tiny resources and

energy-constrained sensor nodes. In addition, the cost involved in using a

sensor network for military applications is of less importance if technology

can provide a strategic advantage in warfare (DARPA, 1997).

European research inWSNs focuses on civilian applications. In this context,

we have decided to map military applications to the civilian domain; for
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instance, using material flow monitoring for the logistics of dangerous goods

and using tracking in building security. Sensor networks for these applications

may have different properties, such as being carried out on a smaller scale,

heterogeneous hardware, single-hop networks. Typically, it is hard to convince

potential users of these applications to invest money in research, at least when

compared to military funding.

Surveillance is taken as the process of monitoring the behavior of people,

objects, or processes within systems, for security or social control. WSN tech-

nology is very well suited for surveillance systems, mainly because wireless

sensor networks do not require any wired infrastructure. However, surveillance

needs to be categorized in order to take into account the different requirements

of the different cases, namely indoor and outdoor surveillance, as shown in

Fig. 8.3.

8.1.3.1 Indoor Surveillance

Indoor surveillance has two possible application scenarios: surveillance systems

placed in a private environment such as a home, and those located in public

buildings such as hospitals, museums, and airports, among others. Wireless

indoor sensor networks differ from general sensor networks in that they can

have nodes with heterogeneous resources and at the same time dissimilar

attributes. The nodes may have different energy capacities, processing capabil-

ities, positions, and radio coverage. Wireless networks have many advantages

over their wired counterparts that need to be taken into consideration as well.

They are easily deployed, have ubiquitous connection, are low in maintenance,

and are unobtrusive.

Fig. 8.3 Security domain classification
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WSNs offer new possibilities in public building surveillance, such as saving

costs in wiring installation. Some sensors, such as thermal sensors, integrate

processing units that estimate alarm conditions; thus, presence detection can be

carried out with volumetric sensors. These sensors receive infrared radiation

from elements or generate an invisible wide detection field that is hard to avoid.

Like electrostatic sensors, most volumetric devices are based on pyroelectric

sensors, which convert infrared radiation variations emitted by elements into a

small current, allowing this sensor to examine infrared radiation in a fixed area

of the room, where it is installed. Video surveillance systems are necessary to

identify the alarm source detected by volumetric devices; a small amplitude and

speed variation at any given time will trigger the alarm. Nevertheless, a combi-

nation of both devices is possible. With this purpose, movement video detection

systems transform the video-capturing capabilities of a closed television circuit

into an image-capturing detection system, analyzing video output to generate

an evaluation field. The main advantage of these systems is that no additional

video surveillance system is required, since video monitoring offers information

about the alarm’s source, helping to minimize false alarms (DARPA, 1997).

8.1.3.2 Outdoor Surveillance

Outdoor surveillance is also highly important for perimeter security, such as

keeping prisoners inside the premises or keeping intruders out of a certain area

(Chang et al., 2004). When using invisible surveillance, it is fundamental that

intruders are not able to detect its presence and then sabotage the detection

system. For this reason, several technologies have been developed to yield a

cost-effective solution for particular proprietors.

� A magnetic detection system: This method is based on the magnetic anom-

aly’s passive detection, which allows the detection of any intruder that

carries ferromagnetic metal objects.
� A vibration detection system: Vibration sensors are attached to a wire fence,

which detect any vibration produced by climbing or wire-cutting of the

enclosure (Magal, 2002).
� An electromagnetic field detection fixed system: This technology makes use

of a fixed set of volumetric sensors for perimeter intruder detection, which

generates an electromagnetic field around two wires, both field-emitter and

receiver, buried in the ground.
� An electromagnetic field detection portable system: Portable systems allow

fast installation and easy handling for perimeter security.
� A microwave perimeter control: A microwave barrier is established between

sensors, whose status is analyzed by a digital signal processor.

These systems are based on amplitude and phase disturbance detection and

use a small antenna to emit the detection signal. When intrusion activity

patterns are received in the perimeter antenna, the system activates an alarm.
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These systems can be combined with WSN technologies, as each antenna forms

an isolated node.

Airport security provides a first line of defense by attempting to stop poten-

tial attackers from bringing weapons or bombs into the airport. WSN technol-

ogy plays an important role here. If airport security is successful, then the

chances of these devices getting onto aircrafts are greatly reduced. Bomb

detection, luggage tracking, drug detection, and hijacking are all current threats

in many airports throughout the world, which is why the advancements inWSN

technology are so important today.

A nation’s military forces are extremely important. Military defense requires

constant industrial and technological advancements. The benefits of WSNs can

be seen in homeland security, military vehicle operation, and maintenance and

battlefield monitoring. One of the most important in today’s world is the

application of this technology in homeland security, where intrusion detection

and perimeter monitoring are key elements to successful homeland defense in

this new age of terrorism. Active and passive sensors can be used to detect the

presence of nuclear, biological, and chemical agents. Passive sensors detect a

change in the natural energy field caused or emitted by a target. Passive sensor

technology includes those sensors based on capacitance, heat, sound, and

vibration. Active sensors transmit energy and detect a change in the received

energy as the target comes within range. Local law enforcement plays another

important role in homeland defense. Advanced wireless networks can aid police

departments in tracking down suspects and responding to criminal activity. By

linking wireless routers to video cameras, images can be transmitted from

disaster areas to vehicles, fire stations, command centers, and other public

safety agencies. Officers in command centers can view the video of an incident,

analyze footage, and relay orders to a response team, all in real time. The

detection of biological, chemical, and nuclear attacks and sniper localization

can all make important use of wireless sensor technology.

8.1.4 Additional Domains

The previous sections presented three important specific application scenario

domains.We can expand the scope of the scenarios by asking, ‘‘How can aWSN

be applied to other domains or fields?’’ A complete list of applications is limited

only by the imagination, but in order to answer this question, we will focus on

several applications that have already been mentioned by users and companies.

Since WSN technology can be applied in such a wide variety of ways, this list of

additional applications will grow as potential users become aware of the tech-

nological capabilities. Today, many of the WSN applications described in this

section are some of the most widespread. Depending on the needs of the

company or user, this grouping of applications could be seen as one of the

most important. The list of applications includes areas like structural health
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monitoring, building monitoring and control, automotive monitoring, traffic

monitoring, industrial process control, and asset and warehouse monitoring.

8.1.4.1 Structural Health Monitoring

Life-cycle monitoring of civil infrastructures such as bridges and buildings is

critical to the long-term operational cost and safety of aging structures. It is in

this context thatWSNs are receiving special attention in an attempt tominimize

cost and maximize the utility of the system as a whole by performing real-time

monitoring (Sazonov et al., 2004; Pakzad et al., 2005). Events such as earth-

quakes can cause enormous damage to civil infrastructures without producing

any apparent visible damage. Such damage can result in life-threatening con-

ditions in the structure either in the immediate aftermath or long after the actual

event has occurred. Near real-time structural monitoring of civil infrastructure

reduces the loss of human lives by warning the appropriate authorities about

hazardous structures and impending collapses and provides information to

emergency response services. For bridge structure monitoring in particular,

various techniques can be used:

� Slow monitoring measures slow phenomena like temperature changes, set-

tling, and concrete relaxing. Therefore, the sampling frequency can be

hours. Variables measured could be air temperature, straining in several

axes, steel distortion, and solar radiation, in places like boards and pillars.
� Fast monitoringmeasures fast phenomena like traffic, wind, and earthquake

effects. Sampling frequency may be variable, seconds, or milliseconds, with

levels depending on variable speed changes. The sensors for these measure-

ments are accelerometers, wind speed, and direction meters.
� Corrosionmonitoring is designed to detect steel corrosion and thus has a slow

measurement interval of perhaps days.

8.1.4.2 Building Monitoring and Control

Sensors embedded in a building can drastically decrease energy costs by mon-

itoring the building’s temperature and lighting conditions. The information

obtained is then used to regulate heating systems, cooling systems, ventilators,

lights, and computer servers (Zhao andGuibas, 2004). If a conference room full

of people becomes too hot, cold air may be borrowed from an adjacent room

that is temporarily empty for the next couple of hours. Sensors in a ventilation

system may also be able to detect biological agents or chemical pollutants.

Wireless sensors are also an attractive alternative to wire-controlled devices

such as light switches because of the high cost of wiring. Wireless sensor net-

works are easy to install, making this solution a suitable technology to monitor

a wide variety of energy measurements and receive automatic notification upon

detection of unusual events.
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8.1.4.3 Automotive Monitoring

Automotive monitoring and traffic and transport monitoring are two very

important applications of wireless sensor technology. In both cases, the physi-

cal quantity that is usually used to measure is the magnetic field (Crossbow,

2007), which in turn conditions the technology that will be used to measure the

magnetic field. The sensor module detects passing vehicles by measuring dis-

turbances in the earth’s magnetic field caused by passing vehicles. Almost all of

today’s road vehicles, even vehicles with polymer body panels, contain a large

mass of steel. The steel has a much higher magnetic permeability than the

surrounding air, which concentrates the flux lines of the earth’s magnetic

field, increasing the magnitude of the B-field inside and in the immediate

vicinity of the vehicle. This disturbance is detectable as far away as 15 meters

from the vehicle.

8.1.4.4 Traffic Monitoring

Increasing congestion in public road networks is a growing problem in many

countries (Coleri et al., 2004). Any remedial strategy for the efficient manage-

ment of roads requires the measurement of traffic conditions. For instance, the

traffic management center (TMC) uses measurements of traffic at urban inter-

sections to optimize traffic signal settings based on traffic queue lengths. Road

users can use this information to better plan their activities and adjust their

routes. Most conventional traffic surveillance systems use intrusive sensors,

including inductive loop detectors, microloop probes, and pneumatic road

tubes, because of their high accuracy for vehicle detection (>97%). However,

these sensors disrupt traffic during installation and repair, which leads to a high

installation and maintenance cost. Wireless sensor networks and access points

can be used so that traffic information is generated at the sensor nodes and then

transferred to the access point by radio.

8.1.4.5 Industrial Process Control

The value of wireless networks is becoming obvious to organizations that need

real-time access to information about the environment of their plants, pro-

cesses, and equipment to prevent disruption (Conant, 2006). Wireless solutions

can offer lower system, infrastructure, and operating costs as well as improve-

ment of product quality, streamlining of operations, easier upgrading, greater

physical mobility, and more freedom. Unlike traditional wired networks, the

sensors in a WSN can be deployed in the bearings of motors, oil pumps,

whirring engines, packing crates, and many other unpleasant, inaccessible, or

hazardous environments that are inaccessible with normal wired systems (Low

et al., 2005). By using smart sensors, the condition of equipment in the field

and factories can be monitored to alert the appropriate authorities of immi-

nent failures. A typical equipment manufacturer spends billions of dollars on
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service and maintenance every year. The equipment to be monitored can range

from turbine engines to automobiles, photocopiers, and washing machines.

Condition-based monitoring is expected to significantly reduce the cost of

service and maintenance, increase the machine’s lifetime, improve customer

satisfaction, and even save lives.

8.1.4.6 Asset and Warehouse Monitoring

Sensors may be used to monitor and track assets such as trucks or other equip-

ment, especially in an area without a fixed networking infrastructure (Zhao and

Guibas, 2004). Sensors may also be used to manage assets for industries such as

oil, gas, and aerospace. Tracking sensors can vary from GPS-equipped locators

to passive RFID tags, and the automated logging system can reduce errors in

manual data entry. More importantly, businesses such as trucking or construc-

tion can significantly improve asset utilization using real-time information about

equipment location and condition. Furthermore, the asset information can be

linked with other databases such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data-

bases. This information helps to make decisions by giving a global, real-time

picture in order to optimally use available resources.

8.2 The Three Most Prevailing WSN Application Scenarios

Three application scenarios are chosen to demonstrate the potential of WSNs

formonitoring people’s health and location and for ensuring perimeter security.

We use the Versmé sanatorium, located in Birstonas, Lithuania, to demonstrate

the three scenarios, as shown in Fig. 8.4. Around the artificial ponds, an

invisible barrier with a 5-meter perimeter is assumed, while the distance from

the building walls to the edge of the ponds is up to 20meters. Fixed sensor nodes

are placed on the trees in order to carry out environmental protection services as

well. Other possible positions for the fixed sensor nodes are the on lampposts

around the perimeter of the area and on the roof of the building. The building is

15 meters high, while the height of the trees can be up to 10 meters, and a power

supply is available within the specified perimeter.

After reviewing a large variety of possible WSN application scenarios, three

of the most demanding, and thus most interesting as far as research is con-

cerned, have been selected. These three application scenarios have been chosen

as the most representative of existing and future WSN applications with uni-

versal usage in the environmental, health-care, and security domains.

� Application scenario 1, ‘‘Multiple-target tracking’’: The WSN system targets

moving objects inside the limits of the sanatorium, locates them, stores

historical data, and obtains statistics regarding the preferred routes of clients.
� Application scenario 2, ‘‘Surveillance’’: The WSN system creates a virtual

security perimeter to keep intruders out of the sanatorium.
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� Application scenario 3, ‘‘Vital sign and environmental critical monitoring’’:

The WSN system monitors vital signs in real time, keeping track of clients’

health.

The three scenarios will be further described, corresponding to the aforemen-

tioned application fields, with respect to the scenario description from the user

perspective and the resulting user requirements and specification. Last but not

least, according to the formal object-oriented design approach (Pilone, 2006),

technical requirements for each application scenario are derived from the identi-

fied use case analysis. Technical requirements are derived from the technical

aspects that the systemmust fulfill, such as performance-related issues, reliability,

and system availability. These types of requirements can be conceptually cate-

gorized in the following groups: functional, storage, interface, usability, reliabil-

ity, communication, performance, maintenance, and documentation.

8.2.1 Multiple-Target Tracking

8.2.1.1 Scenario Description

Tracking can be defined as the pursuit of moving objects. From a technical

point of view, it is a challenge to track targets without the use of global

positioning system (GPS) technology, yet there are applications in which GPS

Fig. 8.4 Application scenarios: multiple-target tracking, surveillance, and vital sign and

environmental critical monitoring
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signals cannot be accessed. However, WSN technology can be used to track

targets, providing an alternative to GPS. For target tracking, the system loca-

lizes and tracks moving objects inside the limits of a specified area, to store

historical data and obtain statistics regarding the preferred routes of visitors,

residents, or patients, known as clients. The system also provides the staff with

the precise position of clients and employees, which is vital information in

emergencies. The system also provides suggestions about abnormal situations,

comparing a client’s historical data with current data to establish if the client’s

behavioral pattern makes sense. If the system detects significant changes in the

client, the staff is notified and can then use their judgment to react to the warnings.

This scenario is implemented outdoors, in an area including a park, artificial

ponds, and the sanatorium building. The total area outdoors covers 72.000

square meters, 11,000 square meters of which are covered by the two ponds.

A group of clients is strolling through the sanatorium’s gardens. Clients wear

smart bracelets that send positional information to a WSN system, which in

turn processes the received data to determine the location of moving clients and

staff. The staff carries PDAs or mobile phones with a user-friendly application

to track the position of the clients staying at the sanatorium so that the

personnel can quickly locate clients when needed.

Positional data will also be stored by the system and can be analyzed to

reveal if clients prefer to walk a certain route around the sanatorium. Using this

information, the sanatorium manager can decide to build a café on this route

for the clients to have a drink or snack during their walks.

During his or her daily walk around the pond, a client can be tracked by the

system. For example, if the client falls, the system detects that the client has not

moved for a period of time. The system compares this data with historical data

and can judge if the client is far from his or her usual route. The received data

also indicate whether anyone is near the client. The system can establish if this is

a potentially abnormal situation, thus sending a warning to the PDA or mobile

phone of the staff member closest to the client, who can then check on the client

to see if he or she needs help or possible treatment.

Apart from the health spa scenario, there are many other scenarios in which

tracking can be useful. Multiple-target tracking applications supported by

wireless sensor networks include surveillance, search and rescue, disaster

response, pursuit evasion games, distributed control, spatial temporal data col-

lection, health monitoring, person and group monitoring, and other location-

based services.

8.2.1.2 User Requirements

The main goals of the multiple-target tracking demonstration scenario are to

(1) measure data needed to track moving objects, (2) process the data collected,

(3) analyze the results, and (4) provide suggestions to the sanatorium personnel.

Clients wear smart sensor nodes that send positional information to a WSN.

The WSN system processes the received data to determine the location of
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moving clients and personnel, with an accuracy of 10–12 meters. Fixed sensor

nodes deal with more precise positional information that must be sent in real

time, allowing the system to determine the position of moving clients.

The personnel have PDAs or mobile phones with an application that is

designed to be very user-friendly. Personnel using the application on their

PDAs ormobile phones are able to track the position of clients in the sanatorium.

This positional data will also be stored by the system. The positional data can be

analyzed to reveal that clients prefer to walk a certain route around the sanator-

ium. Using this information, the sanatorium system administrator could make

some specific decisions to improve the environment for clients walking outdoors.

Measured data are transmitted to the system and processed to determine the

geographical location of the moving objects. All the data results are stored, and

sanatorium personnel can use this information. Long-term studies can define

the patterns followed by clients, allowing the construction of different facilities

around the routes or making better routes to attract more clients.

Table 8.1 shows the preferred features for the target-tracking application

scenario.

8.2.1.3 Technical Analysis

This section identifies and analyzes the use cases and corresponding actors of

the multiple-target tracking application scenario. Based on this information,

the technical requirements for the final system are extracted.

Table 8.1 User Requirements for Multiple-Target Tracking

Parameter Preferred Features

Mobility Fixed beacon sensor nodes andmobility wearable sensor nodes

Energy resources Rechargeable mobile nodes and battery-powered fixed nodes

Deployment Manual preliminary predicted node placement

Heterogeneity Body sensors, PDAs, data receiver, and specialized sensors

Scalability Medium number of possible future nodes

Topology Star, mesh, multi-hop, single-hop, hierarchical cluster-based

Coverage Full area coverage

Connectivity Full network connection

Communication

modalities

RF-based

Infrastructure WANs, monitoring nodes, cluster members, cluster heads,

gateways, base station, PDAs

Sensor cost Low-cost*

Sensor type Tiny, nonintrusive, easy to deploy, easy to wear, robust

Network size Up to hundreds of fixed nodes and tens to hundreds of mobile

nodes

Network lifetime Months

Application-dependent

QoS parameters

Data reliability, time delay (real-time needs), data privacy and

security, low end-to-end delay, time synchronization, fault

tolerance

*Sensor nodes cost from 100E to 400E each.
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Actors

Client: represents the sensor nodes worn by the clients. The sensor node will

set off an alarm in an emergency and will provide the client’s information

to be stored in the central database.

Event scheduler: represents the main component that handles actions

received as events, automatically schedules them, and coordinates the

functional components of the system. This actor is responsible for setting

off alarms, localizing and keeping track of moving clients, checking the

status of the nodes, and processing historical data.

System administrator: represents the systemmanager in charge of the system,

with additional access rights in order to process clients’ personal data or,

if he or she is a doctor, with access rights to clients’ historical health data.

The system administrator may also process statistics about clients’ routes,

register and unregister new clients, manage their information, and present

stored data from the database.

Personnel: represents the staff working in the sanatorium, who may request

the position of a client, recall stored data, and confirm alarm notifications

upon reception.

Use Cases

Node status checking: The event scheduler may periodically check the status

of the wireless nodes to identify failures and notify the system

administrator.

Register/unregister new client: For any new client, the system administrator

registers the relative information in the system database, forming a cor-

responding record for later use. The system administrator has the right to

unregister the corresponding record of any registered client and remove it

from the system database.

Manage client information: The system administrator may modify the stored

information in its corresponding record for any registered client in the

system database.

Client localization: Registered clients continuously send information to the

system that allows their position to be calculated. The system processes

the received data and executes a tracking algorithm to determine the

location of moving clients and personnel. Fixed sensor nodes deployed in

the sanatorium area deal with positional information. The positional data

must be sent in real time in order to guarantee that the system is able to

determine the position of moving clients.

Store registered client information: The positional data sent by the fixed

sensor nodes in real time is used to determine the position of moving

clients. The resulting positional client information will be routed to the

central server for final storage in the central database.
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Statistical processing of routes: The stored positional and historical data can

be analyzed statistically to reveal that clients prefer to walk a certain route

around the sanatorium. This information may be used, for instance, to

support the system administrator’s decision to build a bench on this route

where the clients can rest during their walks. Additionally, the event

scheduler may periodically process statistical data to identify emergency

situations and notify the personnel, according to the defined alarm rules.

Historical data processing: The event scheduler may periodically process

historical data to identify emergency situations and notify the personnel.

Stored data presentation: The stored historical data can be recalled for

specific periods of time, for specific clients, or for groups of clients to

support system-wide managerial decisions regarding the preferred ser-

vices of the sanatorium.

Client position request: The personnel may request the position of a client for

a daily check. Additionally, a client who is lost or in any other emergency

situation may request help using an alarm button, thereby revealing his or

her position.

Indicate alarm situation: The system continuously receives positional data,

processes it, and compares it with stored data.When the system detects an

abnormal situation, it analyzes whether any help close by can be provided

to the localized emergency and sends an alarm notification to the per-

sonnel closest to the problem.

Confirm alarm notification: In an abnormal situation, the system is respon-

sible for sending an alarm notification to the personnel. If the staff

member can handle the emergency, he or she sends an affirmative mes-

sage. Otherwise, if the system receives a negative response or no response,

then it notifies the next-closest personnel of the emergency.

8.2.2 Surveillance

8.2.2.1 Scenario Description

The use of WSNs can greatly improve security in a close area and thus create a

safer environment. Suspicious situations can also be detected; thus, potentially

dangerous situations can be avoided. The surveillance system creates an invi-

sible security perimeter that detects objects crossing it in order to keep intruders

out of the sanatorium. The system also stores historical data and obtains

statistical information regarding the entrances and exits of clients, staff, and

possible intruders. The system provides staff with suggestions on how to

improve security in the sanatorium and also how to take special care of clients

who must stay within the boundaries of the facility.

A WSN is used to detect objects crossing the invisible barrier around the

perimeter of the sanatorium. Clients and staff wear smart bracelets for their

identification. If an intruder (person or animal) enters the limits of the
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sanatorium, the movement is detected by the WSN, which sends the informa-

tion to the central system. The system analyzes the data received, decides

whether or not the person or animal that has crossed the invisible barrier is

an intruder, and sends an alarm notification to the appropriate personnel.

When a client enters the limits of the sanatorium after a walk outside, the

movement sensors detect him or her and the central computer determines if he

or she is a client according to the smart signal that has been received. Each client

or staff member wears an identifying smart bracelet. As a result, the central

computer knows who crosses the sanatorium’s perimeter. Consequently, the

alarm is obviously not activated when staff members or clients cross the Para-

meter, thus saving system power.

A variation of this scenario entails a client exiting the limits of the sanator-

ium. The movement is detected and information is sent to the central computer.

Each client has a profile stored in the database that indicates if he or she is

allowed to exit the limits of the sanatoriumwithout supervision. Once the stored

profile of the client is processed, the system identifies a potentially dangerous

situation and sends an alarm to the PDAof the responsible staff. The staff could

then decide to search for him or her in the sanatorium’s surroundings.

8.2.2.2 User Requirements

The main goals of the perimeter surveillance scenario are (1) the detection of

intruders, (2) the processing of information regarding detection, (3) the analysis

of the results of that data, and (4) the creation of a self-learning system that

improves its performance with time. Institution territory surveillance involves

� Detection of intruders and all the visitors, patients, and staff passing

through the territory
� Monitoring the activity in the sanatorium’s facilities including therapy

rooms, mud bath, swimming pool, and resting room
� Automatic monitoring and regulation of temperature, moisture, and light-

ing on the premises

The system creates a 31,000-square-meter virtual security perimeter that detects

objects crossing the invisible perimeter in order to keep intruders out of the

sanatorium. The system also stores historical data and obtains statistics regarding

the entrances and exits of clients, personnel, and possible intruders. The system

provides personnel with suggestions to improve security in the sanatorium and

also to take special care of clients who must stay within the facility’s boundaries.

The perimeter is constantly observed in order to detect intruders at once. An

informational signal (light or text) is generated when crossing a 5-meter-long

invisible line from the edge of the perimeter. An alert message must be received

by personnel closest to the client. The sensor nodes should distinguish among

clients, personnel, and intruders. To achieve this objective, clients and person-

nel wear sensor nodes to send a signal identifying clients and personnel. If no

signal is received from a sensor node, an additional type of sensor node is
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activated to gather further information necessary for the system to determine

that an intruder is crossing the perimeter. A combination of different types of

sensor nodes is thus necessary.

When making decisions, the system has to take into consideration all the

information it receives from the sensor nodes. Historical data in addition to

client profiles stored in the database can be used to detect potentially abnormal

situations and make suggestions to personnel by activating an alarm in his or

her PDA.

Table 8.2 shows the preferred features for the surveillance application

scenario.

8.2.2.3 Technical Analysis

This section identifies and analyzes the use cases and corresponding actors of

the surveillance application scenario. Based on this information, the technical

requirements for the final system are extracted.

Actors

Client: represents the sensor nodes placed along the surveyed perimeter. The

sensor node will be triggered to detect when an intruder crosses the

perimeter.

Table 8.2 Surveillance Application’s User Requirements

Parameter Preferred Features

Mobility Fixed beacon sensor nodes andmobility wearable sensor nodes

Energy resources Rechargeable mobile nodes and battery-powered fixed nodes

Deployment Manual placement

Heterogeneity Emplaced sensors, PDAs, data receiver, specialized sensors,

infrastructure sensors

Scalability Medium number of possible future nodes (þ100s)

Topology Star, mesh, multi-hop, single-hop, hierarchical cluster-based

Coverage Full area coverage

Connectivity Full network connection

Communications

modalities

RF-based

Infrastructure WANs, fixed and mobile nodes, cluster members, cluster

heads, gateways, base station, PDAs

Sensor cost Low-cost*

Sensor type Tiny, nonintrusive, easy to deploy, easy to wear, robust

Network size Tens to hundreds of fixed and mobile nodes

Network lifetime Months

Application-dependent

QoS parameters

Data reliability, time delay (real time needs), data privacy and

security, fault tolerance, low end-to-end delay, time

synchronization

*Sensor nodes cost from 100E to 400E each.
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Event scheduler: This actor represents the main component that handles

actions received as events, automatically schedules them, and coordinates

the functional components of the system. As in the multiple-target

tracking scenario analysis, the event scheduler is the actor responsible for

setting off alarms, checking the status of a sensor node, and processing

historical data for predicting emergencies.

System administrator: represents the systemmanager in charge of the system,

with additional access rights in order to process clients’ personal data or,

if he or she is a doctor, with access rights to clients’ historical health data.

The system administrator may also process statistical information on

clients’ entrances and exits, register and unregister new clients, manage

their information, and recall stored data from the database.

Personnel: represents the staff working in the sanatorium, who can recall

stored data and confirm alarm notifications upon reception.

Use Cases

Crossing of perimeter detection:The surveyed perimeter is formed around the

sanatorium area (31,000 square meters) by appropriately deployed sensor

nodes to deal with intrusion detection. When a moving object, be it an

intruder, client, or staff member, crosses the imaginary security perimeter

created by the wireless sensor network, the system detects the object

crossing the perimeter using a combination of different types of sensor

nodes. The detection must be done in real time.

Moving object identification: The fixed sensor nodes are responsible for

dealing with intruder identification. These nodes are placed outdoors and

should distinguish among clients, personnel, and intruders. To achieve

this objective, clients and personnel are assumed to be wearing sensor

nodes, which send an identification signal so they can be considered as

registered. As a result, the network of sensor nodes alerts the base station

when people cross the sanatorium’s perimeter.

Alarm indication: The system receives the location of the people crossing the

security perimeter and stores it for future processing. If an intruder is

inside the perimeter or a client is outside the perimeter, the system detects

it based on the stored data and sends an alarm notification to the per-

sonnel closest to the localized emergency.

Process historical data, entrance and exit statistics: The stored historical data

can be recalled for specific periods of time, for specific clients, or for

groups of clients to support managerial decisions regarding the sanator-

ium’s security. Moreover, the stored historical data regarding the

entrances and exits can be analyzed statistically to reveal the weakest or

potentially dangerous spots in the security perimeter. Using this infor-

mation, the system administrator can decide to build a fence or assign

more personnel to that region. Additionally, the event scheduler may
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periodically process historical data to generate behavior patterns and thus

identify emergency situations.

8.2.3 Vital Sign and Environmental Parameters

8.2.3.1 Scenario Description

Monitoring can be defined as the repeated observation of conditions, especially

to detect and give warning of change. The need for data monitoring under

critical conditions as well as prioritization of emergency notifications is the

main challenge of this scenario. Critical monitoring is considered a failure if it is

not completed before a specific time threshold. Therefore, time limits or dead-

lines will have to be clearly defined relative to the specific events being

monitored.

The goal of vital sign and environmental critical monitoring is to monitor

vital signs to keep track of the health of clients, to store historical data, and to

obtain statistics regarding the vital signs of clients at the sanatorium. The

system also monitors the environmental Parameters of the sanatorium and

provides suggestions regarding an increase or decrease in the temperature

and/or humidity in any area of the building in order to create a comfortable

environment for all guests. Specialists will be able to recommend treatments to

clients based on what their vital signs indicate. They will also be able to

determine if and when there are health emergencies and what the reasons are

for those emergencies.

This scenario assumes that clients of the sanatoriumwear smart sensor nodes

to detect his or her vital signs and send these data to a WSN. The smart sensor

node also contains an alarm indication mechanism to inform clients of poten-

tially dangerous situations. There is a network of fixed sensor nodes inside and

outside the building. The outdoors territory is 31,000 square meters.

One example of the use of WSN technology in client vital sign monitoring

occurs when a client participates in a remedial gymnastics class in the knees

therapy hall (the area of coverage is 281.65 square meters). The smart sensor

node the client is wearing sends vital sign information every minute while the

client exercises. The WSN system receives and processes this monitoring infor-

mation. The system compares historical data for this client with current data

and establishes that his or her pulse rate is abnormal and higher than the

maximum expected pulse rate for this person. The system then sends a warning

to sanatorium personnel via their PDAs or mobile phones and to the client via

his or her wearable sensor node. The alarm is displayed on the personnel’s PDA

in the form of a warning, which suggests informing the client to stop taking

the class. Their smart sensor node starts to beep. The client knows that when the

smart sensor node beeps, he or she needs to see a specialist immediately. If the

client decides to ignore the alarm and continue taking the remedial gymnastics

class, his or her pulse rate may suddenly increase sharply. The system would
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then alert the personnel on their PDA devices or mobile phones that the client

may be about to suffer a heart attack.

In order to monitor environmental data, sensors must be deployed to sense

the temperature and humidity in all areas of the sanatorium. The personnel can

then decide to increase or reduce the temperature and/or humidity of a parti-

cular area accordingly. Data about environmental Parameters can also be used

so that other clients can avoid uncomfortable conditions inside the sanatorium,

such as extreme heat or cold. Additionally, the system can be used for cross-

referencing searches of historical data, to find out if the building’s temperature

has influenced changes in pulse rate.

8.2.3.2 User Requirements

The main goals of the critical monitoring scenario are to (1) measure pulse rate

and environmental Parameters such as temperature and humidity, (2) process

the data collected, (3) analyze the results, and (4) provide suggestions to

sanatorium personnel. Two kinds of Parameters are measured in this applica-

tion: vital signs and environmental data.

The vital sign thatwill be analyzed in this scenario is pulse rate,whichmeasures

heartbeats and other potential coronary responses. In order to avoid heart

problems, among other reasons, this vital parameter has to be measured con-

tinuously while a client exercises. This application also measures environmental

parameters, i.e., temperature and humidity. The measurement of environmental

parameters may help to analyze the relationship or correlation between changes

in these environmental Parameters and changes related to heart response.

The client wears a smart sensor nodes that continuously detects his or her

vital signs and sends these data to the WSN system every minute the client

exercises. The system receives this monitoring information and compares his-

torical data for this client with current data to establish whether or not his or her

pulse rate is abnormal. It is essential that the system is capable of guaranteeing

that the vital signs are processed in real time so that emergency actions can be

taken immediately. The alarm notification sent to the client’s sensor node stops

after 10 seconds and starts again if the problem persists. If an emergency is

detected early, in cases such as heart attacks, the client’s life may be saved.

In order to observe an individual’s pulse rate and to know when the person

needs help, safe pulse-rate zones must first be determined:

� Each person has an individual resting pulse rate, which can be different

depending on the person’s state of health, fitness level, and natural features.

The individual resting pulse rate has to be measured.
� Another step is to determine heart training and a safe pulse rate, which will

depend on the person’s state of health, fitness level, natural features, and the

physical characteristics one wants to train. One training pulse can be useful

for the person who wants to train for endurance while another is useful for

maintaining the current state of health, and so on.
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� The maximum pulse rate should also be determined, which could be reached

one or two times per therapy training. This could reach a critical rate if it

lasts for longer than 3 to 5 minutes or it is reached more than three times

during a therapy session.
� The state of the cardiovascular system can be characterized not only by pulse

rate but also by pulse recovery time from raised back to normal again, which

is why this data should also be determined.
� The critical pulse point and critical recovery time should always be defined.
� The evaluation of pulse rate using the formula
� [M]pulse rate = 220 – age

can be used only for completely healthy people. This evaluation is quite simple

if other health factors are not kept in mind. That is why more comprehensive

cardiovascular and pulmonary system tests for sanatorium clients should be

used. For initial individual pulse-rate zone determination, cardiopulmonary

exercise testing could be chosen, which includes

� Measurement of V’O2max and definition of the anaerobic threshold

(AT). Objective and individual determination of training pulse rate

ranges; creation of health- and performance-oriented exercising schedules
� Fat burning test. Visualization of fat and carbohydrate burning during

workload increase; determination of pulse-rate range for maximum fat

burning; controlled weight loss through effective metabolic fat exercising
� Resting metabolic rate test. Measuring the metabolic rate at rest for

controlled energy uptake; visual comparison of current outcome and

targeted value; nutritional recommendations to optimize body weight

� Depending on the test performed, the program offers the relevant results,

comments, and recommendations.

This application scenario is very important in the sense that its benefits are

tangible to the end user in the following ways:

� Data registration determines safety and better quality of service.
� It provides easier management of complicated treatment services.
� Optimization of the treatment process prevents useless reduplication of

procedures.
� It results in more standardized work processes and fewer mistakes.
� The data analysis optimizes the administration processes and resources

planning and consumption in the facilities.
� It allows for efficient therapy and workout time.
� It gives an accurate objective of a client’s overall health and physical status

for a potential evaluation.
� It provides quantitative and qualitative control and evaluation and analysis

of the therapy process.
� It eliminates the human factor in evaluation, treatment, and conclusion.
� It provides easy access to all kinds of information.
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� It features universal system adaptability.
� It provides remote control of the system using an Internet connection.
� The information could be used for scientific research.
� A nurse calling system could be installed in clients’ rooms and around the

building.

Table 8.3 shows the preferred features for the critical vital sign and environ-

mental monitoring application scenario.

8.2.3.3 Technical Analysis

This section identifies and analyzes the use cases and corresponding actors of

the critical monitoring application scenario. Based on this information, the

technical requirements for the final system are extracted.

Actors

Client: represents the sensor nodes worn by the clients. The sensor node will

provide pulse-rate measurements and send an alarm to the client by a

beeper. The sensor node may also be a sensor deployed in the environ-

ment, responsible for providing temperature and humidity measurements

of the environmental conditions in the sanatorium.

Table 8.3 Vital Sign and Environmental Monitoring Application’s User Requirements

Parameter Preferred Features

Mobility Fixed beacon sensor nodes and mobility wearable sensor

nodes

Energy resources Rechargeable mobile nodes, battery-powered fixed nodes and

mains

Deployment Manual placement

Heterogeneity Body sensors, emplaced sensors, PDAs, data receiver,

environmental sensors

Scalability Medium number of possible future nodes

Topology Star, mesh, multi-hop, single-hop, hierarchical cluster-based

Coverage Sparse and dense

Connectivity Medium and full network connection

Communication modalities RF-based

Infrastructure WANs, monitoring nodes, cluster members, cluster heads,

gateways, base station, PDAs

Sensor cost Low-cost *

Sensor type Tiny, nonintrusive, easy to deploy, easy to wear, robust

Network size Tens to hundreds of nodes

Network lifetime Months to years

Application-dependent

QoS parameters

Data reliability, time delay (real-time needs), data privacy and

security, real-time data processing, fault tolerance, low end-

to-end delay, time synchronization

*Sensor nodes cost from 100E to 400E each.
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Event scheduler: represents the main component that handles actions

received as events, automatically schedules them, and coordinates the

functional components of the system. This actor is responsible for pro-

cessing raw data and cross-referencing it to the data already stored, for

storing the processed data, and for checking the nodes’ status. This actor

handles the health alarm rules in terms of the execution and generation of

health recommendations and alarms. Finally, it also checks the confir-

mation of alarm notification.

System administrator: represents the system manager in charge of the

system, with additional access rights in order to process clients’

personal data or, if he or she is a doctor, with access rights to clients’

historical health data. The system administrator may also calibrate

the smart tags, register and unregister new clients, manage their

information, and recall stored data from the database. Finally, the

system administrator is responsible for entering and managing the

health alarm rules, which in turn inform the system of the best way

to handle the emergency.

Personnel: represents the staff working in the sanatorium, who are in charge

of clients’ health and treatment. As such, the personnel may request and

edit a client report for the presentation of stored data and will confirm

alarm notifications upon reception. The personnel in this scenario may

also request stored vital sign data and environmental data. He or she can

also list the defined health alarm rules for consultation.

Use Cases

Node status checking: The event scheduler may periodically check the status

of the wireless nodes to identify failures and notify the system

administrator.

Register/unregister new client: For any new client, the system administrator

registers the relative information in the system database, forming a cor-

responding record for later use. For any registered client, the system

administrator has the right to unregister its corresponding record and

remove it from the system database.

Manage client information: For any registered client, the system adminis-

trator may modify the stored information in its corresponding record in

the system database. The personnel may also change the information of

the active client and store the updated report.

Smart tag calibration: The system administrator may calibrate the smart tag

when necessary.

Pulse-rate measurement provisioning: The sensor node worn by the client

continuously monitors the pulse rate and sends the measured data with

the help of fixed sensors to the central server. For this procedure, an
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efficient routing algorithm is necessary to guarantee fast and successful

data transfer through the network.

Store process data and vital sign raw data: The event scheduler captures all

just-processed data of vital signs and environment. The information is

stored permanently in the system and remains available for future

demands.

Presentation of clients’ current, historical, or statistical vital sign data: The

personnel may demand information from the system to check clients’

current or historical vital sign data. If the client is active, the system

checks, extracts, and sends the requested information to the event sche-

duler. The personnel may also check clients’ cross references or statistics.

Cross references represent a combination of different types of data during

the same interval of time.

Manage health alarm rule: The system administrator is responsible for

entering or deleting a health alarm rule for every client, which can set

off an alarm. The system administrator may also modify an existing

rule by changing the Parameters for activating the alarm. Such Para-

meters may be the behavior pattern, the action recommended, and the

type of alarm.

List health alarm rules: Personnel may see the complete list of health alarm

rules as well as their details.

Execute health alarm rules in processed data: The event scheduler makes a

request to the system to check whether or not the processed data activate

an alarm rule. The system notifies the event scheduler of whether or not an

alarm pattern has been matched that will set off an alarm.

Alarm indication:When a rule has been executed and its pattern is matched,

the event scheduler makes a request to the system to check the alarm type.

The system sends an alarm to the personnel’s PDAor PC and a beep to the

client’s sensor node. Alarms may require immediate attention, early

attention, or just consist of a warning. If no confirmation is received

within 10 seconds, the system searches for the staff member nearest the

client and continues with the notification process until a specialist has

been allocated to help the client.

Confirm alarm notification: In abnormal situations, the system is responsible

for sending an alarm notification to the personnel’s PDA. If the staff

member can handle the emergency, he or she sends an affirmative mes-

sage. Otherwise, if the system receives a negative response or no response,

then it notifies the next-closest personnel to the emergency.

Environmental measurement provisioning: Fixed sensor nodes are responsible

for sensing the temperature and humidity of the environment and reporting

these measurements to the system. The environmental raw data are peri-

odically received from all fixed nodes deployed in the corresponding area.

Stored environmental data presentation: Personnel may request stored envir-

onmental data checking. The system extracts, calculates, and sends the

requested information either to the personnel’s PDAor to the central server.
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8.2.4 Technical Requirements

The network topology most suited to support the three scenarios consists of

fixed sensor nodes deployed in a grid-based scheme, forming an infrastructure

together with a central server that will manage the system database. These

requirements are as follows:

� Sensor nodes must communicate with the WSN system.
� Fixed sensor nodes must be part of the WSN system.
� The WSN system must communicate with a PDA.
� The WSN system should communicate with a mobile phone terminal.
� The network should support and, when advantageous, use multiple

gateways.
� The WSN may be connected to the WAN through a gateway.
� A main storage system is required.

As far as the networking of the system is concerned, data should be able to be

routed securely through the network nodes to multiple destinations within

bounded times. When considering the mobile nature of the application scenar-

ios, power conservation is also mandatory as far as network performance is

concerned. the details of the communication requirements are as follows:

� The network should support reliable connections.
� The network protocols should be energy-aware and try to minimize energy

consumption.
� The network architecture should support authentication and authorization

and provide the necessary access control.
� The network architecture may support guaranteed end-to-end latency.
� The system architecture may support QoS guarantees to control delays and

provide high transmission probabilities.
� The network architecture should support algorithms and the distribution of

cryptographic keys so that the confidentiality of traffic may be protected.
� The networked configuration of sensor nodes and actuators should support

reconfiguration as much as possible.
� Network state variables may be available to the application.

With respect to the functionality, the system must provide the following

requirements:

� Historical data must always be available and never deleted.
� The system must allow information from surveillance, critical monitoring,

and multiple-tracking applications to be cross-checked.
� Only specialized personnel and the systemmanager shall obtain client reports.
� The historical vital sign data available must be the pulse rate and timestamp.
� Historical vital sign data should be available to specialized personnel.
� Vital sign information must only be available for specialized personnel and

the system manager.
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� New-client registration time should be less than 15 minutes.
� The following information is required of clients at registration: name, gender,

age, resting pulse rate, relevant medical history, and wearable sensor identifier.
� The system manager may access all stored information, register new clients,

and unregister clients.
� The system manager and specialized personnel may edit, modify, and con-

sult stored client information.
� The system must detect whether or not the node is activated.
� Smart tags are wearable, and their weight should be less than 100 grams.
� The system should be made up of a network of fixed sensor nodes inside and

outside the sanatorium building.
� Smart tags must be weatherproof.
� The smart tag battery must be low-power for a continuous operation of a

minimum of 7 days.
� The fixed sensor node must be weatherproof.
� Fixed sensor nodes placed inside the sanatorium building should be con-

nected to the mains.
� Fixed sensor nodes placed outside the sanatorium building must have a

continuous operation of a minimum of 30 days.
� The smart tag battery must be rechargeable.
� The system should store all new transmitted sensor node data.
� Node data transmitted must contain a timestamp.
� Node data transmitted must be encrypted.
� Critical data sent should reach the system within 10 seconds.
� Clients should be able to sleep with the sensor node on.
� Smart tags must have a setup and calibration time of less than 15 minutes.
� Data frequency update must be less than 5 seconds.
� Smart tags must have a sensor node to measure pulse rate.
� Smart tags must measure pulse rate continuously when needed.
� Smart tags must report pulse rate precisely every 60 seconds.
� Data collected must be prioritized, with vital sign measurements being the

most critical data, while environmental data have a lower priority.
� When an alarm is activated, a client’s smart tag must start to beep.
� The alarm beep of the client’s smart tag should stop after 5 seconds.
� The alarms should be categorized according to the priority of the action

response.
� When an alarm is activated, specialized members of the personnel nearest

the client must receive a warning in their PDA or mobile phone with the

emergency level of the alarm and the recommended action.
� Recipients must confirm reception of an alarm notification.
� The system must ensure reception of all alarm notifications.
� Raw data must be processed.
� The user interface should display the last update of requested data.
� All processed data must be stored in the system.
� Processed pulse-rate data shall be displayed on a user-friendly interface.
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� Processed vital sign data shall be displayed in the PDAs or PCs of specialized

personnel.
� Processed vital sign data should be displayed upon request by specialized

personnel.

Finally, considering the rest of the characteristics a system must provide,

namely reliability, usability, performance, maintenance, and documentation,

the following requirements may be extracted from the use case analysis of the

three application scenarios.

Usability

� Sensor node should support an alarm signal.
� PDA must support an alarm signal.
� The mobile phone terminal must have an alarm signal.

Reliability

� The WSN system must be available 100% of the time.
� Average time between failures should be greater than 200 hours.
� Average time for repairing the WSN system should be two hours.
� The sensor node’s precision should be at least

Pulse rate: –0.1% (heart beat per minute)

Temperature: –0.5%

Humidity: –0.5%

Performance

� The maximum transition response time between the reporting of critical

vital sign and the signaling of the alarm must be 1 second.
� The server must be capable of processing a minimum of 20 transmissions per

second between the sensor node and the WSN system.
� Changes in the density ofWSN nodes shall not affect both the response time

and the throughput of the system.
� In degraded mode, the measurement and transmission of vital signs are

required.

Maintenance

� Software utility is required for testing the linkage state of the sensor node.
� Software utility should be available for testing the linkage state of the PDA.
� Software utility is required for testing the linkage state of the fixed sensor

node.

Documentation

� Installation and configuration guide is required.
� Sensor node user manual is required.
� PDA user manual is recommended.
� WSN system management manual is required.
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Additional functional requirements for each specific application scenario are

described below, capturing the particular details of tracking accuracy, surveil-

lance criticality, and vital sign monitoring and alarm handling.

8.2.4.1 Multiple-Target Tracking

� The system should allow client position reports to be obtained.
� Historical positional data available must consist of the position, client ID,

and timestamp.
� The system should allow client positional statistics to be obtained.
� Positional information must be available only for specialized personnel and

the system administrator.
� The tracking algorithm’s accuracy must be 5–7 meters.
� The client’s maximum speed shall be 10 km/h.
� The maximum number of clients moving outdoors shall be 100.
� The maximum number of clients moving indoors shall be 20.
� The client’s position must be tracked with an overall error of 10–15 meters.

8.2.4.2 Surveillance

� The system should allow intruder position reports to be obtained.
� Historical perimeter data available must consist of the perimeter zone,

personnel ID, and client ID.
� The system should allow perimeter statistics about the personnel, client, and

intruder to be obtained.
� The system must use alert rules to recommend actions and send alarms.
� Only the system administrator may manage security alert rules.
� Security alert rules should consist of recommended actions and associated

alert types.
� Only verified rules may activate an alarm.
� Perimeter information should be available only for specialized personnel

and the system administrator.
� The perimeter must be continuously observed to detect intruders in real time.
� Fixed sensor nodes in the perimeter of the sanatorium building must con-

stantly control the entrance/exit.

8.2.4.3 Critical Monitoring

� The system should allow client reports to be obtained.
� The system should allow clients’ vital sign statistics to be obtained.
� The system should allow statistics comparing clients’ vital sign and environ-

mental data to be obtained.
� The system must allow health alarm rules to recommend actions and send

alarms to be used.
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� The system should allow health alarm rules such as create, edit, modify, list,

consult, or delete to be managed.
� Only the system manager may manage health alarm rules.
� Health alarm rules should consist of patterns, actions recommended, and

associated alarm types.
� Health alarm rules must check stored data every 5 minutes.
� Only verified rules may activate an alarm.
� The historical environmental data available must be the temperature,

humidity, node location, and timestamp.
� Environmental information must be available for all personnel and the

system manager.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium buildingmustmeasure temperature.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium building must measure humidity.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium building must measure tempera-

ture precisely every 15 minutes.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium building must measure humidity

precisely every 15 minutes.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium building should report tempera-

ture precisely every 60 minutes.
� Fixed sensor nodes inside the sanatorium building should report humidity

precisely every 60 minutes.
� There must be a configurable alarm based on the allowance of frequency

while training.
� Processed humidity and temperature data may be displayed together or

separately in a user-friendly interface.
� Processed environmental data may be displayed in personnel’s PDAs or PCs.
� Processed environmental data may be displayed upon request of the

personnel.
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